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IN THE LAST PARAGRAPH OF TRISHA BROWN’S ESSAY FOR THIS VOLUME, “How to Make a Modern Dance When the Sky’s the Limit,” she writes about a rehearsal of L’Orfeo, the Monteverdi opera she directed in 1998:

When I walked out into the center of my studio to improvise Orfeo’s speech to Caronte in the monumental aria “Possente Spirito,” I had sorted out my identity. I was both Orfeo asking for permission to enter Hades and the words he sang. I was primed with music, text, poetry systems, literature. I was the faithful shepherd (Guarini, Il Pastor fido), the Spirit was with me and, most of all, I also could arpeggiate my body in the clear place of a compositional mind that does operate on its own when Trisha is busy with a handful of other aesthetic concerns. I knew, at that moment, the long haul of my apprenticeship in choreography was over.

This is a remarkable admission for a choreographer/dancer of such extraordinary accomplishment who has plied her art for forty years, created more than eighty-five pieces, and presented them in thousands of performances in more than a dozen countries. For her to feel that she had just finished her apprenticeship reveals how Brown’s attitude and approach is that of a perpetual learner, an individual who takes nothing for granted other than discovery itself. Brown has investigated the fundamental characteristics of movement—gravity, weightlessness, duration, sequence, and repetition. She has questioned the relationships among kinetic, aural, visual, and verbal experience. Her works have reconsidered the relationships between the audience and the performer, the viewer and the viewed, the everyday and the exceptional, the perceptual and the visceral, and, common to all of these, art and life.

Brown began her career presenting works in galleries, museums, and lofts as well as small theaters. In the 1960s the difference between the performative and the visual was less evident and perhaps less significant. Brown’s concerns were allied to those of visual artists such as Robert Whitman and Robert Rauschenberg. While she largely identified herself as a dancer, her artistic practice at that time belonged to a unified field of artistic experimentation. Although it is not common for museums to present an exhibition devoted to dance, it is fitting that Brown’s work now returns to the museum for consideration, appraisal, and enjoyment. It is also appropriate that the two museums that have instigated this examination are teaching museums set within academies of higher education. Just as examination, experimentation, and intuition are key to Brown’s approach, so too are these means central to teaching museums. Our institutions do not exist simply to confer and confirm “greatness,” but to question what makes something great, to test assumptions, received knowledge, and accepted attitudes. The Addison Gallery of American Art and The Tang Teaching Museum and Art Gallery are laboratories of visual culture. They are integral parts of a larger, multidisciplinary endeavor. Accordingly, the visual arts are not treated in isolation but in the context of other studies.
Trisha Brown is an exemplary teacher who has taught or influenced not only generations of dancers but also, through her collaborative process, visual artists, singers, composers, filmmakers, and writers. As alluded to at the beginning of this introduction, it is her attitude of learning—from others, from process, and from herself—that sets Brown apart: her powers of observation; her ability to challenge herself and simultaneously trust her own process; her desire to draw from remembered experience and to confront the challenges and possibilities of the present moment. She takes inherently problematic concepts such as ambiguity, contradiction, unpredictability, incompatibility, instability, disorder, and the peripheral and turns them into opportunities for invention and creation. Brown’s approach is a lesson for us all, but it is particularly crucial for a younger generation that is increasingly confronted with a complex, global, electronically driven society. For them to experience the fundamental and essential simplicity of invention itself as well as the risks and rewards of collaboration is critical. These accomplishments are not achieved of course without tremendous commitment, sacrifice, and hard work. One might think because of the emphasis on experiment, intuition, and vernacular movement that “anything goes” in Trisha Brown’s work. As she has said, “People think dancers are very free spirits up there, but they’re not. They’re perfectionists, they’re disciplined.” This too is her lesson.

This book and the exhibition it accompanies are themselves risks, improvisations, and contradictions in terms. How does one make Brown’s collaborations with artists come alive minus dancers performing in real time? How is the ephemeral made perpetual? How does one convincingly reconstitute the past without historicizing, aggrandizing, and losing its spirit? This has been the challenge and long-time preoccupation of Hendel Teicher. Teicher—who began to formulate the concept for this project more than a decade ago—has thought, worked, collaborated, improvised, and now ultimately created a remarkable pair of parallel projects that each in its own way reveals the headiness, energy, determination, and ingenuity of Trisha Brown and her collaborators. As Brown has written, “If one is working with form and not formula, then the ideas take a visual presence in mind and one must find a method to decant that vision.” We are grateful to Teicher for doing just that and, for her fortitude in bringing these projects to fruition. Teicher’s search for form was greatly aided by the projects’ designers, 2x4. Susan Sellers in association with Alex Ching and Alice Chung enthusiastically and deftly worked on the design for the book and exhibition under enormous constraints of time and budget. The visual spark of both is due to their efforts. We would also like to acknowledge the tireless commitment of two other individuals—Elizabeth Finch, research assistant to Hendel Teicher, whose exacting, patient, exhaustive research and confirmation of information have helped to make this the definitive volume on Brown’s work; and Joseph N. Newland, whose guidance in the organization of the book and careful editing have given this complex volume a seamless dignity.

The realization of this project was handled with great energy and commitment by the staffs of both museums. We would like to recognize in particular from the Addison Gallery, BJ Larson, Director of Museum Resources, whose efforts coordinating the exhibition and book have been nothing short of herculean; Les Maloney, Chief Preparator, whose involvement with design, construction, and logistics was essential; Juliann McDonough, Curatorial
Associate, whose perseverance and focus on detail were critical to the realization of the book; Denise Johnson, Registrar and Financial Administrator, whose oversight and advice guided us in the complex relationship with our many partners; Jennifer Mergel, Curatorial Fellow, whose total immersion in and commitment to obtaining loans and assisting with all aspects of the installation was invaluable; John Sirois, who took the utmost care in the construction and reconstruction of exhibition sets and furnishings; Louann Boyd, who handled all the travel arrangements with alacrity and aplomb; and Elizabeth Kelton, who was cheerfully available to help assist with both the catalogue and the exhibition. From the Tang Museum we would like to acknowledge Chris Kobuskie, Preparator, who assisted with many of the nuts and bolts of the exhibition’s technology; Gayle King, Assistant to the Dayton Director; Ian Berry, Curator; Barbara Rhoades, Registrar; and Helaina J. Blume, Designer and Special Projects Coordinator.

The administrative staff of the Trisha Brown Dance Company have made tremendous expenditures of time and effort to ensure realization of this project while simultaneously finding a new home for the company and keeping up its regular, already exhausting level of activity. We are deeply appreciative to LaRue Allen, Executive Director; Jodi White, Company Manager; and Laura Hymers, Director of Education and Outreach, for their help with research, loans, and involvement with the residencies that accompany the exhibition. They have been generous partners.

The early support of museum directors and curators who quickly and wholeheartedly signed on to participate in the tour of the exhibition cannot be underestimated. We are greatly indebted to Marti Mayo, Director, Contemporary Arts Museum, Houston; Richard Andrews, Director, and Robin Held, Assistant Curator of the Henry Art Gallery, University of Washington, Seattle; and Lisa Phillips, Director, New Museum of Contemporary Art, New York.

This exhibition and book could never have come to life without the vision, risk taking, and belief of an exceptional group of funders and friends of both the Addison and Tang museums. A project such as this is always satisfying—if not trying—yet it is made all the more gratifying by the confidence and enthusiasm of wonderful and thoughtful funders. We are especially indebted to Oscar and Argie Tang for their generous and major support; to Susan Malloy of the Sun Hill Foundation and Mark J. Rudkin for their substantial commitment to the project; and to the Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts, Inc., the Fifth Floor Foundation, and the Asian Cultural Council for their generosity.

Lastly, we would like to thank Trisha Brown, who, thank God, realized early on that “the modern choreographer has the right to make up the WAY that he/she makes a dance.” We are grateful for her commitment, clarity, patience, and generosity of spirit.

Adam D. Weinberg
The Mary Stripp and R. Crosby Kemper Director,
Addison Gallery of American Art, Phillips Academy

Charles Stainback
Dayton Director,
The Tang Teaching Museum and Art Gallery
at Skidmore College
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IN APRIL 1970, TRISHA BROWN STRAPPED A MALE DANCER into a mountaineering harness and sent him walking down the façade of a seven-story building at 80 Wooster Street in Manhattan. The now-legendary dance piece, Man Walking Down the Side of a Building, contained no tricks or illusions. As the man made his way down—arms at his sides, his straight legs moving perpendicular to the building, an assistant on the roof slowly letting out the rope that held him—the radically altered relationship of his body to gravity only served to draw attention to the simple mechanics of walking. His powerful body in motion, as Brown would later observe, illustrated the “paradox of one action working against another...gravity working one way on the body...a naturally walking person in another way.”

More than just an analytical exercise, the work was also an awesomely beautiful and challenging performance. With each fantastic step, the man dared his audience on the ground to question their perceptions of a reality that seemed almost impossible.

To understand the radical nature of Man Walking Down the Side of a Building, we might consider a series of celebrated performances in which a man descended from the roof of a building: Yves Klein’s Leap Into the Void (1960). On the surface, Klein’s descent was far more audacious, for he did not simply march down buildings with the aid of ropes and equipment. He jumped off of them. Some of these “leaps” were faked, such as the famous photomontage of Klein’s birdlike dive from the roof of a Paris apartment building. Others were brutally real, resulting in broken bones and other serious injuries. If Brown’s work epitomized the innovations of postmodern dance—the concentration on simple tasks, props, and movements; the rejection of narratives, storytelling, and theatrical illusionism; the full acceptance of the complexity and limits of the human body in motion—Klein’s performances merely reiterated modernism’s long-standing fascination with symbolism, surreality, and metaphor. The Leap Into the Void exemplified Klein’s multivalent aesthetic mission, reflecting both his desire for spiritual freedom and alchemical transformation (an idea rooted in his allegiance to the Rosicrucian teachings of Max Heindel) and his obsession with the interrelationship between sexuality, violence, and death. Unlike Brown’s interest in the mechanics of the moving body, the physical act of the leap itself was less important to Klein than achieving the perfect, evocative moment—the metaphoric instant when the mind and eye would be fooled into believing the unbelievable or rudely awakened by the thud of his muscular body hitting the ground.

The most significant difference between Leap Into the Void and Man Walking Down the Side of a Building lay in their divergent relationship to gravity. While gravity was for Klein an earthly encumbrance to be transcended or a violent, transgressive force, it had become for Brown and many of her dance-world contemporaries a natural variable to be explored, analyzed, and challenged. Brown did not simply succumb to gravity’s pull. She played with it, resisted it, only to accept its inevitability. In the duet Lightfall (1963), for example, Brown...
and Steve Paxton took turns leaping onto each other’s backs and sliding off as their partner changed position. *La Chanteuse* (1963) called for Brown to assume ballet’s fourth position only to fall out of it and slowly topple to the ground. *Falling Duet II* (1968) consisted of Brown and Barbara Lloyd repeatedly falling onto the stage until they were too tired to continue. In *Pamplona Stones* (1974) the dancer Sylvia Palacios (then Whitman) dropped a large rock onto the stage as Brown, in a forceful shout, vainly commanded it to stop in midair. *Set and Reset* (1983), a work with sets by Robert Rauschenberg and music by Laurie Anderson, called for dancers to repeatedly fall and get up in “slow motion, at odd angles, and in sweeping moves” while the dancer Diane Madden “walked” on a brick wall, held aloft by four strong dancers. Even the elegant allusion to skydiving in *Planes* (1968)—achieved by projecting aerial footage onto a wall being scaled by dancers (their strenuous labor assisted by foot holds)—was broken at the work’s end, when the exhausted dancers rapidly climbed down to the stage.

Brown’s embrace of gravity was part of a broader cultural zeitgeist both in dance and in the visual arts, disciplines that over the past half-century have looked to each other for ideas and inspiration. When Jackson Pollock placed the canvas on the floor to create his first drip painting in 1947, he presaged a major reorientation of the art object and its production from the vertical to the horizontal axis. Pollock’s active, almost choreographic painting process—his expressive body dancing around and onto the horizontal canvas surface, his gesticulating arms dripping and splashing paint—worked along with the natural pull of gravity. Several years later, Robert Rauschenberg challenged the traditional, vertical orientation of painting when he splattered paint onto his quilt-covered bed, which he upended and transformed into a work of art (*Bed*, 1955). In the early 1960s, the paintings of Andy Warhol and Roy Lichtenstein referenced pop imagery taken directly from the printed page, thus associating the vertical plane of the canvas surface with the horizontal coordinates of the magazine layout or the comic book. The minimal and installation art and the earthworks of the 1960s and ’70s intensified this shift from the vertical to the horizontal axis, from sculptures composed of liquid latex, molten lead, or soil poured or tossed onto the gallery floor to land-reclamation projects that called for passageways and paths to be cut directly into the earth.

Brown’s analytical conception of gravity extended, as well, to her understanding of the human body. She treated the body as she treated gravity, as something to be respected, challenged, and explored. In *Leap Into the Void*, as in modernist dance and performance in general, Yves Klein took authority over the body, subjecting it to the preemptive (and, in his case, self-destructive) process of representing other things or sensibilities in the world. Brown, on the other hand, allowed her dancers—and herself—to analyze and celebrate the strength, logic, and endurance of the body in its own right and in relationship to the natural forces around it. From at least the time she studied with Robert Dunn, in the legendary class he taught at the Cunningham studio in 1961, she has been committed to freeing the dancer from the “restrictions and rules of what [she] perceived as an older, more rigid generation” of dancing. Dunn opened up the analysis of choreographic form and movement to the individual needs, tastes, and limitations of his students. Rather than looking for correct answers to the problems he set, he was interested in the “individual solutions his students discovered for themselves and helping them to understand what they created.” As Brown later recalled:
After presenting a dance, each choreographer was asked, “How did you make that dance?” The students were inventing form rather than using the traditional theme and development or narrative, and the discussion that followed applied non-evaluative criticism to the movement itself. The procedure illuminated the interworkings of the dances and minimized value judgments of the choreographer, which for me meant permission, permission to go ahead and do what I wanted to do or had to do.\(^6\)

Whether performing a duet with a skateboard in an Ann Arbor, Michigan, parking lot (\textit{Motor}, 1965) or asking performers to dress in a horizontal position while suspended from a lattice-work of pipes and hanging clothes (\textit{Floor of the Forest}, 1970), Brown gave the dancer permission to explore the considerable possibilities of invention, instinct, and self-expression. In her able hands, the symbolic or metaphoric body of modernism was replaced with an active, democratized conception of the body, one that regarded dancers as full “players” in the choreographic process “rather than tools or robots.”\(^4\)

While Brown’s conception of the active, emancipated body never quite extended to the politically activist body—she has consistently avoided overt social content in her work—it was, to a certain degree, commensurate with the liberationist politics of its day, the politics of equality, civil and worker rights, and sexual liberation. A more recent work, \textit{Another Story as in Falling} (1993), offers important insight into this relationship. The work called for repetitive, somber dancing that was nearly devoid of the “springly vocabulary” and fluidity of movement that have exemplified Brown’s style. Dancers in baggy suits marched flatly across a spare, gray set, their uniformity and deflated postures meant to personify the “Little Man,” as Brown would say, the millions of “everyday Joes plodding quietly through their separate lives.”\(^2\) An aura of sadness permeated the work, a pathos intensified by the underlying tension between proximity and isolation, between the sterile interaction of worker drones and the reality that they will always remain emotionally alienated from one another. In retrospect, \textit{Another Story as in Falling} reads both as a defiant, heartbreaking picture of a world of youthful, vital bodies beaten down by the interests of the state or the corporation and a testament to how far Brown had come in her then thirty-year struggle to liberate the body from the oppressive forces of art and life.

This struggle, joined by many of Brown’s dance-world contemporaries, was embraced as well by visual artists. But if the choreographer wished to unshackle the dancer, visual artists of the 1960s and ’70s placed much of their emphasis on the viewer. Their work—in the form of Minimalist sculpture, earthworks, and conceptual, installation, and video art—actively challenged the traditional relationship between a fixed and static art object and a fixated and static spectator. In a kind of parallel to Brown’s gravity-bound, antisymbolic approach to the dancer’s body, they relieved the art object of the task of representing other objects or things in the world, thus avoiding psychological or narrative references that would get in the way of the spectator’s phenomenological exploration. The shifting aesthetic terrain of the period offered many such experiences: viewers stepped through a mirrored doorway that reflected their every move (Robert Morris, \textit{Passageway}, 1961), or followed a spiral path onto the Great Salt Lake in Utah (Robert Smithson’s \textit{Spiral Jetty}, 1970), or tracked their own progress on a video monitor as they walked down a narrow, claustrophobic passageway (Bruce Nauman, \textit{Live Taped Video Corridor}, 1969–70).\(^5\) In the context of these

\(^4\) Steve Paxton in his “Brown in the Eighties and Nineties,” in this volume.

works, spectators behaved more like performers engaged in odd, somewhat decentering aesthetic tasks. The perceptual experience of walking down Nauman’s corridor, for example, allowed viewers to see themselves in an entirely outer-directed and unnatural way: videotaped from behind as they moved forward in space. In each case, the eye and mind were momentarily set free from the deeply rooted preconceptions, habits, and expectations that normally prescribe one’s interaction with the world.

Brown’s dances similarly counterpoised the basic forces of their craft—the body and gravity—in ways that tested viewers’ perceptions about their own physical and psychic bearing relative to what they were seeing and experiencing. The convoluted relationship of the dancer’s body to gravity in *Man Walking Down the Side of a Building*, for example, was also destabilizing to the viewer. The unnatural angle through which viewers observed a man walking toward them—their heads tilted sharply backward, their eyes gazing seven stories upward—underscored the distance between the conventional orientation and functioning of their bodies in the world and the absurdity of the experience at hand. Ultimately, only by understanding the mechanics and limitations of their own bodies—the give and take of the muscles in relationship to gravity, the psychology of fear, the potential of physical strength and endurance—could viewers grasp the relatively simple, but no less extraordinary, mechanics of the dancer’s feat and of Brown’s art.
Brown has always encouraged this empathic relationship, eschewing the kind of stylized, theatrical movement that distances dancer from audience. She breathed new life and meaning into ordinary movements, turning simple actions like sitting, running, or putting on one's clothes into fluid, exuberant variations on a theme. In an early dance improvisation from 1960 she pushed a broom with such force that she lifted herself energetically into the air. In *Walking on the Wall*, a work performed at the Whitney Museum of American Art in 1971, she suspended dancers from cables attached to the ceiling and sent them walking and running parallel to the floor. And in *If you couldn't see me* (1994), she turned her back to the audience and danced a breathless ten-minute solo of twists, darts, and jumps. To watch one of Brown's dances is to learn much about one's own body, to understand its energy, its expressive potential, and its limits. If the choreographer has created an aesthetic that allows her to explore and "further access her [own] physicality," she has done so with the full intention of inviting her audience along for the ride.9

And what a ride it has been. If Brown's work is about any one thing, as the choreographer herself suggests, it is about change: the change that inhabits the body as it moves from one place to another, the change demanded by gravity as the body adjusts to its force, the change that occurs in the body over time. Brown's conception of the body in flux could not be more different from that of Yves Klein. The *Leap Into the Void* imagined change that was impossible or regressive, a leap into immortality or into pain and suffering. Klein never found peace in the mortal world. Depressed and ailing, the 34-year-old artist died of a heart attack just two years after his first leap. Brown's work celebrates the body's changes and momentum while also accepting its mortality. Faced with the task of naming the first dance of her own she would perform solo in public, Brown chose "trillium," a wildflower that wilts and fades almost as soon as it is picked. "That's how she saw movement," observes Steve Paxton about her choice of the word. "It was wild, it was something that lived in the air."10

Another image comes to mind when thinking about Brown's work—gravity's rainbow, the seemingly oxymoronic title of Thomas Pynchon's groundbreaking 1973 novel. Gravity's rainbow is, literally, the term scientists use to describe the arc of gas that is left in the wake of a rocket after takeoff, a vapor trail that lasts for only the short time it takes the air and gravity to disperse it. Brown's work reverberates with such images: the exuberant leaps followed by the deflating falls of *Trillium*, the words "my father died in between the making of this move and this move" blurted out by Brown while performing the solo *Accumulation* (in 1973), the allusion to the Japanese notion of the passage of life contained in the ever-changing landscape of fog created by the sculptor Fujiko Nakaya for the dance *Opal Loop/Cloud Installation #72503* (1980). The powerful humanity of Brown's dances is born of her deeply humanistic understanding of life and art. In the end, it is this humanism that allows her to dance as energetically and rigorously as ever, a humanism bounded by an unwavering respect for the human body and for the limits and changes imposed on it by gravity.

---

9. The imperative to emancipate viewers—to make them active, self-conscious players in the aesthetic experience—went so far as to engage them in one of democracy's most sacred practices: voting. In *MOMA-Potl* (1970), the artist Hans Haacke asked visitors to the *Information* exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art to deposit ballots into Plexiglas boxes indicating whether they could support New York Governor Nelson Rockefeller's reelection bid given his refusal to denounced President Nixon's hawkish Indochina policy.

Trisha Brown

another fearless dance concert

Tuesday, March 30 & Wednesday, March 31, 1971 at 8:30 P.M.

Whitney Museum of American Art
945 Madison Avenue at 75th Street
New York, New York 10021

Tickets are available on a first-come basis beginning Wednesday, March 24. There is no charge other than the usual $1.00 admission to the Museum. Cushion seating.
IF IN ONE’S MIND’S EYE IT WERE POSSIBLE TO FOCUS A CAMERA on Trisha Brown’s choreography and keep its aperture open for forty years, one would witness a world of immense creativity. Her formal training in modern dance began in 1954, when she enrolled at Mills College in California. As her choreography has evolved over such a substantial span of time, it has coalesced into distinctive phases of work, each with similar compositional pursuits. The first phase involved her introduction to culturally venerable forms of American modern dance. She struggled with these forms at Mills, since they were unfamiliar to her, coming as she did from the vernacular childhood dance recitals, the high school water ballets, and the hopeful training for the Olympics in her backyard in Aberdeen, Washington. Throughout her young life, she had explored “environmental athletics,” experiencing the intense beauty of the Pacific Northwest’s terrain. While this physical immersion in wilderness would provide a foundation for many years of future choreography, Brown’s formal training at Mills in a top art technique—that of Martha Graham and Graham’s choreographic mentor, Louis Horst—led her initially to compose in that tradition. As Brown understood her classes at Mills, they were focused not on Graham’s deep emotional, psychological intensity, nor on her extraordinary narrative structures, but on her innovative, breath-infused physicality. From Horst’s method studied at Mills, and later with Horst himself at the American Dance Festival, she learned compositional tools that, along with Doris Humphrey’s teachings, defined an entire era. Brown could not find sustaining catalysts in these studies for her own developing work, but when she turned to different sources in the sixties, she knew her history.

On the West Coast and in New York City, dancers were searching for new physical and conceptual inspiration. Brown began a second, highly experimental phase of her work after graduating from Mills. From 1958 to 1960, at Reed College in Portland, Oregon, she taught dance improvisation and invented movement structures. Some were precursors to forms she encountered at Ann (later Anna) Halprin’s studio in California in the summer of 1960 and others to ideas she would subsequently be drawn to in New York City. Halprin’s workshop took place north of San Francisco, in Marin County, on an outdoor dance deck. Even while being introduced to radical, challenging ways of constructing movement, Brown felt at home in the environment, which reminded her of the gullied surfaces of her childhood improvisations. Halprin was turning away from previous modern dance in her philosophical and physical inquiry, as were Merce Cunningham and John Cage, and as Robert Dunn would at the workshop that led to the Judson Dance Theater.

Throughout the twentieth century, a series of choreographic innovators had created a tradition out of rebellion: they learned from their predecessors, then ventured away, experimenting anew. Isadora Duncan and Denishawn (the company of Ruth St. Denis and Ted Shawn) were highly influential early in the century, giving Graham, Humphrey, and Charles Weidman aesthetic forms to consider and then challenge. A lineage extends from
these choreographers to Brown: Cunningham performed in Graham’s company; Graham was a student of Denishawn; and Brown also owes much to Duncan, whose work gave Americans a sense of homegrown dance as “serious” art, not entertainment. Denishawn’s exotic subjects would today be considered stereotyped, with their use of Asian cultures, yet this lent their work an aura of high art at the time.

Graham and Humphrey-Weidman rejected exoticism in favor of American themes. They developed an early abstraction, but did not go as far as separating dance from any other medium. Their inclusion of drama and narrative would later be considered a compromise of abstraction as “pure” dance. Yet they did focus on what writer John Martin called “metakinesis,” the conception of the kinesthetic—rather than theatrical or literary themes—as the overriding source for meaning in abstract modern dance. In the fifties, Cunningham, unlike his teachers, envisioned abstraction as clearing choreography of anything outside its own medium of movement. Cage and Cunningham developed a philosophy inspired by chance and the I Ching as anti-narrative strategies. They pursued pared-down, moment-to-moment kinetics and the actual, non-illusory environment, as would Brown in the seventies through the mid-eighties.

Halprin’s workshop offered Brown her initial exposure to Cage, who would become a major aesthetic influence throughout her life. What Halprin called “task” was similar to Cage’s confluence of art and daily life, bringing the dancer to a kinesthetic confrontation with the present instant. As her daily task form, Brown chose to sweep a broom across the deck. Pedestrian in origin, this became anything but mundane in inner experience. Sweeping and sweeping, she found herself at the far edges of imagination. She pushed the broom with just the right amount of momentum until it swept her up, as if levitating, “flying” straight out, parallel to the deck.

At Halprin’s Brown met several dancers whom she would join in New York City—Simone Forti, Yvonne Rainer, and June Eckman among them. Forti’s improvisational brilliance on the dance deck formed indelible images for Brown, and she considered Forti her mentor in this form. Rainer gave Brown many performing opportunities in the City, which included choosing movements live on stage and the highly influential experience of speaking while dancing. Halprin had encouraged vocal improvisation with tones and words in her workshop. This verbal experimentation reconnected Brown to her lifelong love of language, first inspired by word games with her mother, who was very knowledgeable about Shakespeare. Eckman became a teacher of Alexander movement training, and with her Brown began initial studies to let go of traditional techniques and to re-train her body for task and improvisational work.

Brown released the dancer’s “set,” a particular tensile way of holding the body in the forties and fifties, which she had learned through studies at Mills and at the Merce Cunningham Studio after she arrived in New York in 1961. Through Alexander and also intensive, long-term study of another emerging form, Kinetic Awareness, founded by the Judson choreographer and filmmaker Elaine Summers, Brown began to initiate movement from very different kinesthetic knowledge. These newly surfacing somatic ideas offered alternatives to how to hone her body for dancing. She shed the stylized use of her muscles and the tensile alertness through the spine and skin. Focusing instead on subtleties of elegant, relaxed alignment of her spine and limbs, she moved with ease and a spatial clarity that stemmed from innovative inner imagery. Brown looks at home physically in these moves, and a different virtuosity and creativity emerged, grounded in anatomically clear and efficient action. New
sensations, perceptions, and energy developed within her body and between body, space, time, and geometry. These changes became a technical breakthrough for dance in America. They separated many in the sixties and seventies generations from others who stayed with Cunningham or Graham techniques. Brown’s in-depth new studies did become major catalysts for creating her own movement. When she formed her company in the early seventies, she chose performers who also reconceived the human structure and the meaning of physical skill.

Just as Brown was defining herself physically, she participated in the Judson Dance Theater, one of the most important performance groups of the 1960s. At Judson she found a path to further access her own physicality and to perform within a community of artists. Judson began as a composition class sponsored by Cunningham and taught by Robert Dunn, who had trained with Cage in composition. Brown knew some of the participants from Halprin’s workshop and had met others after coming to New York. Dunn introduced Cage’s aesthetics and his own studies of eastern philosophy, Bauhaus theory, and existentialism. He gave students assignments that stymied inspirationally.

It was mostly the physical effect of Dunn’s teachings that initially held great meaning for Brown, although he emphasized the conceptual in compositional structures. In the collective memory of today’s art and dance audiences, what actually happened in the monumental sixties, is often confused with what did not occur until the early seventies. Brown did not develop extensive conceptual work herself until the later decade. By “conceptual” I refer to work that focused almost entirely on the compositional idea, not the visceral. In the sixties, Brown experimented with non-formal movement and instinctive physical responses to Dunn’s assignments, as well as a blend of the conceptual and the physical, in her Rulegame 5 (1964), with its structured rules for vigorous games composed of basic moves. This “pedestrian” approach followed from Cage’s belief in the everyday in art. Here again Brown altered the superhuman technical set of the dancer. Rulegame 5 allowed even non-trained dancers, including visual artists such as Robert Rauschenberg, to perform.

During the sixties, in addition to Judson, Brown joined in events with other groups of experimental artists from various fields: music, poetry, the visual arts, and dance. She participated in Fluxus events, and in Happenings composed by Robert Whitman; Whitman created a film for Brown’s Homemade (1966). Ironically, in a “professional” context, Homemade played on the everyday, with Brown articulating a list of mimetic domestic gestures, during which she wore a film projector strapped to her back. The film playing across surfaces of the performing space behind her showed the same dance, previously filmed by Whitman. Filmic and live realities overlaid, as they did in a number of “intermedia” artworks of the time. Homemade connected Brown to visual artists creating Happenings, early makers of “film-dance” who used cameras in innovative ways, and—through the domestic actions and the baby backpack holding the projector—to early performance artists who blended art and daily life.

In a third phase of artistic work during the late sixties, Brown momentarily turned away from the group whose aesthetics embraced “objective” dance. She became one of the few dancers to create autobiographical work in the performance art medium. Visual artists came to this new form from the opposite direction, one in which static objects became animated. Brown’s Homemade brought animated movement into performance art with the use of non-dance gestures and an objectlike performer. Brown created several works in this phase. Looking back to her youth in Aberdeen in Skunk Cabbage, Salt Grass, and Waders (1967), she
explored memories of hunting with her father when she was a teenager. An intensely personal work, *Salt Grass* also brought Brown closer to Rauschenberg, who christened the piece.

Rauschenberg and Brown had met at Cunningham’s, and began what has become a lifelong friendship and collaboration. Their works have fascinating correspondences, more from unspoken affinity than consciously related explorations. Brown moved mattresses around in her 1974 piece *Pamplona Stones*; Rauschenberg had applied paint to a bed and hung it on the wall (*Bed*, 1955). Both used ordinary objects completely out of context, for example, chairs, the quintessential object of the sixties and seventies (Rauschenberg, *Pilgrim*, 1960; Brown, *Nuclei for Simone Forti*, 1963). Brown’s work also shows thematic similarity—sometimes by synchronicity, sometimes by direct mutual influence—with that of other visual artists and dancers in a developing New York community.

As the sixties drew to a close, Judson Memorial Church was handed down to a second generation. Many original members stepped out in one of two directions: some defined their work individually rather than communally; others joined Yvonne Rainer’s outrageous improvisational troupe Grand Union. Brown did both. In Rainer’s improvisations, this time it was Brown who emphasized language as part of the mix. She also showed a great deadpan, ironic humor and invented absurd tasks that demanded what seemed to be aesthetically pointless physical risk. She would open paper grocery bags, place them in a line, and then jump from one to another at near-impossible distances. The ordinary led to the tongue-in-cheek display of extraordinary skill when she would succeed in such a task.

Simultaneous to performances with Grand Union, in the early seventies Brown began a fourth artistic phase when she organized the Trisha Brown Dance Company, as well as initiating an intense involvement with dance scores. As they did for many visual artists of the
sixties and seventies, scores offered Brown a means to compose structure. She used mathematical scores, imaginative “instructions” to dancers, or the visual phenomena of performers geometrically positioned within a loft or museum space as ways of structuring her works. In this she shared an aesthetic with such artists as Sol LeWitt, Donald Judd, Carl Andre, and Richard Serra. She thought both as a visual artist and as a choreographer, as she has throughout the decades.

Before Cunningham, it had been customary in modern dance to create analogies between a work’s structure and its musical score. Brown instead founded each work on its own independent movement score. She also left instructions given in the scores open to interpretation, as did Sol LeWitt in the programs for his early wall drawings. Now she fully culled conceptual ideas from Dunn’s and Halprin’s workshops, from improvisations with Forti, and from structures she had invented when she taught at Reed College and later in New York City.

At first she designed simple scores that audiences could easily perceive as the central “content” of a piece. Later her structures became so complex that often they could not be grasped visually. In her emphasis on the conceptual through the mid-seventies, Brown continued to bridge the dance and art worlds and to provide leadership in both.

The Trisha Brown Dance Company toured the United States and Europe, often performing in galleries, with works such as the Structured Pieces and Accumulations. The Structured Pieces (numbered I through IV, 1973–76) were loosely strung together sequences of tasks, games, and manipulations of pedestrian objects. They were related to works Brown had choreographed at Reed and in New York in the late sixties and early seventies, such as Planes (1968), Leaning Duets [II] (1970), or Floor of the Forest (1970), exploring relationships between movement, special rigging, and environmental space.

The Accumulations became a signature form for Brown. The first, Accumulation (1971), is a solo in which she articulates movements in a list, as in Homemade, but abstract gestures rather than mimetic ones. Structured as simply “one thing after another” (as Donald Judd would say), this strategy differs entirely from that of early modern dance, which stressed emotive reason as crucial to well-conceived choreographic sequence. As it was so foreign to this rationale, so-called objective conceptual art such as Brown’s was at first not taken seriously by some, who considered her and her colleagues to be irreverent renegades.

Yet a piece like Accumulation, as performed by Brown in an early film, holds great mystery and presence. Unlike her silky, seamless performance of the same gestures in the eighties, in this early version Brown parses out poignantly awkward and eccentric gestures with great precision, each distinct and inscrutable. The question emerges: do Brown’s moves mean anything? Lacking modern dance codes of expression, they could be considered devoid of emotion. Brown appears to simply be there, over and over, intentionally empty of anything—except the profoundly existential. Because of the great intention she presses into each gesture, and her idiosyncratic way of moving, Accumulation actually communicates great subjectivity of a new kind: being there in intense presence. Brown’s gestures did not look like anything seen before. She traveled beyond the known lexicon of modern dance.

In the visual arts, the type of composition used in the Accumulations and Structured Pieces was variously labeled “primary structure,” “Minimalism,” or “ABC art” to indicate a barebones compositional strategy. The philosopher and artist Henry Flynt applied the term “concept art” to these kinds of pieces; Brown’s Walking on the Wall (1971) is uncannily close
to Flynt’s “imagined actions,” such as the performance of walking through walls or defying gravity. When Brown’s dancers “walked” on the walls of the Whitney Museum of American Art (supported by harnesses), the only movements were variations on walking, but in extraterrestrial ways. Performers stepped and leapt parallel to the floor until it seemed that the audience was looking down on them. The piece’s trompe l’oeil extended to other Brown works. Sometimes she created ironies or puns between language and movement, at other times between environmental space and dance. For instance, in *Group Primary Accumulation* (1973), Brown instructed one group of performers to keep performing an Accumulation phrase no matter what, but asked another group to stack the first set of performers on top of one another against walls. This environmental directive made it nearly impossible for group one to continue inexorably with their phrase.

Scores and instructions took Brown to a new realm of creating illusion with gravity. Whether expressed in a specific gesture or in a broad action of the group, this resulted in quixotic, phenomenological works. Brown used intelligent physical humor to inquire about gravity, language, and objects: she had a performer drop a stone, and in midair told it, “Stop.” Another time she laid a chair on its side and sat in it like that, playing with spatial expectations by holding her posture to complement the illusion. Previous generations of modern dancers, through the forties, had not used objects in this way: “props” had been employed as part of the story, for the expression of feeling, or as metaphors for the interiority of the human being. Brown, like many visual artists of her generation, worked with objects as external items that maintained their own presence, equal to, rather than dominated by, the person in the determination of their “meaning.”

During this period, Brown pointedly performed outside of theaters to rid her conceptual works of baggage from conventions established as far back as the Renaissance construction of perspectival space and still utilized by traditional ballet masters—and often subliminally by modern dancers, particularly on proscenium stages. She chose lofts, galleries, outdoor locations, and what were called “found” places never before used for dance, such as rooftops, parking lots, or plazas. In 1972, outside the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis, her company performed a group version of *Primary Accumulation* with each supine performer on a raft, drifting across a lake in the rain, maintaining synchronization despite changes in placement and orientation due to the wind. Traditionally, the further dancers move to the margins of a stage, the lower they are in the visual hierarchy. But by performing on a lake, unpredictable currents carried some dancers to central places in the spectators’ vision and others to more peripheral ones. Brown completely avoided the way the proscenium emphasizes centerstage as the most important place to be. The audience, walking along the banks, literally followed the dance where the wind carried it. Also, with bicyclists, pedestrians, and various people carrying out daily activities within the performance frame, Brown established an entirely new context for viewing dance.

These experiments fed directly into Brown’s complex dance works of the late seventies forward. In 1975, with *Locus*, skills from scores and alternate movement techniques came together to lead Brown back to her first movement that looks rudimentarily like “dance.” This marks a fifth artistic phase. In *Locus*’s complex score, she integrated language with the three-dimensional kinesphere of space that surrounds a dancer’s body. She designed an imaginary cube for each performer to inhabit, with points on it labeled with numbers
corresponding to letters of the alphabet. Dancers’ gestures literally spelled out sentences from a statement written by Brown as a professional autobiography, which would never be decipherable to the spectator without viewing corresponding choreographic drawings.

The sketches graphed for the first time multilayered, multidirectional movements that Brown had experienced before only in ephemeral, unrepeateable improvisations. She built up moves simultaneously, forming multipoint gestures, and the drawings gave Brown a new tool—a way to memorize even more complex, spontaneous movements and teach them to her company members. The score for Locus brought together many elements of Brown’s stance from her “anti-dance” years: the belief in “pure” movement without connotation; cross-media experimentation with linguistics; invented but simple geometric shapes; a focus on compositional structure rather than movement “content”; and the integration of dancer and environment (here, the imaginary cubes). Yet, paradoxically, Locus was also a pathway back to technical dance for Brown: its moves, although still relatively basic, could not be performed by non-dancers; and its graphing system provided a way for Brown to transfer her own highly complex, technically advanced and innovative improvisational moves to other trained dancers.

Locus next led Brown to a breakthrough in non-scored intuitive work, with her 1978 bounding solo Watermotor. She let go of scores into highly instinctive movement. What she had learned through Locus went into her body, and she was able to spontaneously create far more complex multipart moves through improvisation—a major accomplishment, a sixth artistic phase. When next she spliced together the fluid, traveling, and revved-up Watermotor with the sculptured, stationary, and stoic Accumulation, she brought two movement “voices” into counterpoint. The piece ricochets between differing geometries and approaches to architectural space. Brown spliced Watermotor into Accumulation with talking after she had begun switching back and forth between telling two stories. In her virtuosic play she improvised with all four alternating linguistic and physical tracks, remixing at each performance.

Following Watermotor, Brown began a three-year process of teaching her company to memorize complex improvisational moves, so the intricate movement would not evaporate. She laboriously searched for ways to capture spontaneity in repertory. The result is an entire oeuvre that functions as a retrospective of Brown’s history as an artist to date. By the late seventies and eighties, she had created an entirely new compositional strategy from her juxtaposition of scores with improvisation, a seventh artistic phase extended from the sixth. Added onto these new compositional and physical virtuosities were advanced studies of Kinetic Awareness and Alexander Technique, which by then had blossomed in dancers’ bodies into a highly articulate aesthetic and athletic grace. From 1979 on, with Glacial Decoy (1979), Opal Loop/Cloud Installation #72503 (1980), and Set and Reset (1983), Brown developed even further this ability to memorize spontaneity. Beginning in the early eighties, she and many of her dancers began an extensive study of the Susan Klein Technique, another alternate training, which, when combined with the others, has allowed the Trisha Brown company to acquire skills that bring her dance works to the heights of human physical capability.

Brown began an eighth artistic phase when she brought her choreography to the proscenium stage and grappled with its historical conventions of theatricality. In the pieces first sited on stages, Brown often quoted from her vintage works of the sixties and seventies in order to bring radical ideas into these traditional spaces. If one follows these echoes, it is possible to see just how divergent her theatrical works are from previous modern dance conceived for
prosceniums. Just because *Set and Rest* and *Opal Loop* may be placed in traditional theaters does not mean they sit comfortably within their frames, as do conventional images centered within a pictorial painting. Instead, Brown plays with the edge of the stage, finding innumerable ways to undermine it as a frame. She has even gone so far as to hire a marching band to accompany *Foray Forêt* (1990) and have it circle *outside* the theater, barely audible, linking stage space to urban streets. In a more intimate commentary, a dancer actually holds in her mouth the hallowed velvet drapes that define the stage borders. Shockingly irreverent, because dancers traditionally do not even graze the drapes, yet at the same time endearing and humorous, this moment points to Brown’s contradictory artistic position of inhabiting the proscenium as her home while continually going beyond its frame.

Brown also changed the organization of staged space. In this she initially built upon Cunningham’s reinvention of hierarchies of stage and body. He decentralized the spatial field inside the frame so that all parts are equal, periphery as important as center. Brown often places crucial choreography at the stage margins. Or she faces dancers backstage, away from viewers, so it is as if she had rotated the theater: the audience sees the expressive “back” of the piece, usually hidden from view. Her approach to an individual’s body is also decentralized. Isadora revered the solar plexus, Graham the pelvis, as body centers. Graham created the pelvic contraction to express a dancer’s subjective experience of intense emotion. Brown reinvents the body as a field of equal places, with varying centers. Action can be initiated from any place at any time.
Brown’s equalization of gesture within an individual body is analogous to the way she architecturally designs groups in counterpoint or partnering. Works such as Son of Gone Fishin’ (1981) or Set and Reset are composed with an allover, fieldlike composition and no single stage focus. Duos, trios, or the entire group initiate phrases that others pick up across stage, then echo or alter unexpectedly, none more central than the other. In later pieces such as Lateral Pass (1985) or Newark (Niweweorce) (1987), Brown places separate movement voices in juxtaposition. They buck off one another, as when she combined Accumulation with Watermotor. Opposite voices are not hierarchical but rather add meaning to one another as they occupy a single temporal and visual space.

Also as part of this eighth phase, Brown began to focus on artistic collaboration, adding sound/music, visual presentation/installation, and theatrical costumes and lighting. As in a Cunningham-Cage piece, various arts coexist, with no one determining the meaning of the other. But in Brown’s dances, the different arts are more closely tied. In rehearsal she extensively develops intriguingly rich interrelationships between media, even as she maintains the self-determination of each art. Although each stands on its own, Brown carefully considers its conceptual and sensual interplay with the others.

Continual innovation has characterized Brown’s repertory over the years. Her initial entry into the theater as an “outsider” choreographer has given her the distance, wit, and versatility to foreground modern dance conventions even as she consciously utilizes them in new ways. Her ongoing challenge is to find fresh perceptual approaches to dance. Beginning
with *Newark* and the opera *Carmen*, both in process during 1986 and cross-fertilizing each other, she has reconsidered character, narrative, emotion, and historical music. In her dances of the nineties, Brown continued to include traditional components of modern dance theatricality, but in ways that encompass what she learned while composing her early work. In the seventies, when she believed in the possibility of "pure" movement, she constantly deflected connotation. Yet later Brown acknowledged the intently "subjective" experience of performing even those pure works. Since then she has explored relationships between "expressive" psychology and "pure" geometry, or between intimations of narrative meanings and seemingly abstract durations. These are heightened compositional endeavors, the results of decades of choreographic questioning. Trisha Brown is still branching along unique pathways, continuing to find catalysts for recreating that kinetic, three-dimensional experience called dance.
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Current biographical data...
I first met Trisha Brown in 1960 at Ann Halprin’s Summer Workshop in Kentfield, California. Several years younger than I, she had already been exposed to the standard academic modern dance education then offered by Mills College, where she had obtained a degree. Chafing at my own physical limitations, I marveled at the amazing elasticity of her body. Sitting on Ann’s outdoor dance deck, she could stretch her torso forward, belly flat on the floor, long legs stretched apart at 180 degrees.

I cherish another memory of Trisha’s physical prowess from this period: in response to an assignment to work with everyday objects, she pushed a long-handled brush-broom with such force that her body was catapulted into the air parallel to the ground. Two years later Trisha would duplicate that move without the broom in her solo Trillium, in which she gave herself the tasks of sitting, standing, and lying down while in the air, again demonstrating her innate kinetic humor and fearlessness.

In a group photo of the Halprin workshop participants Trisha is nowhere to be found, unless one remembers, as I do, where to look. She is the standing figure whose hair is pulled over her face and tied around her neck. Such self-effacement is hard to imagine in one who was to become one of the West’s most famous postmodern choreographers. Yet now I can recognize even then, and with this photo as evidence, the signs of her ambition and waggish reserve.

Trisha was a consummate daredevil. I remember her hurling herself against a column and crashing to the floor in somebody’s—possibly Bob Rauschenberg’s—loft. Her duet, Lightfall, performed in the early sixties at Judson Church, although more delicate in tone, still projected an element of danger as she and Steve Paxton perched precariously on each other’s bodies, waiting for the other to shift position and send the partner sliding to the floor. The ropes, pulleys, tracks, and walls of her subsequent Equipment Pieces (influenced—as I was in entirely different ways—by Simone Forti’s 1961 An Evening of Dance Constructions) were utilized not only for the defying of gravity but to produce an effect of utmost ordinariness. In a gravitational field seemingly turned 90 degrees, her performers were instructed to maneuver as though they were in the street. The spectacle of the death-defying feat (Man Walking Down the Side of a Building) and the restraint of the so-called pedestrian task (Walking on the Wall and Floor of the Forest) made for a terrific tension in her work of this period.

Planes was unusual for its use of 16mm aerial footage that was projected onto the wall-clambering performers to create an illusion of skydivers floating in the air.

In later years Trisha sometimes talked as though the Judson ethos forbade personal movement invention, thus delaying explorations and elaborations of her own physical gifts, I myself was unaware of this. Coming to dance relatively late, I was absorbing and making the most of everything I encountered in dance technique and ideas floating around the Cunningham/Cage/Rauschenberg nexus. My early dances would contain both demanding
one-legged balances (Three Satie Spoons, 1961) and “ordinary” movement (We Shall Run, 1963). Truer to the grand tradition of twentieth-century avant-garde “refusals,” Trisha and Steve, both blessed with extraordinary virtuosic capability—Steve was already dancing with Merce—absolutely refused to exploit these gifts which—whether articulated as such or not—were associated with previous modern dance. But I always thought such refusal was more a matter of choice than a response to any proscription emanating from the Judson workshop.

Then came what I’ll call, for want of a better term, her “structural” dances of the early to mid-seventies: Accumulation, Locus, Sololos, Line Up. A geometric or mathematical system usually characterized, either overtly or subliminally, these austere and witty works. They retained a connection to the Equipment Pieces insofar as they now explored cubic space rather than two-dimensional vertical or horizontal surfaces. Then in 1978 Trisha made a sharp departure with a solo called Watermotor, followed shortly by the group piece Glacial Decoy. These were the dances in which she began to explore the full range and dynamic possibilities of her unique physical apparatus and, in the process, create a personal style that would shape her future work.

These two dances knocked me out. (I had stopped dancing in 1975, but still followed Trisha’s career closely.) The unpredictable rhythms, about-faces, counterpointing gestures rippling across extremities, the lightning-quick images that coalesced and evaporated in the fluid movement—I felt she was truly coming into her own. And then she upped the ante: she superimposed extemporaneous storytelling on Accumulation, and later added Watermotor to produce Accumulation with talking plus Watermotor. And she succeeded in teaching her movement to others. I was awestruck. It seemed the eleventh hour. But she was on a roll.
The teaching had already begun to take place with Locus. She was finding ways to articulate and communicate her movement. As she so eloquently expressed in a 1979 conversation:

My work is about change—of direction, shape, velocity, mood, state. There are total, instantaneous shifts from one physical state to another. This is tumultuous to perform, but if the momentum is just right, there is an ease.¹

Trisha was creating, as I asserted in the same conversation, “a new dance grammar,” a slowly evolving grammar—idiosyncratic but not eccentric—that included an investigation of, as she put it, “public and private gestures”: “I perform both, but you are not supposed to see the private ones. I am telling you this because it accounts for coloration or nuance and the appearance of universal eccentricity.”² Hal! She contradicts me. Of course “universal eccentricity,” while a contradiction, is also a typically Trisha provocation. Let me examine her relation to gesture (as distinct from dance “steps”) in terms of emotional affect and unconventionality, both of which were visible in the dances of 1978–79, and reached an apogee in her staging of the opera Luci mie traditrici in 2001.

A little digression into pre-Brown history: Martha Graham created a whole new lexicon of movement, but by the 1950s it was a language that had become codified and “normalized” to the point that her audiences required no program notes to digest its meanings. The kinetic signifiers of emotive state and narrative trajectory had become perfectly clear, having shifted over time from startling innovation to a kind of pantomimic populism. The critics who supported Graham complained of Merce Cunningham’s “coldness,” mistaking his non-narrative classicism for “lack of emotion.” They could not see that the performing human
body is in and of itself an emotion-conveying instrument, something that we who had studied with Merce intuitively absorbed and accepted. The emotionality in Merce’s choreography, however, in being kept immanent, a given, and not brought to the surface, remained an unarticulated assumption.

By this stage of her development, in the mid- to late seventies, Trisha had passed through the crucibles of these two titans and heaved herself out the back doors of Judson Church and Simone Forti. She would now focus down hard on developing, if not a cohesive language (which could later be codified, canonized, writ in stone), then a new way of thinking about body articulation, gesture, and feeling.

The first time I talked while doing the Accumulation I said, “My father died in between the making of this move and this move.” Which knocked me out. I was amazed that my body had stored this memory in the movement pattern... I became silent and composed myself. I was devastated that I had said that.

Memory stored in the body. Here Trisha is referring to something other than the commonly understood kinetic memory that allows dancers to remember and execute, once learned, complicated sequences of movement without “thinking,” just as native speakers spontaneously enunciate language without having consciously to think about the act of speaking. To the contrary, she is talking about emotion stored in the muscles and the process of accessing it through gesture and movement. This is a very different idea from “expressing” emotion through gesture, a more conventional method for finding an appropriate movement to match a known emotional state. In conversation Trisha once told me that hers was a very dangerous process: “All of a sudden you find yourself saluting the flag,” she said (without knowing it or wanting it, she might have added). Another provocative Trishaism, the quote is indicative of a highly selective and critical consciousness that treads a narrow path between the familiar and the ambiguous, the recognizable and the hard-to-recognize. Back then, when her work was still so novel, for some it was disconcerting to see Trisha’s combination of loping leggy fluidity and gestural upper body moves, the emotional affect of which might come and go in lambent waves. (I must remind my reader that these are my words, not hers.) Her dancing from now on, in its rootedness in idiosyncratic personal/physical history, detachment from musical and narrative cues, and refusal to conflate emotional expressivity with recognizable mimesis, would push her toward nothing less than rewriting the terms of choreographic expression and its previous manifestations.

Twenty-three years later, when I saw Luci mie traditrici, something clicked. It was as though Trisha had returned to the newness and wonder of her late-seventies dancing. This is not to say that I have not followed everything she’s done in the intervening years with great interest and pleasure. It was more that what she is about, or has been about, was suddenly illuminated all over again. I had become a somewhat jaded, though still faithful, lover of her work, but now, seeing this opera, I could respond with renewed clarity and enthusiasm.

I’ve seen it only once, unfortunately, in contrast to the numerous opportunities afforded over the years for viewing most of the dances. As a melodrama the libretto mines all of those tropes of excessive feeling and act that are so familiar in operatic and Hollywood genres: desire, jealousy, rage, remorse, murder. As she started to work on it, Trisha expressed reservations about being able to deal so directly with sex and murder. It was true, in her previous stagings of Carmen and Monteverdi’s L’Orfeo, the “old chestnut” aura of the one and the classic
trappings of the other, plus the use of her own company, imparted a formal distance that was more choreographic than dramatic. But now she was faced with a modern opera involving the passions of two characters. I couldn’t imagine what she was going to do.

There had never been any sex in Trisha’s work. Sensuality, maybe, but in a very oblique form, always modulated or overshadowed by other concerns. Unlike Cunningham’s male/female partnering, Trisha’s gender relationships never settled into any pattern that lent itself to sexual interpretation. Specific emotions, implied in the gestures, were fleeting, evanescent, never underlined or made much of. You had to be quick in your attention to catch them on the wing, which was their strength and beauty, and innovativeness.

The Russian formalist Viktor Shklovsky’s notion of “making strange” is not easily brought to bear on dance, an art form that, for reasons too complex to elaborate in this essay, so readily succumbs to re-inventing every wheel in its solipsistic universe without apparent historical or self-reflection. In the early seventies when I began to deal with some specifics of emotional life in theater pieces and films, I resorted to cliché as a time-honored arena which I thought I might revitalize by reworking and “making strange”—through tableaux vivants, projected texts, displacement of voice, melodramatic props, etc.—beginning with Leo Bersani’s observation:

Cliché is, in a sense, the purest art of intelligibility; it tempts us with the possibility of enclosing life within beautifully inalterable formulas, of obscuring the arbitrary nature of imagination with the appearance of necessity.⁵

The high melodrama of Luci mie traditrici seemed like a trap ready to spring, luring and leering with every cliché in the book. But in Trisha’s hands the opera was indeed “made strange” through the workings of that same rare sensibility that had placed the moment of her father’s death “between the making of this move and this move.”

It begins with looking. The man and the woman stand at opposite sides of the sloping stage and look toward and away from each other. They do this for what seems like a very long time (while singing, of course, for after all, this is an opera). By the end of the opera Trisha has had the two large, unstreamlined bodies engage in the most astonishingly unconventional—and unclichéd—partnering I have ever seen. It is not at all flashy; there are successions of delicately awkward poses that register regret, longing, or dread; there are maneuvers whereby the man brings the woman, in several variations, inexorably to the floor and up again, finally laying her out in the ultimate murder (I can’t remember the actual act; it must have been very minimal). The movement is not erotic, though the text is rife with desire and passion. If I recall correctly, after the opening exchanges of looks, as they move closer and closer they look at each other less and less. When entwined in an oddly shaped embrace they look away from each other, as though not daring to look, or perhaps looking for release from this diabolical entanglement. The sadism of the man is palpable, though not graphically pantomimed. Of course the super-titled translations and the very peculiar sawtooth-marked decor and the eerie, sparsely dissonant score support these interpretations, but I was surprised to find myself, uncharacteristically, reading ruthlessness and doom into the bending of torsos and reaching of arms. And perhaps strangest of all, I could see the same tension between excess and restraint that I had seen in Trisha’s Equipment Pieces. The death-defying feat on the side of the building had metamorphosed into doomed love, the pedestrian walk into gazes, exchanged and averted.

October 11, 2001
I want to give my eye a rest that man will never forget.
I want to give my eye a rest that men will never forget

give

each

each that
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each that will never

each that will never...
IN WRITING ABOUT TRISHA BROWN, IT HAS BEEN SUGGESTED THAT I WRITE SOMETHING along the lines of “why and how New York was a hotbed for interdisciplinary explorations between dance, performance, music, and visual arts.”

I think that was true of New York in the early sixties, but not of Trisha.

Trisha foregrounded the body: her body with all its neuronal liveliness, and the various bodies of those who worked with her. It might be assumed that because dance is a medium employing the human body, foregrounding the body would be essential and inevitable. But in reviews of Judson Dance Theater it has been seen that the bodies and movements of the non-dancers (who were actually painters, musicians, and composers) are mentioned more than those of the dancers. It is as though the term dancer suggested a generic body type, already known all too well. A dancer’s job was to dance in work by a choreographer. What was seen was not their body, but the movements their body made, their technique, perhaps their interpretation.

But Trisha resisted this assumption. In her own work, private images are responded to with movement improvisation in performance; it was her particular body that was performing, and no one else’s could do her work.

In Lightfall (1963), a duet created (there seems to be no exact word for what she did) for one of the early Judson performances, she provided some ideas, the title, some images, some nudging, and a lot of trust in me, her partner.

This is a now familiar armamentarium of choreographic method used to provoke a general understanding of what is to come, yet leave the new performer a lot of space to adapt. The desired result is to make the performer take enough initiative to eliminate the look of “learned movement.” It is like sketching a scenario, which the performer fleshes out. That is, the performer’s improvising body fleshes out the sketch, while their mind must inhabit but not inhibit the body in real time. This process is seen as part of the creation.

That is perhaps true in choreography, too; yet in set works there is the possibility that any role could be taken by another dancer. In Trisha’s work, the body of the dancer was often seen as unique, and to substitute another person would completely change the work.

Even in her works described as “rulegames,” where the casting was not so sensitive, during performance the dancers made choices based on Trisha’s rules. This was a relatively new level of improvisational control, leaving the dancers looking like players, rather than tools or robots.

Escaping the devalued image of the “dancer” caused Trisha to disguise the fact that her feet are remarkable ergonomic events, a definitive pair of remarks on the idea of “arch.” In her creations her feet were not displayed; they were fully used but not often presented fully contracted or flexed, not foregrounded. We were, in other words, not shown the decisive feet of the dance technician, but their relaxed connection to the body doing the dance.
I don’t want to write about how I can tell the difference between those two words, body and dance, or the single action they present. Just to point out that I could understand even less how the event (dancer dances) occurs, and had to look at her body with all possible focus to grasp the new unity she presented.

Trisha and her friends Simone Forti and Yvonne Rainer were some of the few dancers I knew in those days who improvised. The rest of us tended to create structures in which our rigid legs and pointy toes were accepted as the natural way for a dancer to exist. Perhaps the rare mention of the nature of the dancers’ bodies in those days had to do with a sort of paralysis learned in dance class, and perhaps we looked so much alike in our efforts to transmute the dross of human movement into art that we could be taken for granted.

In these women’s improvisations, however, it was clear that something special was offered. I have found myself using the word “magic” to describe their effect, for which I apologize, yet perhaps with qualification it will be useful. Magic, I understand, is often about transformation. Performance is too. When the transformation of performance is again transformed by improvisational minds in action, it can make me breathless, as though I can’t watch fast enough to see the dance. Choreography rarely rouses this feeling.

Actually, improvisation seldom does, either. But without these examples, good examples, I doubt improvisation would ever have interested me, and the last thirty-three years would have been very different. They were hot moments, and I was made curious. What were they doing? They were constructing milliseconds with their sensations and their ideas in a heady mix which swirled through time catalyzed by our complicity, our viewing. We saw anew. What a relief.

The other issue I was asked to address is “the contemporary moment in relation to one of the richest periods in the history of American dance. How does the past exist and/or how has it been transformed within Trisha’s and [my] own work as well as in the practice of emerging choreographers, artists, and performers?”

Such large woozy questions usually leave me wordless, but with a little adjustment, this question becomes one of my big woozy speculations these days, and I will give it a whirl. I would like to open the question to the whole century. I think the 1960s, the time which I assume is referred to by “one of the richest periods in the history of American dance,” was not by itself particularly rich. It is part of a much larger period in which the whole idea of modern dance was developed; became in conservative America after World War II, entrenched; and in the fifties created its very own anti-particle, Merce Cunningham. The Judson work, though undeniably pretty rich, was small potatoes compared to the uptown work of Graham, Balanchine, Limón, and the Henry Street work of Nikolais and Louis—and many others; the mature and entrenched Modern Dance.

What an accomplishment. The history usually starts with one name, Isadora, setting out some new parameters, then it appends Nijinsky’s ballets, moves on to St. Denis and Shaw. It splits then into Graham, and Humphrey-Weidman. Due to the wars fought in Europe, the United States gained a number of dancers and choreographers, while Modern Dance in Europe and especially Germany was curtailed for the duration.

Ostensibly, this artistic wave was seen as being in opposition to Classic Ballet, which was viewed as decadent and illogical, and dependent upon an old repertory. However, ballet pulled itself together, and by mid-century had created new repertory and revamped and furthered the technique.
By this point, a certain critical mass and certain patterns had been established. The major choreographers established new techniques and new material for repertory. Women, men, and people of color were represented, making dance as they wished, an extremely democratic arena. They were mostly tied to balletic forms, in the way that one has a firm relationship to the enemy, yet also had elements of anthropological research: ethnic dances on the New York art stages. In a way, all this was presaged by the ballet, but it was taken to a new and optimistically modern level.

By the 1950s the battle against ballet was rather old news. And yet hypocritically, young students such as myself and, I assume, Trisha, were still being indoctrinated, while Cunningham, who was starting his own company, was busy synthesizing a modern/ballet technique. He also rewrote the aesthetic of Modern Dance, as though resisting the pressure to continue what was an already well-charted direction into story-dance (shades of Giselle) and psychology, history, Greek myth, social commentary, or the Nikolais experiments in art, costume, and technology.

I think by this point, Modern Dance was historically unprecedented. In only fifty years, dance thinking had been enormously expanded and confirmed.

To some extent under the critical radar, the physical education departments of our country had been laced with the many dancers produced by the various new techniques, outposts in the hinterlands preparing new audiences and appreciators. And the nation was paying attention. Cunningham made the cover of a national magazine in his Nocturnes makeup, and Graham was considered famous enough to be a mystery voice on national radio. Nikolais's work was shown on the Perry Como TV show many times. Modern Dance had currency at home.

Again beneath the radar of the press however was a development produced by Mabel Elsworth Todd, Lulu Schweigard, and Barbara Clark et al., called Ideokinesis ("The image or thought as facilitator of the movement."—Andre Bernard). Perhaps more to the point is the title of Todd's book, which circulated among dancers, The Thinking Body. Where dance history concentrates our attention on the performance accomplishments of a relatively few people, this work concentrates upon the nature of the body, and as the title suggests, gives that nature a mind, or rational component, apart from the aesthetic accomplishments of the choreographers.

Choreographers don't, of course, ignore for long the health of the physical systems (bodies) they employ, but in a swiftly moving aesthetic period, mistakes can be made, perhaps not to be seen for many years. Dancers preparing and repairing themselves began to turn to ideokinetic thinking, and it began to inflect their thoughts and aesthetics as it, too, gained currency in the dance subculture.

So as the 1960s approached, the palette of young dancers, technically, aesthetically, anatomically, plus ideokinetically, was rich. At about the same time, the movement arts of the Near and Far East became available to the West. Each of these many systems define the body's movement in different ways. So, by the advent of the Judson Dance Theater in 1962, a multitude of ways and thoughts about the body were in the air, which had not been incorporated directly into the art-dance performance idiom. Whether Trisha directly studied any of this (as I had not), the thought of a natural body, or working with nature when moving, was around to be noticed.

The Body had currency. The Cartesian split, pitting the mind versus the body, was not an issue for us. Trisha's work began on this ground, and evolved into a particularly vital and
rich modern dance form as she took the direction of the stage/large company. She did not change her aesthetic, I think, but rather adapted to the rigor of stage presentation, took the challenge of that tradition, while preserving essential early visions as references and guides; and in her choreographies, as revelations in performance.

One job the arts accomplish in our culture is to refresh our thoughts; the arts provide direction, new or renewed perceptions of our time. This stimulation is not only necessary, but is probably unavoidable, particularly in the dance, because while one can get through a life never picking up a brush, camera, violin or laptop, the bodymind is us. We seem to require reminding of this basic idea.

At this moment, on the centennial (sort of) of modern dance, the amount of movement study and dance presentation available is extraordinary. I have to say, it might not last. The teaching might fade into history, the repertories degenerate, the political situation might isolate us again, major achievements might be revised, discredited, discarded. You know what we're like.

Nonetheless, at this moment it is difficult to envision a more prolific and profound dance/movement culture ever existing.

At the same time, in the United States, it is hard to imagine a funding system which would impoverish, infantalize, and retard the work of dance to a greater degree. Trisha Brown's accomplishment is to express the new body, surmount the system, and beat the dictates of those who have no idea of their own body, or anyone's.

Vermont, November 10, 2001
TRISHA BROWN’S INFLUENCE HAS RADIATED THROUGHOUT EUROPE. Her works have been included in the most prestigious programs. Institutions and festivals have been eager to contribute to their production. It was the Festival d’Automne, that great revealer of the American avant-garde, which brought Trisha Brown to Paris in 1973. Not to a performance hall, but to a museum. Which was in keeping with the site-specific nature of her work till then, particularly the Accumulations, a group of serial, though not repetitive, works, executed on the floor, from which the viewer could draw different perceptions depending on where he stood. Then, invitations followed from the experimental space of Sainte Baume at the Théâtre de la Ville in Paris, with stops at the Avignon Festival. We might note here that the passing away of its founder and the inspiration of the Festival d’Automne, Michel Guy, would be evoked with melancholy by Trisha Brown in her renaming of the piece now called For M.G.: The Movie (1991), a dialogue between stasis and acceleration, between the single and the multiple, each reversible, like time and memory. Other curators took the baton. And to the present day, Trisha Brown’s creations continue to be received with the greatest of interest.

A CIRCLE OF ADMIRERS
Increasingly, Trisha Brown’s work has commanded attention in the cultural arena. Her work first became known among an elite involved in the visual arts. The performances of 1969-71, generally referred to as Equipment Pieces, deeply struck the artistic world in Europe. The work, both political and corporal, dealt with urban space as well as the flouting of its laws and those of gravity (in the famous Man Walking Down the Side of a Building), and these living sculptures connected to the corporal art being developed on both sides of the Atlantic at the time. The dance critic Lise Brunei, who also collaborated on art reviews, belonged to this world. It was she who would edit a monograph on Trisha Brown, with images by the important photographers Babette Mangolte and Guy Delahaye, published in Paris by Editions Bougé in 1987.1 Around that time, given her reinvigoration of theatrical space, Brown’s audience broadened well beyond the circle of initiates. Simultaneously, her collaborations with great artists (Rauschenberg, Judd) reignited the art world’s interest. In addition, almost secretly, the visual artist in her endured, particularly through the most intimate practice there is: drawing. An exhibition was organized in 1998 at the Musées de Marseille, gathering drawings and filmed images (performances, art videos). Julia Kristeva wrote about the drawing that “there is no distance between the thought and the hand; their instantaneous unity captures the most concentrated interiority in visible bodies.”2

The relationships between Trisha Brown and France are multiple and variable—in keeping with her activities, her audience, her admirers, witnesses to her art.
CRITICAL THOUGHT AND BROWNIAN MOTION

In 1979, the essayist, art critic, and philosopher Guy Scarpetta applied to her dances the notion of "Brownian motion" (le mouvement brownien) through an evocative, anachronistic shift, upon seeing Glacial Decoy: there was the turbulence and intensity of a body that placed no limits on the possibilities of its movement and that all of a sudden gave shape to the notion of "expenditure," formulated much earlier by Georges Bataille. Later, in his L'impureté, Scarpetta attributed to Trisha Brown an important role in the renewal of art through an "incessant variation of frameworks... a series of acts inciting an art of maximally heterogeneous rhythms, at once unleashed and shattered, as though paroxysmally propelled." If the radical performances of the seventies and eighties offered important examples of subversion, Scarpetta then saw in them a greater, “supercoded” impact. Her move in the eighties to the traditional proscenium “did not constitute a sobering up but on the contrary a growing insolence, an increase in exuberance.” It was with Scarpetta that the figure of Trisha Brown as paradigm of corporal freedom was born in France, as the rebelliousness of an infinite movement that nothing could contain.

TRISHA AMONG DANCERS IN EUROPE

But there were other influences, still more profound. And this is perhaps where Trisha Brown’s passage through Europe has left the most traces on both bodies and imaginations: on the community of dancers, in France as well as in Belgium and the Netherlands, places where European dance has long integrated the messages of modernity. There they also have dealt with the legacy of the sixties and seventies, which is more alive today than ever in terms of creation, certainly, but even more so in terms of teaching, reflection, and practice. The first encounter took place in 1978 on the stages of Sainte Baume, where the choreographer Stéphanie Aubin, among others, would find the source of a movement forever liberated. Today the head of a national artistic program, Aubin favors experimentation and inquiry based on important works of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries—and the work of Trisha Brown figures prominently.

From Amsterdam to Arnhem, as well as in Brussels, there are dancers who teach, sometimes former fellow travelers of Trisha Brown, that share her aesthetic positions and ideas and have developed creative methods and ways of working that are very similar to her own. New schools have been born that have made Brown’s oeuvre a point of reference, a framework of excellence, such as the graduate school in Brussels, P.A.R.T.S. (Performing Arts Research and Training Studios, directed by Anne Teresa De Keersmaeker). In France, over several decades, Trisha Brown has been invited to different places to present not only performances but master classes in composition and improvisation, as well as lectures. Confidence in the power of her work and her artistic vision led the choreographer Dominique Bagouet to invite Brown to create for and to work with his company in 1991. The result, a masterpiece, is a corporal poem, One Story as in Falling, all diffuse shadows of falling, held in check by slowness. The collaborators on this project, members of the company of this French choreographer (since deceased), are among the most forward thinking today in terms of experimentation and inventiveness.

The 1990s saw great transformations in European dance, particularly in France. Several things might explain this: first, a deeper reflection and historical knowledge that recalled the
experiments of the Judson Dance Theater—and thus the interest in a certain radicality in experimental behaviors too easily forgotten. Then a more extensive practice of various methods of bodily awareness: of the technique of “release” with a renewed approach to the Alexander Technique, or “Body Mind Centering.” This unleashed approaches to the body that are particularly in sync with Trisha Brown’s aesthetic. The education of the audience in kinesiology, animated by Hubert Godard, a kinesiologist and academic who was very influential among dancers in France, foregrounded these same new values. Trisha Brown’s important and continuing research on the body and movement invited viewers to traverse an “interior geography.”

This kind of dance is bewildering because it is located at a point of extreme radicality which eliminates all tensions and all forces.” And that “to locate oneself on the scales of tonicity is also to constitute oneself as a body in history” and raises the stakes for Trisha Brown’s “profoundly disarmed body.” At issue here is an aesthetic and theoretical reflection on dance and movement that is less attached to the external aspect of narrative and the motifs developed in modes of representation than to the forces that flood the movement and underlie a bodily ideology that creates meaning, on the political level, too. In this regard, Godard developed a metaphor inspired by Burt Barr’s superb video Trisha and Carmen. In the prelude of the third act, we see Diane Madden move about in an undulating fashion. Then the dancer Lance Gries enters the field. He places his hand on her body—and each time he does so, the touched part is blocked. Beyond the relationship of male authority/woman, police state/anarchist that the theme of Carmen compels, there is the repeated halting of a movement that is segmented, petrified, and which designates the place of its expiration. Trisha Brown’s art, to our sense much more than to any other, illuminates the places affected by what Michel Foucault calls bio-power (or somato-power), which may penetrate “the thickness, the depth, of bodies without having been relayed by the representation of subjects.” Without involving a specific arena of identity, violence, a constant for Foucault, is exerted at every instant on every body. The network of processes is brought to light through the microstrategies of power relations. Such preoccupations are not unrelated to the work of young Europeans such as Boris Charmatz, Jérôme Bel, Emmanuelle Huynh, Alain Buffard, and Rachid Ouramdane, among others.

Which is to say that Trisha Brown’s impact on the renewal of choreographic creation and ways of thinking about dance in France has become an obvious fact. Not only through her practice of a body breaking its chains but also through her incessant quest for creative processes. Through her explorations in multiple fields, from drawing to opera. Through her unquenched thirst for the unknown. As evidence: Emmanuelle Huynh, justly considered a major new figure on the choreographic scene, conducted a series of fascinating interviews with Trisha Brown between 1992 and 1999 (as yet unpublished). In a reexamination of Brown’s work, one can see the possible or ambiguous dialogues between several experiences, between two different generations of artists—each obsessed with surpassing limits. One can see, above all, the expectation of answers that are always pushed toward their irresolution. Thought and vision here find their source at the open threshold of the possible.

Translated by Jeanine Herman
NEITHER PRADA, NOR ARMANI, NOR HERMES, NOR MIYAKE, NOR HELMUT LANG had yet dreamed of invading the lower Manhattan neighborhood, still not named SoHo, that bristled with the stern beauty and cavernous spaces of cast-iron loft buildings, when Trisha Brown moved there in 1965. If any shoppers were to be seen, they were carrying only aesthetic currency and most likely scavenging choice pieces of detritus left in containers or on the sidewalk by the light industries gradually vacating the neighborhood and inadvertently making way for the enterprise of art.

In 1966 Brown created a work in collaboration with Robert Whitman, who had lyrically conjured up some of the first mixed-media performance works in the late 1950s. Titled *Homemade*, this piece comprised units of remembered movements such as Brown’s father cocking and releasing his forearm to cast his fishing line into the water. The dance told neither the story of her father nor of fishing but strung together heterogeneous movements transferring their physical meaning one onto another onto another—creating a seamlessly meandering metaphor of the body’s making of metaphor. Via sight, touch, and the movements of the body we first perceive the world; our perception is not fully automatic but layered from disparate data into a whole. We do not instantly perceive distance or local color or scale but create them. We understand the world through the construction of metaphor. Brown re-embodied physical consciousness, not verbal consciousness; she celebrated the marvel of totally ordinary movements.

And Robert Whitman filmed her as Brown danced this dance of ordinariness. When *Homemade* was then performed, Brown had a projector strapped to her back that projected Whitman’s film of the dance she was dancing. Dance and the reflection of dance; consciousness and self-consciousness. A duet of projection and reality moving around that moment where the quest of self-consciousness to perceive itself slips into a blind spot.

In their construction of complex simplicities, Brown and Whitman were not alone but part of a dynamically anarchic community that included dancers, painters, sculptors, filmmakers, and composers all wildly bent on reinventing and making porous the boundaries of their making. Radical innovation and brilliance were located in low-tech improvisations and jubilant combinative play. While communities of shared intentions dot the terrain of modernist painting and sculpture, from Post-Impressionism to Abstract Expressionism, the inclusion of dance in the shared intentions of the visual arts community may be singular to the 1960s and early 1970s.

Nineteen sixty-six does not mark the beginning of this new community’s achievement, but rather a high point. So, where to begin? During the 1950s, in various locations, the frame (of the proscenium arch in the case of dance) that separated the viewer and the viewed illusion, hierarchical composition, and virtuoso technical execution that had long since been rejected by modernist painters and sculptors began to be undermined by various choreographers and...
performers. In California, Ann Halprin conducted dance workshops that opposed narcissistic performance; she encouraged her students to explore the body’s unpredictability and imposed ordinary tasks as arbitrarily chosen restraints on dance movement. The dancer-soon-to-become-sculptor Robert Morris and his dancer-choreographer wife Simone Forti attended Halprin’s workshop as did the composers Terry Riley and La Monte Young. In that hotbed of artistic dialogue in North Carolina, Black Mountain College, Robert Rauschenberg first met John Cage and Merce Cunningham in 1949; and there, in the summer of 1952, what has often been cited as the first “Happening” (a term disdained by Rauschenberg), John Cage’s *Theater Piece No. 1*, unfolded. This work simultaneously included Cunningham improvising dance around and through the audience, Cage reading a lecture, and Rauschenberg projecting slides of his paintings while playing old records on a hand-wound Victrola. Cage with his seer’s voice, immersion in Buddhism, trust in the *I Ching* and consequent elevation of chance, improvisation, and indeterminacy was soon to become all things to all people avant-garde. And Cunningham would, in the course of the late 1950s and early 1960s, become the avatar of a new kind of dance, with Rauschenberg providing the sets and costumes for his company. In 1962, the influence of the various protagonists of this long paragraph coalesced in downtown New York in a church called Judson, which gave its name to the beginning of such new dance as Trisha Brown’s *Homemade*. After the initial concert organized by Robert Dunn at the Judson Memorial Church, a remarkable group including Brown, Yvonne Rainer, Steve Paxton, Cage, Rauschenberg, Morris, and Forti, singularly and in collaboration with each other, turned Judson Church into a laboratory of dance. The return to everyday issues pervading the post–World War II culture of the 1950s and visible in the elevation of the ordinary objects in Jasper Johns’s enigmatic paintings of flags and targets and the joyously subversive disjunctiveness of Rauschenberg’s combines of found detritus, created in the mid-1950s, mixed and mingled with the improvisatory structures built on the teachings of Halprin and Cage. The anarchic utopianism that marked so much of the 1960s found one of its many havens at the Judson Church. Just as Cage rejected conventional musical composition in favor of found sounds, randomness, and silence, the Judson dancers threw out scenery, music, conventional expertise, and the constrictions of the proscenium arch.


Already, in 1961, Brown had collaborated with Simone Forti to create a structured improvisation in which three dancers pointed at various parts of a wood-burning stove and discussed, in front of the audience, how they would improvise based on the architecture of the stove. Freewheeling collaboration and improvisation pervaded Judson and countless other locations. Brown and Rainer could as readily jump onto a chicken coop and let loose, at the sculptor George Segal’s farm in New Jersey, while Rauschenberg and a male dancer donned skates and sailed around a roller rink, each with a parachutelike wing attached to his back, while Carolyn Brown, a stunning member of Cunningham’s troupe, danced on point (*Pelican*, 1963).

Rauschenberg reveled in the same kind of enigmatic combinative play figuring his paintings. *Spring Training* (1965) began with him mopping up eggs dropped from the rafters and continued with his son Christopher, in darkness, taking lit flashlights from a laundry hamper and placing them on the floor. As the lights began to move and the ambient light increased, the audience slowly apprehended that the flashlights were strapped on the backs of turtles.
Trisha Brown, who performed in this piece, and the other younger dancers preferred sparer, more purely body-generated activities. While Cunningham’s improvisations were based on invented movements, Brown, Rainer, and the younger dancers structured seamless non-sequiturs made up of recognizable, task-oriented movements—walking, running, falling, etc. They created non-narrative fields of energy engaging each viewer directly in her physical space.

In an essay written in 1966, Rainer succinctly recounted the many correspondences between Minimalist objects and contemporary dance and presented a list of strategies both eliminated or minimized, followed by a list of their replacements. Evidence of the artist’s hand in the making of objects and phrasing in dance were replaced by factory fabrication and energy equality, respectively; hierarchical relationships of parts and development and climax were replaced by unitary forms or modules and equality of parts; illusionism and performance were replaced by literalness and task or tasklike activity; monumentality and virtuosic movement were replaced in both practices by human scale, and so forth. Much of Rainer’s account parallels Robert Morris’s two treatises on contemporary sculpture published in Artforum the same year as the publication of Rainer’s essay. However, while the Minimalists were continuing in modernist art’s tradition of constant reinvention, the dancers were suddenly and unexpectedly jumping off the stage into the audience’s space.

Together with these correspondences between dance and the visual arts developed a blurring of the boundaries between sculpture and dance. Abetted by the introduction, in 1965, of affordable and portable video cameras and projectors and by already active underground filmmakers such as Michael Snow, Hollis Frampton, and Paul Sharits, the performative entered the realm of sculpture. Similar task orientations were to be found in both endeavors. The English artist Richard Long made sculpture by simply walking, variously recording his activity with a camera or arranging traces of his walk (stones, leaves, etc.). A straight line erratically configured by the tracks of his feet walking on grass constitutes A Line Made by Walking (1967). In California, Bruce Nauman, impressed by Man Ray’s 1926 movie Emak Bakia, in which the movie camera was the main protagonist and generator of zany action, began making work in film, video, and holography. His sixty-minute video Lip Sync (1969) features a close-up of part of his upside-down head wearing headphones and repeating the title over and over, his lips in and out of sync with his voice. Ordinary non-narrative activity stretched into the extraordinary by ceaseless repetition—not too distant from dance activity. And lest we forget where this essay started, Brown’s co-conspirator Robert Whitman had already in 1964 created a work in which a 16mm film loop of a nude bather was projected into an actual shower stall with running water and more (Shower).

In SoHo again, activities subverting notions of sculpture’s fixed objecthood proliferated—sometimes faster than they could be witnessed—and often might as readily have been called dance as sculpture. By the late 1960s, Minimalism turned into Anti-Form or Process art, Body art, and Earth art. The more pronounced emphasis placed on sculpture as a record of the acts of process that often atomized the sculptural object and the more visible confrontation with gravity so often responsible for configuring the new sculpture drew sculpture and dance and performance art ever closer.

In 1972, Brown’s friend Gordon Matta-Clark, who a year earlier had begun carving into abandoned and unoccupied buildings to transform a place into a state of mind, created Open...
House. With found wood and abandoned doors he turned a container into a house and hosted a barbecue in the front yard that was the street. There he also hosted a dance performance featuring Tina Girouard, Susan Harris, and others. In 1971, he and his partner Caroline Goodden, who danced with Brown, started a restaurant called Food where artists were invited to cook. In Düsseldorf, food art had already been practiced by Joseph Beuys and such Fluxus artists as Daniel Spoerri who opened Food's precursor in 1970 and asked artists to make limited editions out of food (chocolate sculptures, mayonnaise drawings, ground-lamb reliefs, etc.). Daily, it seemed, new boundaries were erased.

Brown, meanwhile, had begun a series of works exploring the dynamics of body weight and mass that made viscerally visible the role of gravity and/or the defiance of gravity. She called them Equipment Pieces, but they could as readily fall under the category of Extreme Dance. In 1968, she turned the wall into the floor, putting foot- and hand-holds in a wall, down which dancers spiraled as though in a slow-motion free fall. Leaning Duets I (1970) featured pairs of dancers, each attached by rope, the partners of each pair leaning and swiveling against the restraint of the rope that joined them. The most radical, most anti-balletic, most anti-gravitational, and, perhaps, the most emblematic work of the downtown dance scene was created by Brown in 1970 with the assistance of the artists Richard Nonas and Jed Bark and the employment of standard mountain climbing gear. Called Man Walking Down the Side of a Building, it was just that. No story, no literary narrative. If there was a story, the body alone told it.

During these same years, sculptors such as Barry Le Va and Richard Serra were similarly engaging and defying gravity. With such works as Within the Series of Layered Acts (Glass Thrown from 3 Feet, 6 Feet, 12 Feet), created in 1968, Le Va literally shattered sculpture's conventional objecthood and entered the realm of the performative. Richard Serra's Splashing (1968) extended Pollock's flung paint into three-dimensional site-specificity by his hurling of molten lead into the space where the wall meets the floor. And his One Ton Prop (House of Cards) (1969), in which four plates of lead each four feet square prop each other up, without benefit of conventional sculptural joints or soldering, relates very closely to Brown's Leaning Duets. Serra, indeed, professed great admiration for the idea of Brown's Man Walking Down the Side of a Building.³

There is no end to this story about no story; but the community of high adventure and collaboration, in which Brown was such a vital participant, had ultimately to give way to consolidation, more individual creativity, and the full bloom of maturity. Brown formed her own dance company in 1970 and began to build on the new vocabulary she had formed with her co-adventurers. In 1971, in the first of a group of Accumulations, she extended the dancers' anti-compositional liberation from literary narrative into full body independence by turning each part of the individual dancer's body into a unit of interdependent movements; and those movements, in turn, became a unit of the dance with each dancer's body becoming a unit of the dance, mirroring and permuting the interdependent movements of the other dancers—unfurling a stunning ripple like a molecular chain reaction. These Accumulations have continued to erupt joyously throughout her subsequent making. Athletic grace and precision, humor, and improvisation still fuel Brown's choreography, just as have collaborations with other artists, most frequently Rauschenberg. And, when Brown moved to the frame of the proscenium arch, she eschewed the hierarchical structures associated with the
stage and gave as much emphasis to activating the wings of the stage as the center. Flying we have witnessed on the stage and walking on walls. Brown even re-engaged music in her dance, and has studied, in succession, the structure of Bach, Webern, Monteverdi, and the contemporary composers Dave Douglas and Salvatore Sciarrino, not letting the music determine the dance but creating parallel structures in collaboration with the music. But this is a story to be elaborated elsewhere in this book and exhibition. For now, we can only look back again and marvel at the pioneering beginnings.
Pure movement is a movement that has no other connotations. It is not functional or pantomimic. Mechanical body actions like bending, straightening or rotating would qualify as pure movement providing the context is neutral. I use pure movement, a kind of breakdown of the body's capabilities. I also use quirky personal gestures, things that have specific meaning to me but probably appear abstract to others. I think there is an everyday gesture as if the person does not know whether it is right or wrong, of how and carrying that seems for them a way to disrupt their expectations or to give up an action to the realist and the cartographer. At the last moment, would I imagine they have caught onto me or if I am really just shining light onto something else. I make projections onto surfaces and onto the floor.
THE WORDS THAT I AM SPEAKING ARE COMING UP THROUGH A SMALL HOLE in the floor of the auditorium and following each other one by one around the room, eventually tracing out a map of the United States, including Aberdeen, Chicago, Oakland, and San Antonio. Those words having difficulty keeping up with the others are being helped by invisible gnomes. Those words who refuse to participate will be forced to write "I AM SORRY" in capital letters over and over again on the side panels. Those words representing animals have been asked to fashion their movements after the gait of the animal mentioned. So if you hear "horse," know that H-O-R-S-E-S are trotting out to take their places as border, valley, and capital.

Skymaps are not new. Astronomy has been around for years and years. So relax. If a letter or two or whole word (God forbid) should fall in your vicinity, please function as a gnome assistant and toss it back up. Already lakes are beginning to form. I didn't realize that L-A-K-E-S, when they got together, could turn blue. I do know and must warn you that clichés, especially "sorry about that," have been known to nest in the pockets of people in the area. If this happens to you, try shouting "fumigator" in an original way. Stutters and uh's unavoidably used by the speaker have been asked to take the position of dotted lines representing unfinished highways and dirt roads. People unable to control coughing or sneezing should be chastised by those people in the audience who care about state lines. All audience members who are unable to visualize the map overhead will get lost on the way home.

Now I have to give you some words, so that you can carry out the project of making a map. Don't get lost in the content. Stick to your task and be kind to the Midwest.

Our father who art in heaven hallowed be thy name thy kingdom come thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven. Give us this day our daily bread and forgive our debts as we forgive our debtors and lead us not into temptation but deliver us from evil for thine is the kingdom the power and the glory forever. I'm sorry to do that to you, but we have a lot of mountains to place. From time to time I will pause, so you can hear the words working. Snoqualmie Pass...Don't forget Alabama...Yellowstone...Willamette River...Skyline Boulevard...Boise...Tahoe...Wyoming...Devil's Hopyard...Mount Rushmore...Black Lick...West Virginia...Bismarck...Texarkana...Eunice, New Mexico...Pleasington...Salina...Centralia...Delaware...Hutchinson...

I'd like to get into something now that's a little sticky. Do you remember saying prayers? Saying them so often you couldn't remember what they
meant to save your soul? “Our Father Who art in Heaven” always confused me. I had an uncle Art. I mean for a flash I thought Art was Our Father Who Lived in Heaven. It means that God lives up in heaven it does not mean that my uncle Art did anything up there and it doesn’t mean that God makes art in heaven. “Give us this bread”—my mother always bought an extralong loaf of white bread called Wonderbread. “Surely goodness and her sister mercy mild”—no matter how good I was all day I always failed because I couldn’t remain alert while I said my prayers to know that I was saying my prayers right. And then “Amen” at the end. I mean—for a little girl to say “Ah men”—uh—I know this is very weighty stuff, but—I told you about the mountains.

Now that I’m into it I thought I might as well tell you about Reverend Shangler. Shangler should go directly to Philadelphia because I understand that’s where he lives now. He turned me on to religion in the beginning. I must have been—two. A great guy, skinny and glasses and they ran him out of town. They said he visited the lame instead of the halt or something like that and out he went. I shouldn’t be talking about all this because it was a small town and very gossipy and I used his real name and for all I know he’s in the audience. Maybe he’s all around us. Fort Oglethorpe...

Connellsville...Wishkaw, Quinalt, Quillute River, Adirondacks...Alaska...Woonsocket, Buffalo, Hazelhurst, Willacoochee, Vaughan, Jetmore, Oh Lord, save the day and all the people using it...Wolf...Frostproof, Florida...Wetumpka, Back Bay, Molokai...I...am...sorry...Flagstaff, Oklahoma, Brooklyn, Port Arthur, L.A., Erie, Kodak, Seattle, Green River, Bivalve, Washington, D.C.

The beaches are good. One way I considered training the words was to have them pile up on the Pacific Coast and then spread them like peanut butter across the continent. But the words function better as individuals, going along one after another. Then of course we could have added raspberry jam for highlights like the mountains and rivers.

Patricia! Goooddenon! Louiiiiisa! Diiiiiner!

South Carolina, Oklahoma City, Fort Lauderdale, Hartford, Amazonia, Wheeling, Hinckley, Monterey, Kalamazoo, Smith-Corona, Saturday night, Sarasota Springs, Vista View, spring chicken, answering service, Golden City, prairie dog, Sea Girt, Sitka.

B as in Boise. You begin to notice the individual personalities of the letters as they move out to do their work. B’s all right, a little slow-witted. Actually, I’m quite fond of B, it’s on all my mother’s silver. I find it hard to believe that O is fifty years old. Z I believe but O. Z is not in Boise anyway. It is not clear to me. I can’t really put my finger on who I is. S is pregnant. S and W got married. They have a nice house out on the Island. Windows, curtains, cockroaches. E is not blond. E is a good, solid, ordinary working letter.

Lake Awosting, Oyehut, West Point, Phoebe, Monrovia, Plain Dealing, New Braunfels, Orange, Mount Desert Ferry, Muleshoe, Yakima, Noxen, Eldoro. Call weather bureau, botanic gardens, order meat, get photos, tax, Rome meeting,
get forsythia, Debbie rehearsal, Shawn. Dinner Steve and Susan, summer flowers, Debbie here, film. Deb and David’s, bring slides, set up wall, Alex’s opening, get money. View eight millimeter, chicken noodle, tuna fish. Deb ten to eleven, Ann Burton. Four Walter Gutman, one whole chicken. Four pounds chopped meat, nine to eleven Newark State. Animal Hospital. Dentist. Nine to one Trish, Adam to Ann’s, nine to one Trish, eleven Deb, Martha and Bill. Bob’s opening, call animal doctor, Peter Poole, wildflowers, Justin here, call Don Boice, white paper, staplegun. Number 202 tape. Ten Deb here, one Christopher and Jason, 4:30 Julia, seven Joan, Judy, Keith’s concert, get two bartenders, order ice, clean Cinematheque.

I had quite a hassle with their union. Words are not supposed to get up off their page. But since this project is of a patriotic nature, permission was granted. Deserts are easy, so why don’t we stick a few cities out in the desert, to speed things up. And while we’re taking liberties, let’s make a rolling hill in the shape of a big chair. Let’s make it a very soft chair. There should be a super-soft chair hill.


SOS, garbage liners, paper towels, dishwash soap, Borax, suntan lotion, cigarettes, beans tomatoes brown rice mushrooms greens fruit milk bread juice cheese and frozen vegetables.

Those spiderwebby things spreading out from Chicago are railroads. Took a lot of rehearsal.

That should be enough material now. There’s really nothing to be done. Except for those who are not finished, go ahead and finish up. And the rest of you can sit back and enjoy it.
THE FOLLOWING TRANSCRIPT IS FROM A PERFORMANCE of Accumulation with talking plus Watermotor at Maison de la Culture de Woluwe in Brussels on November 1, 1979. I annotated lengths of silences between words by the number of seconds, and the circled numbers represent minutes of actual performance. The entire dance was twelve minutes and fifty-four seconds long.
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the first time 9 I performed this dance 20

it was four and a half minutes long 9 to the Grateful Dead's 5 

Uncle John's Band 16 the next time 4\1/2 I performed this dance 8

it was fifty five minutes long 6 and in silence 33 following that 24

I began talking while doing this dance 5 as a lecture form 13 I found that 3 I liked the fact that I could not keep track of my dancing while talking 4 and vice versa 4

I am not 2 however 2 quite so sure about that tonight 53

in that first lecture 4 in Paris 4 I said 4 that my father died 2 in between the making 2 of this move 2 and that move 4 I was amazed 5 that 5 my body had stored a memory in a movement pattern 49

in Boston a member of my 6 audience 6 told me 4 that this dance 2 reminded him 2 of a cat 2\1/2 drinking milk 2 in a rural district 20 it was 3 at that moment 6 that I realized 4 just how vast 3 are the liberties 2 with which 2 my audience takes my 7 work 13 as time would have it 7 the doing of this dance became less difficult 4 flat 4 and I set about 3 looking for 3 another element 21 in New York 45

that paragon of verbal activity 6 I attempted telling two stories at once 13 woops 11 this has happened before 5 it is called losing one's place 17 there 4\1/2 found it 7 13 A 3

Mr. Preble called from Aberdeen B Corky met me at the airport and on the way into town A asked me if I would accept the distinguished alumnus award at my High School B forewarned me that I might not have an audience 4 at my lecture 3 A I accepted 4 B on the contrary 4\1/2 the house was filled to overflowing A I asked my friends what can I say to these graduating seniors B 4 I came out and began this dance A two people said tell them to join the Navy B 6 following that performance 3 a noted art historian 5 A I decided to do this dance B 16 told me that most of the moves in this dance occur on the right hand side of my body 4 and that an event like this generally precedes an era of great chaos 5 A 15 my problem was I did not want to receive an award in my bare feet 7 and so 5 I did this dance in four inch wedgies 22
Accumulation with talking plus Watermotor is the performance of two dances and the telling of two stories at once. I shift back and forth between these four elements according to impulse in performance. I never stop dancing. I do stop talking. The one dance, Accumulation, is stationary and consists of the methodical build-up of carefully chosen gestures. I begin with one gesture, repeat it about six times, add gesture 2 to 1 and repeat them about (Watermotor would cut in here) six times, add 3 to 2 and 1, et cetera. Accumulation had its own life as a dance prior to Talking and it was monumental in its simplicity. Watermotor, on the other hand, is the most reckless, ricocheting, high-driving piece of never-ending now you see it now you what is going on, although precise and sometimes poignant dance to date. It is erratic, emotional, unpredictable, and the opposite of Accumulation. Soon after doubling the stories, I knew I had to double the dancing to balance things. Watermotor was the inevitable inclusion. It was sitting there, new, only five performances on its own and those back-to-back with Accumulation.

The procedure for organizing the movement, accumulating, permeated the structure and changed it. The first addition was Talking. Talking while dancing is a ventilation system for my mind. It is explicit expression in a field of muted abstraction, a format in which to assemble some of the peculiarities of my experience.

Initially, the houselights were turned on so that I could see my audience, and I said whatever came to mind following a pause in which I asked myself, do you really want to say this. The audience and I were informed at approximately the same moment of the verbal content of the piece. I talked about what I saw, felt, thought, about them, about me, about dancing, and about making this dance. It was an experiment. If a muscle could talk, what would it say. Possibilities were strewn all over the place. A turn of the head provides a momentary view offstage then the gesture turns forward again to the audience. And there it is, a nest of memories of stage-right views from Rome to Boston and from 1972 to the present. Sometimes I mention what I see or what I remember of other sights or cancel the impetus altogether only to find it irresistible on the next revolution. Always there are two or three company members backstage holding me in calm eyes, waiting to see if I’m going to go off the deep end this time, take a new tack, or perhaps, as I’ve often feared, just unravel. I take their presence as an emphatic endorsement of my work and a demand for ever greater articulation of mind and body. In other words, I have two audiences, one innocent and in front of me and the other just over my shoulder and not to be taken in by last week’s winsome line. Around Tokyo, 1976, the houselights were turned off, by accident, and I liked it. I liked the isolation; working in a cup of light in the theatrical void from the inside out.

In each performance, there are gaps of silence, times when I am taking inventory of my project. The silence suspends my intentions while the audience continues with theirs. I re-enter, claim the narrative, carry it for a distance, then drop out again, probably silenced by a flurry of actions or the ring of an enigmatic verb. With the addition of the second story (after ten minutes on the transcript), my mind spreads out to encompass all four elements, the dance whirs, details and nuance compound. The end comes at me, I race, we meet.

Quadriplemma creates an overload which subverts or re-invents the selection process. The form is imposed by the difficulty of the task and mediated by the pluck of the performer.
PURE MOVEMENT IS MOVEMENT THAT HAS NO OTHER CONNOTATIONS. It is not functional or pantomimic. Mechanical body actions like bending, straightening, or rotating would qualify as pure movement providing the context was neutral. I use pure movements, a kind of breakdown of the body’s capabilities. I also use quirky personal gestures, things that have specific meaning to me but probably appear abstract to others. I may perform an everyday gesture so that the audience does not know whether I have stopped dancing or not and, carrying that irony further, I seek to disrupt their expectations by setting up an action to travel left and then cut right at the last moment unless I imagine they have caught on to me, in which case I might stand still. I make plays on movement, like rhyming or echoing an earlier gesture in another part of the body at a later time and perhaps out of kilter. I turn phrases upside down, reverse them, or suggest an action and then not complete it, or else overstate it altogether. I make radical changes in a mundane way. I use weight, balance, momentum, and physical actions like falling, pushing, etc. I say things to my company like, Toss your knees over there, or Start the phrase and then on the second count start it again, or Do it and get off it. I put all these movements together without transitions. I do not promote the next movement with a preceding transition and, therefore, I do not build up to something. If I do build up, I might end it with another build up. I often return to a neutral standing position between moves; it is for me a way of measuring where I have been and where I am going.
In 1979, the Trisha Brown Dance Company premiered Glacial Decoy on the proscenium stage at the Walker Art Center, Minneapolis. This new work was quickly acknowledged as a major change of direction, as almost all of Brown’s previous dances had been showcased in more or less untraditional performance spaces such as lofts, galleries, museums, rooftops, streets, churches, and parks. For Brown, embarking on choreography for the stage was an urgent new challenge: how to take the lessons learned from movement experiments undertaken outside the theater and its particular formal demands and apply them to the very environment these same experiments were in opposition to. Brown has continued to ask this question in different ways for the more than twenty-two years she has been making works for the stage. With the same collaborative spirit that marked her work from the moment of her arrival in New York in 1961, Brown has embraced the theater as an interdisciplinary environment. In the sixties and seventies, Brown made dances that allowed, and even required, her dancers to talk; she unceremoniously broke the silence of the technicians of modern dance. Beginning in 1979, Brown’s creative sensibility for dialogue expanded in a new way to the visual arts when she invited Robert Rauschenberg to design the set and costumes for Glacial Decoy. Brown herself had an affinity for visual art, making not only drawings but also choreographies that included sculptural props (for instance, Ballet, 1968) and even dancers that acted like sculpture (such as Primary Accumulation, 1972). Inviting Rauschenberg and, later, other painters, sculptors, and stage designers—Fujiko Nakaya, Donald Judd, Nancy Graves, Roland Aeschlimann, and Terry Winters—to join her in the collaborative creation of a work for the stage became a central feature of her practice. Rauschenberg had already worked extensively with Merce Cunningham and, on occasion, with other choreographers such as Viola Farber, Yvonne Rainer, and Paul Taylor. But none of the other artists Brown chose to work with had prior experience in theater design. Each collaboration has been a different, individual mix—this, in fact, has been the only constant.

Brown sees her own career evolving as a “traveling focus,” where the core is continual movement. Some of the foci have brought about groups of works, which Brown has designated as “cycles,” such as Equipment Pieces, Unstable Molecular Structure, Valiant, and Music. The development of the cycles is not strictly linear.
Rather, the transition to a new cycle always retains vestiges of the past. Brown has been aware during the choreographic process that she is grappling with a particular issue or set of problems, and she has named the cycles either retrospectively or concurrently to provide herself and others a framework for considering the work over time. In an art as potentially fluid as dance, no cycle, even once named, can remain entirely distinct. Brown’s designations of cycles can be used as guides to the works, but other approaches are likewise worthy and welcome.

Just as Brown collaborated with visual artists, she began to do the same with composers, including Laurie Anderson, Alvin Curran, Robert Ashley, Peter Zummo, and, most recently, Dave Douglas and Salvatore Sciarrino. Early on she recognized lighting design as an art in its own right, entrusting its envisioning for a particular choreography either to the artist in charge of the overall visual presentation or to a specialist such as Beverly Emmons, Jennifer Tipton, Ken Tabachnick, or Spencer Brown. As her practice has developed, Brown has, on occasion, created her own sets and costumes (as for For M.G.: The Movie). She has also increasingly immersed herself in music and, in recent years, opera, which has required intensive study and brought new complexities to her creative process.

In the following chronology, factual information for each of Brown’s pieces from 1979 to 2001 is presented along with commentaries—particularly the choreographer’s own words and those of her collaborators. One change since 1979 is the length of Brown’s works. When she moved her practice to the proscenium stage, her choreographies became significantly longer as she began to shape evening-length programs for audiences the world over rather than present brief pieces primarily for small audiences of dancers, artists, and others “in the know” in downtown New York. (See the chronology of works before 1979 in the Appendix.) Most of Brown’s works for the stage have been commissioned by institutions outside of New York, the company’s home base. France, in particular, has been supportive of her practice, and, to a lesser degree, other countries in Europe and sites in the United States. The first performances listed here are organized chronologically and according to three geographic distinctions: Europe, New York City, and the greater United States. With characteristic vision, Brown has found ways to explore the theater as a specific, tradition-laden environment, stripping away its conventions while also celebrating its capacity for the magical.
GLACIAL DECOY, 1979

LENGTH
10 MINUTES

SOUND
AMBIENT
VISUAL PRESENTATION
ROBERT RAUSCHENBERG

SETS
ROBERT RAUSCHENBERG

COSTUMES
ROBERT RAUSCHENBERG

LIGHTING
BEVERLY EMMONS WITH
ROBERT RAUSCHENBERG

DANCERS
TRISHA BROWN, ELIZABETH
GARREN, LISA KRAUS,
NINA LUNDBOG

FIRST PERFORMANCES
WALKER ART CENTER,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA,
MAY 7, 1979
MARYMOUNT MANHATTAN COLLEGE THEATER, NEW YORK CITY, [BEFORE
JUNE 30,] 1979
ESPACE FORBIN, AIX-EN-PROVENCE,
FRANCE, JULY 30, 1979
Glacial Decoy is Brown's first work for the prosce¬nium stage. She has described it as consisting of "a women's quartet that 'slides' back and forth. This play suggests an infinite number of dancers offstage to the right and left. A fifth dancer's entry toward the end of the dance clinches the illusion."*

[In her early work Trisha] was using the world as it was for her sets and lighting, and as her theater.... I guess she went to the house [the theater] when she realized she didn't have that and missed it.²

ROBERT RAUSCHENBERG

VISUAL PRESENTATION
In 1954, Rauschenberg began to design sets, costumes, and lighting for performances by the Merce Cunningham, Paul Taylor, and Viola Farber dance companies. He became Cunningham's main designer in 1961, traveling with the company through 1964. In the early 1960s, Rauschenberg began to create and perform his own works, and Trisha Brown participated in some of these events in 1965, initiating a long-standing collaboration. *Glacial Decoy* is the first set he designed for her.
I've always been envious of dance in the sense that it's so immediate.... [Collaboration] involves the minds and talents of other people.... Everybody is the material [and] I try to indulge in processes that are uncontrollable. I should design something weightless you can carry in your pocket and install in a minute.

[He made] 620 slides of black-and-white photographs to be projected on twelve-by-nine-foot screens spanning the back of the stage. The slide images appear at four-second intervals, progressing from screen to screen, creating an inexorable passage of images.

TRISHA BROWN

I didn’t want to do a fixed-image stage and so I avoided that with continuous photographs... which I took specifically for that collaboration.

Notes for this section begin on page 319.
Selections from the photographs taken by Robert Rauschenberg for projection in Glacial Decoy, 1979.

OPPOSITE PAGE
Robert Rauschenberg,
Glacial Decoy Series:
Color lithograph on paper,
31 5/8 x 47 3/4 in.
(80.2 x 121.1 cm).
Published in an edition of 28 by Universal Limited Art Editions, West Islip, New York.

THIS PAGE
Robert Rauschenberg,
Glacial Decoy Series:
Etching III, 1979. Color etching on paper,
24 4/8 x 16 7/8 in.
(62.5 x 43.0 cm).
Published in an edition of 22 by Universal Limited Art Editions, West Islip, New York.
Robert Rauschenberg,

Robert Rauschenberg,
COSTUMES
White A-shaped dresses, with one-inch vertical pleats from collarbone to ankle. Short sleeves, made from the same fabric and with the same shape and pleats, were attached to the dancers' upper arms, their shoulders bare. These dresses were made of transparent fabric used for silkscreens, which during the course of the dance bent in angular lines in keeping with the glacial metaphor.

TRISHA BROWN

LIGHTING
Lighting is the strongest element because if you can't see the performance or if the light influences you so emotionally and dramatically, well then it doesn't matter what the person is doing... A color can influence what you hear. So it even goes right off the stage right into the music.

ROBERT RAUSCHENBERG
TITLE / DATE
OPAL LOOP / CLOUD INSTALLATION
#72503, 1980
CYCLE
UNSTABLE MOLECULAR STRUCTURE
LENGTH
15 MINUTES

SOUND
SOUND OF WATER PASSING THROUGH HIGH-PRESSURE NOZZLES
VISUAL PRESENTATION
FUJIKO NAKAYA
SETS
FUJIKO NAKAYA
140 FOG NOZZLES, 3 NOZZLE UNITS WITH 3-CHANNEL CONTROL, 7 FANS, AND HEATERS
COSTUMES
JUDITH SHEA

LIGHTING
BEVERLY EMMONS
DANCERS
TRISHA BROWN, EVA KARCZAG, LISA KRAUS, STEPHEN PETRONIO
FIRST PERFORMANCE
55 CROSBY STREET, NEW YORK CITY,
JUNE 10, 1980
CYCLE
The Unstable Molecular Structure cycle is composed of a movement vocabulary that Brown describes as "about words that begin with 'S': sequential, seamless, silky, sensual. I compare the compositional form to the fluid chaos of microscopic motion."*

VISUAL PRESENTATION
Fujiko Nakaya created an ever-changing landscape of water fog that pursues its own maneuvers, at times enveloping or receding from the dance/dancers.*

TRISHA BROWN
During the first half of Opal Loop, a cloud generated by fog nozzles gradually builds up like a backdrop, its form changing constantly. At times, small clouds drift off, travel forward across the stage, and envelop the dancers. When the dance becomes quiet, the cloud flattens and rolls forward across the stage like an ocean fog. Dancers disappear in fog. Upon reaching the audience, the fog is taken back almost instantaneously, clearing the stage and unveiling the dancers.*

ORIGINAL PRESS RELEASE
FOR OPAL LOOP
This is the first and only set design to date that Nakaya has created using techniques she developed for making sculptures solely out of fog. Fujiko Nakaya met Trisha Brown in Japan in 1976.
The following comments were taken from an interview of Nakayō that took place in 1990:

Trisha spoke of the fog that rolls in waves towards the shore in Washington and its place in her childhood. I spoke of the images of fog in Japan. Trisha’s description was so beautiful that trying to retell it would destroy it. Trisha and I decided we’d work separately on the image of fog. When after many experiments I succeeded in rolling fog forward and back on stage like ocean fog, I was very happy. Technically it was a big challenge for me because I had never worked with fog indoors. With the support of Billy Klüver and EAT (Experiments in Art and Technology), I conducted experiments and developed methods to control airflow using nozzles, fans, and pumps cycling on and off. I also invented a technique to move fog forward and back by reversing convection currents.

After a week of testing, we invited dancers to come and try out dancing in fog. The first thing they said was, “the floor is wet. We can’t dance.” Programming fog was one thing, but keeping the floor dry posed a real problem. Billy Klüver calculated the amount of heat needed to keep the temperature of the floor higher than that of the air. A differential of 1 to 2
degrees Celsius is enough to keep fog from condensing on the floor. At the Crosby Street performance, we managed the heating with infrared heaters hung from above. At BAM, we had three big kerosene heaters burning underneath the stage.

When the piece was performed, the cloud configuration changed from night to night. I tried to be as precise as possible, but fog doesn’t always respond in the way I expect. You are dealing with a delicate balance of air. It’s a live process, an improvisation each time with the atmospheric conditions.

Fog sculpture can be defined as “articulated” nature. All the movements are there and, by controlling it, you reveal a larger structure. Seen from nature’s side, it is completely natural, and seen from this side, it is completely artificial. Fog, like dance, is tangible and concrete, but it is also entirely abstract. I feel there is some affinity to Trisha’s dance.¹⁲

FUJIKO NAKAYA

COSTUMES
Trisha had a new opal ring, if I remember. It was the flashing, the shifting, of colors that she related to movement. So I took this as a cue for the costumes... Each one has a different reflective quality (satin crepe, shimmer Spandex, iridescent silk, matte canvas) as well as a different color.

The order of the dance, to my eye, was four characters that start in a square, or box. Each begins a phrase later than the next. Soon, what began with such neat arithmetic order becomes a completely chaotic storm of angles and swirls of elbows and knees, and each dancer seems to be punching their way out of an isolated world. So, the different forms of the costumes exaggerate the amount of movement (square, draped, puffed, skintight). After watching Opal Loop develop in rehearsal, the shape of each costume was a response to the particular physical imprint of each dancer on the movements of the piece. I love this work. It is a gem, like a small dictionary of Trisha Brown moves.¹³

JUDITH SHEA

[Trisha’s] costume, made out of an iridescent “faux” taffeta with an elastic waistband and elastic at the ankles, represented “postmodern dance”; Eva was “Isadora Duncan,” and Stephen was “Jose Limón.”¹⁴ Lisa wore a unitard as close as we could get to her skin color. Her costume was about anatomy.¹⁵
SON OF GONE FISHIN', 1981

MUSIC
ROBERT ASHLEY, "ATALANTA"
MUSIC PERFORMANCE
ROBERT ASHLEY WITH KURT MUNKACSI; LIVE ONLY AT FIRST PERFORMANCE

VISUAL PRESENTATION
DONALD JUDD
THIS WAS JUDD’S FIRST STAGE COLLABORATION. HIS SECOND AND LAST WAS BROWN’S NEWARK (NIWEEWORCE) OF 1987.

SETS
DONALD JUDD
A SERIES OF FIVE DROPS UPSTAGE, MOVING THROUGH A VARIETY OF POSITIONS

COSTUMES
JUDITH SHEA
SHEA BASED THE FINAL COLOR SCHEME OF COSTUMES ON DONALD JUDD’S GREEN AND BLUE SET.

LIGHTING
BEVERLY EMMONS

DANCERS
EVA KARCZAG, LISA KRAUS,
DIANE MADDEN, STEPHEN PETRONIO, VICKY SHICK,
RANDY WARSHAW

FIRST PERFORMANCES
BAM OPERA HOUSE, BROOKLYN ACADEMY OF MUSIC, BROOKLYN;
NEW YORK, OCTOBER 16, 1981
FESTIVAL D’AUTOMNE À PARIS;
THÉÂTRE DE PARIS, FRANCE;
NOVEMBER 13, 1983
Watercolor on tracing paper, 8 7/8 x 17 in. (22.4 x 43.2 cm).
Collection of Judith Shea.

Watercolor and pencil on card, 3 x 5 in. (7.6 x 12.7 cm). Collection of Trisha Brown.

Donald Judd, *Untitled*, 1981. Study for *Son of Gone Fishin’*, watercolor on paper, 24 1/2 x 32 1/2 in. (62.2 x 82.6 cm).
Collection of the Judd Foundation.

Donald Judd, *Untitled*, 1981. Study for *Son of Gone Fishin’*, watercolor on paper, 24 1/2 x 32 1/2 in. (62.2 x 82.6 cm).
Collection of the Judd Foundation.
This choreography was a "doosey." In it I reached the apogee of complexity in my work. The infrastructure of the piece was related to the cross-section of a tree trunk. ABC center CBA. Complex group-forms of six dancers were performed first in the normal direction and then in retrograde. Bob Ashley gave us a little library of different tapes to carry with us on tour. The dancers randomly chose which music we would use each performance. Something like having the band along with us. 

TRISHA BROWN

MUSIC
Ashley and Bob Shorr mixed three tapes, titled Willard, Max, and Bud, from orchestral parts of the three operas in Atalanta (Acts of God). At the premiere only, Ashley played the organ and Kurt Munkacsy mixed and processed the combination of live and recorded music.

I have admired Trisha Brown's work since I first saw it with the Judson Dance Theater in 1965. I have also admired the way she generally sticks with contemporary music, even in these cautious times. I hope she keeps it up. A few years ago I was on a panel discussion with her, when somebody asked wasn't she getting too old to dance. Trisha said she was going to dance until she dropped. Perfect.

ROBERT ASHLEY
SET AND RESET, 1983
SET AND RESET, 1983

UNSTABLE MOLECULAR STRUCTURE

SET AND RESET IS THE CULMINATION OF THE UNSTABLE MOLECULAR STRUCTURE CYCLE.

LENGTH
28 MINUTES

MUSIC
LAURIE ANDERSON, "LONG TIME, NO SEE"

MUSIC PERFORMANCE
LAURIE ANDERSON, VIOLIN, AND RICHARD LANDRY, SAXOPHONE; LIVE ONLY AT FIRST PERFORMANCE

VISUAL PRESENTATION
ROBERT RAUSCHENBERG

SETS
ROBERT RAUSCHENBERG

COSTUMES
ROBERT RAUSCHENBERG
WHITE TRANSPARENT COSTUMES, SILKSCREENED IN PALE-GRAY-TO-BLACK URBAN INDUSTRIAL IMAGES.

LIGHTING
BEVERLY EMMONS WITH ROBERT RAUSCHENBERG

DANCERS
TRISHA BROWN, IRÈNE HULTMAN, EVA KARCZAG, DIANE MADDEN, STEPHEN PETRONIO, VICKY SHICK, RANDY WARSHAW

FIRST PERFORMANCES
PREVIEW OF PARTIAL VERSION AT THE FESTIVAL D’AVIGNON, LA CHARTREUSE, FRANCE, JULY 20, 1982

NEXT WAVE FESTIVAL, BAM OPERA HOUSE, BROOKLYN ACADEMY OF MUSIC, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK, OCTOBER 20, 1983


I started work on *Set and Reset* knowing only that Laurie Anderson would compose the music and that I would reconstruct a solo version of *Walking on the Wall* ([1971]) as part of the new piece. An amber light picks up Diane "Walking on the [backstage] Wall," handheld by four dancers with outstretched arms, her feet to the brick, the crown of her head to the audience. It looks like the radical 1971 equipment piece, but the dancers are now wearing gorgeous costumes. All of the crossovers were revealed using a transparent black scrim, which displayed our offstage behavior.\(^{19}\)  

TRISHA BROWN

MUSIC  
Working with Trisha on *Set and Reset* was an amazing experience for me as a composer. I came to rehearsals to watch the early versions of the piece and everybody was falling — fast, slow motion, at odd angles, in sweeping moves. Falling has always interested me on many levels, but I had never tried to make music that fell. As I experimented with this Trisha gave me constant feedback but not in words, but through her body language. I had never communicated quite like that before, and it was exhilarating.\(^{20}\)  

Laurie Anderson

SETS  
Bob designed an overhead structure named *Elastic Carrier (Shiner).* The central form is a large rectangular box made of a transparent white fabric stretched over an aluminum frame with two slanted internal panels. At either side of the box, a pyramidal form made of the identical materials is attached. Four films of black-and-white stock footage with sound — each film edited by Bob — are projected simultaneously onto the structure, their images refracting as they pass through the planes of gauze on their way to a state of what Bob called "tonal vagueries." The set, with its collaged film and accompanying sound fragments — pieces of text, instruction, music, and industrial noise — is, said Bob, "a translucent traveler luminated by four internal movies. Hopefully, to detract and register changing distortions of images in a mix to provide a hovering environment for the dance."

This "hovering environment" is first seen resting on the stage floor.... Liftoff is one minute twenty seconds after curtain, the set rising (in tandem with the projectors) to its overhead position, where it remains for twenty-five minutes until the end of the dance. The stage's velour legs [the curtains at the sides] have been reconstituted as see-through black scrim edged with a vertical stripe of ice-white satin, which demarcates the difference between onstage behavior and off. Our sanctuary is gone, invisibility dashed, downtime on display.\(^{21}\)  

ROBERT RAUSCHENBERG

COSTUMES  
[I wished that the costumes would] provoke your looking past the costumes and back to the dance.\(^{22}\)  

Laurie Anderson
LATERAL PASS, 1985

THE VALIANT CYCLE EXPLORES
WHAT IT MEANS FOR
DANCERS TO APPROACH THEIR
PHYSICAL LIMITS.

LENGTH:
28 MINUTES

MUSIC
PETER ZUMMO
SELECTIONS FROM THE SUITE SIX SONGS: "SCI-FI," "SLOW HEART," "SONG VI," "SONG IV"

MUSIC PERFORMANCE
THE PETER ZUMMO ORCHESTRA:
PETER ZUMMO, TROMBONE;
GUY KLUEVSEK, ACCORDION;
ARTHUR RUSSELL, CELLO;
BILL RYDE, MARIMBA;
MUSTAFA AHMED, PERCUSSION

VISUAL PRESENTATION
NANCY GRAVES
SCULPTURE:
NANCY GRAVES
COSTUMES:
NANCY GRAVES
LIGHTING:
BEVERLY EMMONS

DANCERS
TRISHA BROWN, IRÉNE HULTMAN,
CAROLYN LUCAS, DIANE MADDEN,
STEPHEN PETRONIO, LISA
SCHMIDT, VICKY SHICK, RANDY
WARSHAW

FIRST PERFORMANCES
WALKER ART CENTER,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA,
SEPTEMBER 5, 1985
CITY CENTER, NEW YORK CITY,
SEPTEMBER 17, 1985
MINZHU WENHUA BING
THEATER, BEIJING, CHINA,
NOVEMBER 17, 1985
AKADEMIE DER KÜNSTE, BERLIN,
GERMANY, MAY 7, 1986
In this performance Brown resumes her long-time interest in flying by hoisting a dancer matter-of-factly into the air with the aid of a harness. He was lifted to a fixed height, about the head level of the dancers, and was able to drift from one side of the stage to the other, causing inevitable interactions with the dancing ensemble.

* [Lateral Pass] went on to be a resource for years... broken patterns, making a traveling phrase.... I was thinking about my childhood [when I ran through the forest over] moss and mud and hardwood and rotten wood. If you're going fast, you just have to pick where you place your feet. It is a child's first experience of running fast. But it is not going to be your basic one-two-three, two-two-three, three-two-three. It was totally asymmetrical and unpredictable traveling patterns. It's an example of something I went on to explore later. It became a subject for me.23

* [Lateral Pass] was Graves's first and only stage collaboration with Brown, a longtime friend.

* When Trisha and I had our first meeting, I basically proposed some general ideas that had to do with light versus dark as the body moves. One of the ideas I considered was having the dancers holding flashlights as they moved and, in certain passages, wearing headlights such as those you might find in a sports catalogue. Another proposal was to have a man sit on top of a scaffold sawing steel that would throw out sparks onto the stage and that would move from left to right in the deep background. Another idea, and at this point everybody really raised their eyebrows, was a fire onstage. As Trisha and I began to share ideas, my attitudes about both sets and costumes became more concrete. New ideas evolved: for instance, the costumes had specific colors and forms according to whether they were intended for a solo, a duet, a trio, or a quartet.

* [When developing the costumes], I had someone who would bring me swatches. And it was fantastic. It was better than Christmas. I would get these pages and books of fifty blues in all kinds of kooky textures. Things that you've never heard of before. And then I tried to consider the reality of using them.

* Trisha's collaborations with artists represented a range of styles: from minimalist work to something as flamboyant and colorful and out-reaching as mine, to something as sophisticated and sensual as [Rauschenberg's] work.24
Nancy Graves, *Visage*, 1982. Bronze with polychrome patina, 19 x 17 1/2 x 19 in. (48.3 x 44.5 x 48.3 cm). Nancy Graves Foundation, Inc., NY.

Nancy Graves, *Stay (Glass Series)*, 1983. Enameled bronze, 15 1/4 x 17 7/8 x 9 3/4 in. (38.7 x 45.3 x 23.5 cm). Nancy Graves Foundation, Inc., NY.


Nancy Graves, *Lateral Pass (Set Design for Trisha Brown Co.)*, 1985. Gouache, pencil, and acrylic on paper, 30 x 40 in. (76.2 x 101.6 cm). Nancy Graves Foundation, Inc., NY.
ON LEFT
Nancy Graves,
Set for Lateral Pass
(Trisha Brown Co.), 1985.
Gouache on paper,
30 x 40 in. (76.2 x 101.6 cm).
Nancy Graves Foundation, Inc., NY.

ON RIGHT
Nancy Graves, Lateral Pass Notebook, 1985. Gouache, graphite, ink, and fabric samples, 30 x 40 in. (76.2 x 101.6 cm).
Nancy Graves Foundation, Inc., NY.
SETS
The choreography was precisely designed to permit seven huge set pieces—which we called “land forms”—drop down into its midst. Not only is the set within the choreography, but the parts move up and down on cues, permitting or blocking passage for the dancers.

TRISHA BROWN

COSTUMES
I asked [Graves] to make sculptural costumes and that she did. She also made the funniest piece I ever saw in my life. She had panels of things hanging off people.... And she said they could change all the time. Well, people think dancers are very free spirits up there, but they’re not. They’re perfectionists, they’re disciplined, and they don’t want stuff flying around all over their bodies that might come off...while they’re performing.
In January 1987 at the Teatro di San Carlo, Naples, the Graves set did not arrive, so Robert Rauschenberg created a replacement set and costumes in less than two days by driving around to junk shops as well as finding objects on the street. The found objects ultimately became autonomous sculptures.

Rauschenberg’s substitute costumes were “black unitards...hand-cut with scissors...in jagged strokes at the sleeve and the leg. To these somber suits, ravaged at the edges, were added three-by-five foot polyester scarves, red, green, white, and beyond in color, in commemoration of some Italian soccer team. The dancers were instructed to tie their scarves onto their bodies or unitards in whatever way they chose.”

I like those kind of emergencies... I think she [Nancy Graves] would have both been pleased that somebody could step in (and possibly that it might be me) but horrified at the results.29

ROBERT RAUSCHENBERG
OPPOSITE PAGE
Robert Rauschenberg,
Assembled objects,
51¼ x 76 x 15½ in.
(130.2 x 193.0 x 39.1 cm).
Collection of the artist.

THIS PAGE
Robert Rauschenberg,
Assembled metal parts with plastic hose,
41¼ x 94½ x 18½ in.
(104.8 x 240.0 x 47.0 cm).
Collection of the artist.
TITLE / DATE
NEWARK INIWEORCEI, 1987

CYCLE
VALIANT

LENGTH
30 MINUTES

MUSIC
PETER ZUMMO, FROM SOUND
CONCEPT BY DONALD JUDD
VISUAL PRESENTATION
DONALD JUDD

SET
DONALD JUDD

COSTUMES
DONALD JUDD

GRAY UNITARDS

LIGHTING
KEN TABACHNICK, WITH JUDD’S
DIRECTIVE TO BE “PLOTLESS”

DANCERS
JEFFREY AXELROD, LANCE GRIES,
IRENE HULTMAN, CAROLYN LUCAS,
DIANE MADDEN, LISA SCHMIDT,
SHELLEY SABINA SENTER

FIRST PERFORMANCES
CENTRE NATIONAL DE DANSE
CONTEMPORAINE (CNDC)/NOUVEAU
THEATRE D’ANGERS, FRANCE,
JUNE 10, 1987
CITY CENTER, NEW YORK CITY,
SEPTEMBER 14, 1987
During the making of this dance, one of Trisha Brown’s production assistants would yell out “new work!” to announce on-stage rehearsal time for the yet untitled piece. Brown heard this prompt as “Newark!” which she likened to the bellowing of a train conductor, and made it the main title of the new dance. She then looked up this word in the Encyclopedia Britannica, and found that the original name for Newark, England, was “Niweweorce,” a term that was used around 1055 or even earlier. Brown was taken by the words and sounds that could be found by extrapolating from this obsolete name—wow, wew, new, weorce (as in “worse”), and so on. Nieweweorce became the subtitle of the piece.

SETS

Newark (Niweweorce), further developed the stage design Judd initiated with Son of Gone Fishin’.

Cadmium light red, burnt sienna, cadmium yellow, deep blue, and cadmium red. Drops rising and descending at different times, slightly alternating the amount of depth on the stage for the dancers. Hard edge.
Anodized aluminum and Plexiglas,
19 7/8 x 216 x 19 7/8 in.
(49.8 x 551.8 x 49.8 cm)
Courtesy of PaceWildenstein.
I was lucky to collaborate with Trisha early in my career. Her work, which is always deeply exploratory, coincided with my interests in exploring the human body in space through lighting. Trisha consistently challenged me with her insight into form, structure, and the rules of systems in a way that was not only engaging, but truly enjoyable. I laughed a lot while I worked with Trisha and still reflect on her ideas and work constantly.

KEN TABACHNICK
I once sat in the last balcony of the old Sadler Wells theater and its height produced a nearly vertical view from above. I realized then that those poor souls only saw the foreheads of the dancers, no backdrop and a lot of floor. For Astral Convertible, I worked in three levels, on the floor, standing, and the level exactly in between the two. The floor dance always gave the upper balcony something to look at, as did the standing dance for the low seats in the orchestra. The dancers powered their way up and down through the midlevel phrases to the standing/leaping material and back down according to choreographic design. In fact, for the low seats, the dancers could enter by rising and exit by dancing back down into the floor. Valiance and audience perception were subject matter.

TRISHA BROWN
SETS

I wanted the dancers to be in direct contact with the sound and the lights. They were in control of both.\textsuperscript{23}

ROBERT RAUSCHENBERG

I learned of an unusual dance circuit through Spain, in which performances were held out-of-doors in town squares, bereft of technical support. My choreographies were not invited. To gain access to this circuit for reasons of economics and romance, I asked Bob [Rauschenberg] to design an inflatable set.\textsuperscript{...} He came back with a rejection of the inflatable idea.\textsuperscript{...} Instead, he proposed eight metal towers... two each in heights of two, four, six, and eight feet.\textsuperscript{...} They are self-contained and house all our theatrical gear, most of it from the automobile industry: car batteries, headlights, stereo systems, sensors. The sensors are positioned to trigger the lights and sound to turn on or off when a dancer passes. Their small control boards introduce a degree of randomness into the dancer-sensor relationship.

Bob gave me the title for the piece: “astral” for skyborne, “convertible” for the option to change, and, of course, for the pun.\textsuperscript{24}

TRISHA BROWN

COSTUMES

The costumes Bob designed are shiny, skin-tight, silver-and-white unitards marked by white reflector stripes, which augment in the piercing, striated lighting of the headlights. The women each have a white triangular piece of fabric attached to the inseam of their costumes, suggesting a skirt.\textsuperscript{19} To I wanted the dancers to appear almost as filaments of light bulbs.\textsuperscript{20} RR

ASTRAL CONVERTIBLE
I was asked to collaborate with Bob on a new piece to be performed outdoors at the National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C. Another autonomous set was needed. I suggested that we keep Astral Convertible’s set and costumes, double the length of the dance, include moving towers, ask John Cage to write new music, and call it Astral Converted [55].

Trisha Brown

It is rare to have the chance to open a choreography (Astral Convertible) and create again, within the context of the former, something new (Astral Converted). A significant difference was achieved in Astral Converted through the technical stabilization of the towers. Initially we could not touch them. Now we could push one or more onto the stage or into a dance or snag them out of way of an oncoming dancer. But most important, in the context of an outdoor, unframed playing area, we could reconfigure the space at will.
TITLE / DATE
ASTRAL CONVERTED 55, 1991
DEDICATED TO ROBERT RAUSCHENBERG
CYCLE
VALIANT
LENGTH
55 MINUTES

MUSIC
JOHN CAGE
CAGE REMOVED THE MUSIC FROM THE STEREOSCOPIC SENSOR SYSTEM
VISUAL PRESENTATIONAL
ROBERT RAUSCHENBERG
SETS
ROBERT RAUSCHENBERG
COSTUMES
ROBERT RAUSCHENBERG
LIGHTING
SPENCER BROWN WITH ROBERT RAUSCHENBERG

DANCERS
LIZ CARPENTER, LANCE GRIESE, NICOLE JURALEWICZ, KEVIN KORTAN, GREGORY LARA, CAROLYN LUCAS, DIANE MADDEN, TRISH OESTERLING, LISA SCHMIDT, WIL SWANSON, DAVID THOMSON
FIRST PERFORMANCES
NATIONAL GALLERY OF ART
WASHINGTON, D.C., MAY 14, 1991
FERME DU BUSSON, NEAR PARIS, FRANCE, NOVEMBER 24, 1992
CITY CENTER, NEW YORK CITY, MAY 6, 1993
Title / Date
Foray Forêt, 1990
Cycle
Back to Zero
Length
28 minutes

Music
Local Marching Band
Visual Presentation
Robert Rauschenberg

Set
Robert Rauschenberg

Costumes
Robert Rauschenberg
Costumes of gold and silver with markings of magenta, green, rose, and yellow

Lighting
Spencer Brown with Robert Rauschenberg

Dancers
Trisha Brown, Lance Gries, Nicole Jurajewicz, Kevin Kortan, Gregory Lara, Carolyn Lucas, Diane Madden, Trish Oesterling, Lisa Schmidt, Shelley Sabina Senter, Wil Swanson, David Thomson

First Performances
Biennale de la Danse de Lyon

France, September 22, 1990
Wexner Center for the Arts, Ohio State University, Columbus, November 2, 1990
City Center, New York City, March 5, 1991
Audience perception is a central concern in Foray Forêt. By the third piece in the Valiant cycle my dancers were lying in the wings on their backs at the end of a program heaving and hauling for air. They asked me to do something simpler and easier for the next choreography to balance the program, and I was ready. Back to Zero was a return to simple forms and a movement vocabulary in which I relinquished the artifice of cleverness. I developed a vocabulary of subconscious moves through the activation of gesture before the mind is engaged. I called them delicate aberrations. A marching band playing Sousa marched around the exterior of the theater and in some instances entered the lobby. (Each theater requires a different route for the band.) I thought about time: the audience member going back in time to a memory of a parade (Where are you?), while watching a choreography on stage made of small details in combination with a larger more energetic vocabulary, while piecing together the location and path of the band outdoors or in the lobby (what do you see?).

Bob Rauschenberg has functioned as my unofficial artistic director for many years. I told him that I had an idea that won’t go away, that I wanted to test out on him. “I’m thinking of using a marching band playing Sousa as they march around the outside of the theater for the music in my next piece.” He said, “I think that’s the best bad idea you’ve ever had.”

Bob told me, “Trisha, I’ve found you the cheapest, sleaziest looking fabric.”

Trisha is doing a solo, and we’re in the wings with just our tips showing. It was so hard to do that; what a struggle. Trisha’s work looks so free but it sure doesn’t feel free when you’re trying to do it. She really desires very strict unison.

Carolyn Lucas

Trisha Brown

Carolyn Lucas

Music

At the first performance, the Fanfare de l’Ecole Centrale de Lyon, a local marching band, played outside the theater, approached, and disappeared again. On stage, during the section of the choreography when the dancers were dancing in the wings while all tried to maintain unison, they cued each other by whistling.

Bob Rauschenberg has functioned as my unofficial artistic director for many years. I told him that I had an idea that won’t go away, that I wanted to test out on him. “I’m thinking of using a marching band playing Sousa as they march around the outside of the theater for the music in my next piece.” He said, “I think that’s the best bad idea you’ve ever had.”

Costumes

Bob told me, “Trisha, I’ve found you the cheapest, sleaziest looking fabric.”

Trisha Brown
FOR M.G.: THE MOVIE, 1991
TITLE / DATE:
FOR M.O.: THE MOVIE, 1991
CYCLE
BACK TO ZERO
LENGTH:
30 MINUTES

MUSIC
ALVIN CURRAN
MUSIC / PERFORMANCE
ALVIN CURRAN, RECORDED PIANO AND AMBIENT SOUNDS; WITH SOME PERFORMANCES HAVING LIVE PIANO ACCOMPANIMENT BY CURRAN, OFFSTAGE RIGHT

VISUAL PRESENTATION
TRISHA BROWN

SEIS
TRISHA BROWN

AVAILABLE BACKSTAGE CLUTTER, FOG MACHINE, AND LIGHTS

COSTUMES
TRISHA BROWN

LIGHTING
SPENCER BROWN WITH TRISHA BROWN

DANCERS
LIZ CARPENTER, NICOLE JURALEWICZ, KEVIN KORTAN, GREGORY LARA, DIANE MADSEN, WIL SWANSON, DAVID THOMSON

FIRST PERFORMANCES
EGYPTIAN THEATRE, NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY, DEKALB. APRIL 16, 1992
CITY CENTER, NEW YORK CITY. APRIL 28, 1993

L'HIPPODROME DE DOUAI, FRANCE, NOVEMBER 8, 1991 (UNDER THE TITLE LEVER BEST)
Enigmatic events were my overarching metaphor. I wanted to slip dancers on and off the stage as they do in film, not to lumber in with their great big two-legged bodies. I wanted mystery. Sleight of body. I got those invisible entries by making a commotion downstage right while a figure eases into the space on the opposite side. There were four characters in the piece. The marathoner, Diane Madden, running in great looping spatial patterns ratcheting up in speed or down again to bank the corners just right, not using one iota of excessive muscle power. Everyman, Kevin Kortan, standing there with his back to the audience, while the choreography ebbs and flows around him. Wil Swanson, the voyeur, the one who accidentally finds himself too close to the subject of his desire and doesn’t recognize it. He is wandering around in a duet (now trio), reaches for this and that passing gesture. Never quite connects. And then there is the bad girl, Trisha Brown, she is engaged in breaking the rules on “acceptable gesture.” All of this put together with other mysterious strategies and wrapped in the most beautiful and evocative music.

TRISHA BROWN

MUSIC

Now how's this for a collaboration tale.... We knew each other in Rome during Fabio Sargenti's [Galleria] L'Attico days (late 1960s) — Judson on the Tiber — but not very well. I figure my name must have come out of a hat, but there she was on the phone in 1991 asking me if I was interested in working with her on a new piece. Talmudically speaking, what else could I be interested in?

This happened to be an emergency where I would not have the time to view the dance beforehand, nor even see any videos (I was in Rome, she in NYC), and Trisha wanted some music, like, tomorrow. Armed with enormous amounts of patience and goodwill, she began to explain the inexplicable, from the little men to the tide tables. As we tested each other’s ideas over an hour or so, I felt that a couple of handles appeared — some degrees of dissonance, angles of consonance, bumps of density, sprats of light, dark, and speed — but not much more. This was not about anything one could relate to a legal jury, she was trying to key me into her codes of pure Kabbalistic movement....

When I got off the phone all excited about this new project, I panicked, realizing that I’d understood absolutely nothing, not a word she’d said other than that the piece had to be 30 to 35 minutes long.... Later I figured it out. Trisha had used a magic strategy in this long-distance consultation — based on intuition and blind faith — that left me feeling as though she had offered me carte blanche to create a dreamwork with her, using anything that interested me at the moment — a collaborative process which she has cultivated time after time with remarkable success. Brilliant.

Whatever I had understood of Trisha’s project, it was clear that she was gaoling me toward embracing personal and musical dangers. I approached her defiant abstraction with naive melody and met her ingenious structural tangles with quasinarrative, hoping that hers and mine — our sames and opposites, ironies and deceptions — would dovetail and ultimately become the other and the one.

So there I was in the emergency room. I grabbed a dyslexic waltz — quintessential dance music — that was sitting half-finished on the piano and made it into what turned out to be a perfectly behaved classical rondo: successive repetitions of increasingly deformed synthesizer variations, interspersed with sonic tableaux of old fashioned lawn-mowers, the Nantucket Light Ship, mobs of crows, John Cage’s inimitable voice, tin cans being kicked in a deconsecrated Venetian Church etc. etc. I whipped 35 minutes together in less than a week and, like a lottery ticket, sent the tape of For M.G.: The Movie off to New York.

Some 10 days later Trisha calls all laughs [a truly good sign with Trisha] and says: “Alvin you’re not gonna believe this, I don’t believe this, nobody is.... Your score fits like a glove, how did you do it?” “I don’t know,” I laughed back, “I just took some minimal, some maximal, some dirt from Satie’s grave and some foghorns, shook it up in a martini mixer and put it in the mail.” This was the start of a wonderful friendship. Artistically two more works followed [One Story as in Falling for the Bagouet company, and Another Story as in Falling for the Trisha Brown company], coming with much harder knocks, but come they did, and in the process we each learned a great deal about how the other works, and I learned the hardest lesson of all in dance, how to keep the music strong but invisible... whether completely rewriting my own string quartet or throwing together samples of bowling balls and Mozart clarinet trios. All of this in a very congenial environment of backbreaking perfectionism, where at the drop of a shoe Trisha would point her collaborators as she pointed herself, in one direction only: to unimagined, unthinkable inventions in their own art. I’m sure like any angel she has some faults, I’ve just never seen them.

ALVIN CURRAN
COSTUMES
Gray unitards were dyed a darker gray color everywhere but the sweat pattern of the individual dancer. By the end of the dance, with the addition of sweat, the costumes became monotone.

LIGHTING
In reflection on working with Trisha, many fond memories come to mind. As you may know I worked as a lighting designer and production manager for Trisha for nearly ten years.

One project that came to mind was collaborating with Trisha on For M.G.: The Movie. When we first started working on the piece, Trisha asked me if I could bend light. My first response was no, light rays are straight lines, but then I started thinking on reflecting light and using the rays of light to create an environment for the dancer to dance in. While we were in residency at U-Mass we worked on some base ideas. I created a wall of light in the back of the stage. And shot beams of light high in the air. We used a haze machine so the beams of light could be seen. With these first working ideas we took the piece to France, I forget what theater, but it was a theater in the round that was set up for proscenium-style performance. We had much room upstage. We left the back open to the structure of the theater and lit small parts just enough to be seen through the wall of light. I remember watching the piece there and thinking that we will never be able to make the piece work in other theaters. The exposed theatre structure was so wonderful I couldn’t imagine being able to recreate this anywhere else. To my surprise I was able to make this idea work in most theaters that we took it to. Another element to the design was I worked with the idea that the lighting through the piece would always be moving. The movement is very slow. The idea was that the audience would know a change had happened but not know when. The lighting cues are in constant movement.

I had so many creative experiences with Trisha that it would take a book just to write them all.  

SPENCER BROWN
ONE STORY AS IN FALLING, 1992
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TITLE / DATE</th>
<th>ONE STORY AS IN FALLING, 1992</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CYCLES</td>
<td>BACK TO ZERO IN MOVEMENT;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UNSTABLE MOLECULAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STRUCTURE IN FORM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LENGTH</td>
<td>20 MINUTES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSIC</td>
<td>ALVIN CURRAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSIC PERFORMANCE</td>
<td>ALVIN CURRAN, SAMPLER AND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KEYBOARD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VISUAL PRESENTATION</td>
<td>ROLAND AESCHLIMANN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SETS</td>
<td>ROLAND AESCHLIMANN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COSTUMES</td>
<td>ROLAND AESCHLIMANN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LARGE YELLOW SUITS AND BLACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T-SHIRTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIGHTING</td>
<td>SPENCER BROWN WITH ROLAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AESCHLIMANN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DANCED BY</td>
<td>LA COMPAGNIE BAGUET;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HÉLÈNE CATHALA, MATTHIEU DOZE,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DOMINIQUE JÉGOU, SYLVAIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PRUNENEC, FABRICE RAMALINGOM,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AND JUAN MANUEL VICENTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FOR THE FIRST PERFORMANCE IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FRANCE, THE BAGUET DANCERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WERE JOINED BY TWO MEMBERS OF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>THE TRISHA BROWN DANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COMPANY, GREGORY LARA AND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WIL SWANSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRST PERFORMANCES</td>
<td>CITY CENTER, NEW YORK CITY,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MAY 4, 1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MONTPELLIER INTERNATIONAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DANSE FESTIVAL 92, MONTPELLIER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FRANCE, JUNE 24, 1992</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Choreographed for the dance company of Dominique Bagouet during a residency in Montpellier, France. Marked the first time Brown choreographed for a company other than her own.

There is a kinship between Dominique’s work and mine, and a respect. This shall be a rare adventure—six new dancers of another aesthetic and technical practice spanning five months and two continents. I foresee long days of hard rehearsals, new experiences, word salads in the rehearsal room, and the melding of our separate stories, French and American, into a coherent new context for making a dance.

The Bagouet dancers have this quality essential for me: neutrality that gives birth, through abstraction, to characters. I like their honesty, the way they start a work they are unfamiliar with. They start to understand my dance, which comes from a history unfamiliar to them. I have to find a delicate balance between what I expect from them and the way they interpret my expectations. Even more difficult today as I am interested now in areas unknown to me. I seek a path; rather I look for an airplane that would bring my dance back to the ground towards more simplicity and maybe more delicacy.44

TRISHA BROWN
It is perhaps the tension between proximity and isolation, between the sensitivity of the dancers to one another, that makes this tersely beautiful work generate kinds of characters, traces of sadness.\(^{47}\)

Deborah Jowitt

**VISUAL PRESENTATION**

Born in Switzerland, Roland Aeschlimann belongs to a select group of influential Swiss designers who rose to prominence in the 1960s. Like many of his close peers, Aeschlimann developed strong ties with Japanese designers, and he spent two years working in Kyoto in the late sixties. Since 1976, his practice has focused on stage design, particularly for the opera. His work for the stage generally extends to all visual aspects of a production, including the costumes, lighting, and sets. Aeschlimann was influential in Brown’s decision to work in the world of opera.

**SETS**

A monochromatic, partitioned area, delimited at each corner by an architectural element. A long rectangular shaft of light punctures the background. An immense plumb line moves very slowly, from the audience’s right to left, across the stage space during the whole length of the performance, shifting invisibly.

**ONE STORY AS IN FALLING**
The Story dances share a very long phrase that is born of an imaginary character, Little Man, who is rather bland, a steady worker, and never gets riled. He has a special walk, carefully delineated gestures, and takes his time. Together the eight “little people” of the company arrive on the set one at a time or in clusters to form a community of like types, who move in and out of the set in unison or not as they improvise their way through their very low-keyed private adventures with others. New costumes, new set, new music and new improvisation.

TRISHA BROWN
ANOTHER STORY AS IN FALLING, 1993
DEDICATED TO ADAM MARTELL BROWN, TRISHA BROWN'S SON
BACK TO ZERO IN MOVEMENT;
STRUCTURED IMPROVISATION IN FORM
LENGTH: 26 MINUTES

MUSIC
ALVIN CURRAN
VS70 (LONG VERSION)
MUSIC PERFORMANCE
DAVID SOLDIER AND MARK FELMAN, VIOLINS; RON LAWRENCE, VIOLA; MARGARET PARKINS, CELLO; LIVE ONLY AT FIRST NEW YORK PERFORMANCE
VISUAL PRESENTATION
ROLAND AESCHLIMANN

SETS
ROLAND AESCHLIMANN
FLOOR-TO-CEILING WOODEN FENCELIKE STRUCTURE WITH MOVING SLATS. BEHIND IT, A YELLOW SPHERE MOVES SLOWLY FROM THE AUDIENCE'S RIGHT TO LEFT ACROSS THE STAGE, CONCURRENT WITH A PLAY OF LIGHTS.
COSTUMES
ROLAND AESCHLIMANN
RED PANTS AND VEST WITH LONG-SLEEVED GRAY T-SHIRTS

LIGHTING
SPENCER BROWN WITH ROLAND AESCHLIMANN
DANCERS
LIZ CARPENTER, CAROLYN LUCAS, NICOLE JURALEWICZ, KEVIN KORTAN, GREGORY LARA, DIANE MADDER, KELLY MCDONALD, WILL SWANSON
FIRST PERFORMANCES
ZELLERBACH AUDITORIUM, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY, APRIL 3, 1993
CITY CENTER, NEW YORK CITY, APRIL 27, 1993
DE SINGEL THEATRE ANTWERPEN, BELGIUM, NOVEMBER 10, 1993
YET ANOTHER STORY, 1994
TITLE / DATE
YET ANOTHER STORY, 1994

CYCLE
BACK TO ZERO IN MOVEMENT AND STRUCTURED IMPROVISATION IN FORM.

LENGTH
18 1/2 MINUTES

MUSIC
ALVIN CURRAN
YSTO (LONG VERSION)
VISUAL PRESENTATION
ROLAND AESCHLIMANN

SETS
ROLAND AESCHLIMANN
THE STAGE IS OCCUPIED BY PARALLEL, LOW-LYING ELASTIC ROPES.

COSTUMES
ROLAND AESCHLIMANN
LARGE RED PANTS AND GRAY LONG-SLEEVED T-SHIRTS

LIGHTING
SPENCER BROWN, WITH ROLAND AESCHLIMANN

DANCERS
KATHLEEN FISHER, KEVIN KORTAN, STANFORD MAKISHI,
DIANE MADDEN, GENA RHO,
WIL SWANSON, KEITH A. THOMPSON, MING-LUNG YANG

FIRST PERFORMANCE
JOYCE THEATER, NEW YORK CITY,
MAY 3, 1994
Steve [Paxton] and I worked together maybe five sessions before performance in Vienna. Not enough time to coordinate our improvising impulses; I kept running into him. In New York City we again rehearsed in advance. I encouraged him to go ahead and throw himself at my torso, I was sure I could catch him, and every time I dropped him. He said that I looked like a greyhound and he was fearful he would hurt me. On the contrary, in performance, he took very good care of me on issues of strength and stamina and let me dance my little heart out to dizzying results.

TRISHA BROWN
Title / Date
Long and Dream, 1994

Length
25 minutes (approximately)

Music

Lighting
Spencer Brown

Dance
Trisha Brown and Steve Paxton

First Performances
VolksTheater, Vienna, Austria, August 12, 1994
Next Wave Festival, BAM Opera House, Brooklyn Academy of Music, Brooklyn, New York, October 2, 1996
IF YOU COULDN'T SEE ME, 1994
IF YOU COULDN'T SEE ME, 1994
A SOLO BY BROWN DANCED
ENTIRELY WITH HER BACK TO
THE AUDIENCE
LENGTH
10 MINUTES

MUSIC
ROBERT RAUSCHENBERG

VISUAL PRESENTATION
ROBERT RAUSCHENBERG

COSTUMES
ROBERT RAUSCHENBERG

LIGHTING
SPENCER BROWN WITH ROBERT
RAUSCHENBERG

DANCER
TRISHA BROWN

FIRST PERFORMANCES
JOYCE THEATER, NEW YORK CITY,
MAY 2, 1994
FESTIVAL DE DANSE,
CHÂTEAUVALLON, FRANCE,
JULY 1, 1994
Dear Trisha,

I wrote to Betsey Frederick [a mutual friend of Paxton and Brown's in Albuquerque] yesterday including something about your solo. And it lingered. I woke with your scapulae floating in that part of the brain which remembers such things.

Spencer, Bob and especially you have made a deeply satisfying artifact. The costume is exactly right. It is impossible to separate it from the light, because you are clothed in both. The revel and revelation of your spinus erectae, scapulae and delicate pearls of spinal processes in the lumbar, side lit for maximum bas-relief, sent a gasp through the audience.

You cannot know, but may have heard from others, what the sculpture of your back can accomplish. It is Indonesian in line and volumes: richly shadowed, and starkly lit in its highlands, it became an abstraction shifting from an anatomical event with muscles like a whippen to a large looming face to a mask—something alien and frightening although weirdly comic as the rest of the body reconnects and we see again a back.

Bob's device [the idea of not facing front] gives us three things in the end. It refutes the frontal convention—as you did once before, with the standing figure in For M.G.: The Movie, so Magritte-like. It gives the solo a real task to accomplish—a simple idea, one we can examine for effects and learn from: for instance, the enlivening of the upstage space and how the black curtain is not just an expanse of dark background to contrast with your lit figure and push you toward us, visually. Your orientation declares it a dark vista, and it acquires a dimensionless depth.

And last, facing up relieves you of facing us. I believe that you are essentially a private person who almost perversely, moth-like, headed for the limelight. Your dances are never less than bril-

Looking forward:

Love, Steve
TITLE / DATE:
YOU CAN SEE US, 1995/1996

LENGTH:
10 MINUTES

MUSIC:
ROBERT RAUSCHENBERG

VISUAL PRESENTATION:
ROBERT RAUSCHENBERG

COSTUMES:
ROBERT RAUSCHENBERG

LIGHTING:
ROBERT RAUSCHENBERG

DANCERS:
TRISHA BROWN AND BILL T.
JONES (1995); TRISHA BROWN
AND MIKHAIL BARYSHNIKOV
(1996)

FIRST PERFORMANCES:
MONTPELLIER DANSE 95,
MONTPELLIER, FRANCE, JUNE
28, 1995 (WITH BROWN AND
BILL T. JONES)

NEXT WAVE FESTIVAL, BAM
OPERA HOUSE, BROOKLYN
ACADEMY OF MUSIC, BROOKLYN.
NEW YORK, OCTOBER 1, 1996
(WITH BROWN AND MIKHAIL
BARYSHNIKOV)
Bill T. Jones asked me to make a solo for him for the best of reasons. He could see a logic in my work and wanted to know more about my thinking through the process of creation. I didn’t have the time to make a new piece, but, honored by the request, suggested he learn my solo if you couldn’t see me and we perform it as a duet with him facing the audience. Retitled You can see us. I liked the balance in all the opposites: front/back, man/woman, gay/straight, young/not so young, black/white, etc.

With Misha, I liked the training process, his analysis of sequence, daily conversations before rehearsal, often about Modern Dance history, and his approach to learning my style of movement, which was not in his training (ballet) or in mine either (back to audience, no turns for dynamic or momentum, and a splaying of gestures to the side of the body so the audience could see them).

I didn’t have the luxury of living four or five months with this piece; I had to simply learn it. So I looked for a phrase that was familiar and asked, How can I chain this? What comes next? I’m not trying to act out every phrase by any means. But sometimes there’s a mystery about [an abstract phrase] that gives it a strange kind of bouquet, and your body language is affected whether you want it to be or not, and that makes it more interesting.

MIKHAIL BARYSHNIKOV

TRISHA BROWN
Johann Sebastian Bach (1685–1750), from Musical Offering (BWV 1079):
- Ricercare à 3, Canon à 2
- Canonicus, Canon à 2 Violini
- Unisono, Per Motum Contraire, Per Aumentationem Contrario Motu, Canon à 2
- Tonus, Fuga Canonica, Canon Perpetuus, Canon à 2, Canon à 4, Trio Sonata, Ricercare à 6

Music Performance:
- Kenneth Weiss, Harpsichord
- Marc Hantai, Flute
- François Fernandez, Violin
- Philippe Pierlot, Viola da Gamba

Visual Presentation:
- Trisha Brown

Costumes
- Irie

Lighting
- Jennifer Tipton

Dancers
- Kathleen Fisher, Kevin Kortan, Diane Madden

Stanford Makishi, Kelly McDonald, Gena Rho, Wil Swanson, Keith A. Thompson, Mino Lung Yang

Prix Performances
Théâtre Royal de la Monnaie, Brussels, Belgium, May 21, 1995
Serious Fun! Festival: American Visionaries, Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts, New York City, July 19, 1995
In *M.O.*, I seek to find the movement equivalent of the musical forms by first developing a movement vocabulary that maintains its identity inside the powerful sweep of Bach’s music. With an attention to traveling phrases (in both space and time), the body was divided into two parts, upper and lower, then recombined in subsequent repetitions of the music, to locate both theme and counterpoint in one body. The options were endless. The test was to try to match Bach’s purity.

Trisha Brown

**LIGHTING**

Trisha Brown is an artist whose work is right down my alley. Her formal concerns are clearly focused, revealing the structure and organization of her work. Underlying this form is a human center giving each dance an emotional underpinning that is quite particular to the work. Each dance has a cool surface with warmth at its core. The balance of intellect and sensuality is perfect, as if a membrane separated them, allowing one to seep into the other to a greater or lesser degree depending on the circumstances of the dance. The challenge of capturing that balance in the light for a dance in a way that is unique to that dance has given me great delight in our years together.

Jennifer Tipton
MUSIC
ANTON WEBERN (1883–1945), FIVE MOVEMENTS FOR STRING QUARTET, OP. 5; NOS. 1, III, AND IV OF FOUR PIECES FOR VIOLIN AND PIANO, OP. 7; STRING QUARTET, OP. 28 (OP. 7 REMOVED AFTER JULY 1991)

MUSIC PERFORMANCE
MEMBERS OF BROOKLYN PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA; ROBERT CHAUSOW, FIRST VIOLIN; ROBIN BUSHMAN, SECOND VIOLIN; SARAH ADAMS, VIOLA;

LANNY PAYKIN, CELLO; KENNETH BOWEN, PIANO

VISUAL PRESENTATION
TRISHA BROWN

COSTUMES
BURT BARR
BLACK AND RED COSTUMES. THOSE FOR THE WOMEN INCLUDE A RED STRING RUNNING FROM ONE ARM TO THE SKIRT ON THAT SIDE, WHICH CAUSES THE SKIRT TO LIFT WHEN THE DANCER RAISES THAT ARM.

LIGHTING
SPENCER BROWN

DANCERS
KATHLEEN FISHER, DIANE MADDEN, STANFORD MAKISHI, MARIAH MALONEY, GENA RHO, WIL SWANSON, KEITH A. THOMPSON, ABIGAIL YAGER, MING-LUNG YANG

FIRST PERFORMANCES
NEXT WAVE FESTIVAL, BAM OPERA HOUSE, BROOKLYN ACADEMY OF MUSIC, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK, OCTOBER 2, 1996

ARSENAL DANSE, METZ, FRANCE, NOVEMBER 26, 1996
When I listen to Webern's music, my brain spreads the way it does when I am choreographing. One of my favorite sections of this piece, during opus 5, [is when] a sextet enacts a form of rich flux, but along its course, it dissolves, as in film, and reappears at an earlier moment in the form that we recognize but we don't know how it got there."

TRISHA BROWN
Accumulation with talking and excerpts from For M.G.: The Movie, If you couldn’t see me, Twelve Ton Rose, Astral Converted 55, Set and Reset, and Newark (Niwewerco).

A gala piece created for The Kitchen. It is a collage of excerpts from six choreographies and a full-scale version of Accumulation with talking performed by me. It was yet another addition to the good ship Accumulation.

TRISHA BROWN
TITLE / DATE
ACCUMULATION WITH TALKING PLUS REPERTORY, 1997
IMPROVISATION AND FIXED MATERIAL
LENGTH
45 MINUTES (APPROXIMATELY)

MUSIC
EXCERPTS FROM THE MUSIC FOR THE DANCES, INCLUDING THE COMPOSITIONS OF LAURIE ANDERSON (SET AND RESET), JOHN CAGE (ASTRAL CONVERTED 55), ALVIN CURRAN (FOR M.O.: THE MOVIE), ROBERT RAUSCHENBERG (IF YOU COULDN'T SEE ME), ANTON WEBERN (TWELVE TON ROSE), AND PETER ZUMMO (NEWARK). PRODUCED BY JIM DAWSON

VISUAL PRESENTATION
TRISHA BROWN
COSTUMES
BURY BARR
LIGHTING
SPENCER BROWN
DANCERS
KATHLEEN FISHER, DIANE MADDEN, STANFORD MAKISHI, MARIAH MALONEY, GENA RHO, WIL SWANSON, KEITH A. THOMPSON, ABIGAIL YAGER, MING-LUNG YANG

FIRST PERFORMANCE
THE KITCHEN @ 25, THE KITCHEN, NEW YORK CITY, JANUARY 28, 1997
This dance was a structured improvisation based on very short thematic phrases for each bagatelle. The music is exquisite beyond comprehension. In the first performance, I got a bad start because the lights and music were not synched. I went and one of them didn’t. There was stillness—(she’s thinking)—and then quiet explosions of action—(she’s surprised)—as I duked it out with FORM off the cuff. Fortunately, it was videotaped and relearned, and took its place in the repertory.  

TRISHA BROWN
TITLE / DATE
FOR MERCE, 1997

MUSIC
ANTON WEBERN (1883-1945),
SIX BAGATELLES FOR STRING
QUARTET, OP. 9

VISUAL PRESENTATION
TRISHA BROWN

COSTUME
BLACK DRESS WITH RHINE-
STONES, SELECTED BY NANCY
GRAVES

LIGHTING
SPENCER BROWN

DANCE
TRISHA BROWN

FIRST PERFORMANCES
TRIBUTE TO MERCE CUNNINGHAM,
BAM OPERA HOUSE, BROOKLYN
ACADEMY OF MUSIC, BROOKLYN,
NEW YORK, MAY 19, 1997
HEBBEL THEATER, BERLIN,
GERMANY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1998

LENGTH
5 MINUTES

202
The choreography carries the story of Orfeo and Euridice through a succession of dramaturgical excerpts from the opera L'Orfeo. There were dance constructions, like an eight-person snake, that were made for the opera, but not used in the end. In addition, when the music was far too long for the dramatic moment, such as Euridice following Orfeo out of Hades and his egregious error of looking back at her, I used an otherworldly electronic sound track that better suited the urgencies of the story. We did not use the set or costumes from the opera.42

TRISHA BROWN
CANTO/PIANTO, 1997

MUSIC
CLAUDIO MONTEVERDI (1567-1643), L'ORFEO
MUSIC PERFORMANCE
RENE JACOBS, CONDUCTOR, AND CONCERTO VOCALE AND
COLLEGium VOCALE GENT
SOUND EFFECTS
JAMES DAWSON
VISUAL PRESENTATION
TRISHA BROWN
COSTUMES
ROLAND AESCHLIMANN AND
BURT BARR

LIGHTING
JENNIFER TIPTON
DANCERS
KATHLEEN FISHER, MARIAH
MALONEY, BRANDI NORTON, SETH
PARKER, STACY MATTHEW
SPENCE, TODD LAWRENCE STONE,
KATRINA THOMPSON, KEITH A.
THOMPSON, ABIGAIL YADER
FIRST PERFORMANCES
AMERICAN DANCE FESTIVAL,
DURHAM, NORTH CAROLINA;
JUNE 26, 1997

HEBBEL THEATRE BERLIN,
GERMANY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1998
JOYCE THEATER, NEW YORK CITY;
MAY 5, 2000
TITLE / DATE
L'ORFEO, 1998

CYCLE
MUSIC

LENGTH
120 MINUTES

MUSIC
CLAUDIO MONTEVERDI
(1567–1643), L'ORFEO (LIBRETTO
BY ALESSANDRO STRIGGIO)

MUSIC PERFORMANCE
RENE JACOBS, CONDUCTOR;
SIMON KEENLYSIDE AND CARLO
VINCENZO ALLEMANO, ORFEO;
JUANITA LASCARRO, EURIDICE/LA
MUSICA/ECD; GRACIELA ODDONE,
MESSAGGERA; MAURO UTZERI,
APOLLO; MARTINA DIKE,
PROSERPINA; STEPHEN WALLACE,
LA SPERANZA; TOMAS TOMASSON,
PLUTONE; PAUL GÉRIMON,
CARONTE; ANNE CAMBIER AND
MARTINA DIKE, NINFE; YANN
BEURON, STEPHEN WALLACE,
JOHN BOWEN, PAUL GÉRIMON,
AND RENE LINNENBANK,
SHEPHERDS AND SPIRITS;
AND CONCERTO VOCALE AND
COLLEGIUM VOCALE GENT

VOCAL PRESENTATION
ROLAND AESCHLIMANN
SETS
ROLAND AESCHLIMANN

COSTUMES
ROLAND AESCHLIMANN
LIGHTING
ROLAND AESCHLIMANN AND Gerd
MEIER

DANCERS
DIANE MADDEN (AS FLIGHT
OF LA MUSICAL, WITH KATHLEEN
FISHER, STANFORD MAKISHI,
MARIAH MALONEY, BRANDI
NORTON, STACY MATTHEW
SPENCE, KATRINA THOMPSON,
KEITH A. THOMPSON, ABIGAIL
YAGER, MING-LUNG YANG

FIRST PERFORMANCES
THEATRE ROYAL DE LA
MONNAIE, BRUSSELS, BELGIUM,
MAY 13, 1998
NEXT WAVE FESTIVAL, BAM
OPERA HOUSE, BROOKLYN
ACADEMY OF MUSIC, BROOKLYN,
NEW YORK, JUNE 10, 1999
I tried to make it dramatic. I couldn’t stand the lack of energy on the opera stage, so I began to make forms that informed the audience of the story and the music. My boldness was replaced by innocence, knowing by not knowing. Can a singer do this?...I thought if I got the gestures right, I could empower them as performers.  

TRISHA BROWN
MUSIC

Right at the outset, Trisha made it plain that she was an abstract dancer/choreographer and not so much interested in a narrative. But I was a singer, and wholly unprepared, unskilled, and not a little unwilling to experiment in front of her in my reluctant body. What she said at that time didn’t mean a lot to me. In any case, time passed, and during rehearsals Trisha had with her at all times a vocal score and a translator, and knew in detail the meaning of the Italian text. That got me thinking...maybe it got her thinking too? I don’t know, but the result was that the movement (the dance) drifted from abstract to downright descriptive. She had this mercurial way of showing half-truths that might sometimes allude to the narrative or, alternatively, “comment” on some aspect of the character’s personality, whilst he/she would be singing about something else entirely. Or a gesture could represent a character’s state of mind.... There was always the feeling that it would never quite be pinned down to anything too specific...and, of course, those feints just made the whole thing more fascinating.

She also had this wonderful way of using the edges of the canvas as if it were peripheral vision.... You never leave unwatched the edges of a Trisha Brown stage. It may just be that she’s talking to you, the audience, from the wings and other dark recesses of the stage.

The work Orfeo was largely built on her dancers before the beginning of our rehearsal period and then applied, where possible, to us singers. There was, of course, a fair degree of cutting and pasting at points where we found ourselves unable to recreate what they had worked out. This was unlike other collaborations that I had seen between dance and opera, where the singers (no doubt by necessity) end up, more or less, standing still, whilst the dancers...dance! Trisha did not want that. She wanted that the physical and musical languages would coexist... sink or swim together I suppose, and that meant that her dancers took on the role of teachers as much as of dancers, endlessly coaxing and goading us to get as close as we could to what Trisha had in mind. I think that what was more important to her, on this occasion at least, was the whole picture.... The drama...rather than to fully realize the physical and artistic potential of the dance troupe. That was a risk! And an enormous leap of faith, to entrust singers with a physical repertoire in which we are not schooled...but which, in her and her dancers’ care, ultimately resulted in a most wonderful piece of art.44

SIMON KEENLYSIDE

SETS

If the décor is economical and pure, it enhances the essential elements of characters and space. I was the assistant of Joseph Swoboda, who was very sensitive about architecture and a master in the art of lighting to suggest the forms.45

ROLAND AESCHLIMANN
El Trilogy developed organically, with Five Part Weather Invention inspiring the next two parts. After Rapture to Leon James and Groove and Countermove were choreographed, the solos of interludes 1 and 2 melded the three parts together.

El Trilogy is actually in five parts. There are two interludes that function as a dynamic connection between the choreographies. They are meant to reveal stagehands at work in their normal practice of changing the stage over for the next piece. I augment the stage culture by placing a solo dance in their midst. This is where I usually am during the show, backstage. I get ideas looking at the sides of my dances. I think of these interludes as somewhat dark zones for the imagination to roam around.

TRISHA BROWN

In El Trilogy she started a new thing with her dancing and its delivery to the dancers; she would do improvisations by herself more.... Most of those phrases she improvised from the beginning to the end, and she would just go one after another after another.

CAROLYN LUCAS
TITLE / DATE
EL TRILOGY, 1999–2000
INCLUDES:
FIVE PART WEATHER INVENTION, 1999
INTERLUDE 1 (RAGE)
RAPTURE TO LEON JAMES, 2000
INTERLUDE 2 (LADDER)
GROOVE AND COUNTERMOVE, 2000
CYCLE
MUSIC
LENGTH
75 MINUTES

MUSIC
DAVE DOUGLAS
MUSIC PERFORMANCE
SEE INDIVIDUAL LISTINGS THAT FOLLOW FOR MAIN SECTIONS;
INTERLUDE 1, SUSIE IBARRA, PERCUSSION; INTERLUDE 2,
MARK FELDMAN, VIOLIN
VISUAL PRESENTATION
TERRY WINTERS

COSTUMES
TERRY WINTERS
FOR THE TWO INTERLUDES:
GRAY LEOTARD AND PANTS

LIGHTING
JENNIFER TIPTON
FIRST PERFORMANCE:
AMERICAN DANCE FESTIVAL,
DURHAM, NORTH CAROLINA,
JUNE 29, 2000
LUZERNERTHEATER, LUCERNE,
SWITZERLAND, SEPTEMBER 28, 2000
LINCOLN CENTER FESTIVAL,
LAGUARDIA CONCERT HALL,
NEW YORK CITY, JULY 18, 2001
FIVE PART WEATHER INVENTION, 1999
FIVE PART WEATHER INVENTION, 1999
FIRST PART OF EL TRIOLOGY

MUSIC
DAVE DOUGLAS

MUSIC PERFORMANCE
CHARMS OF THE NIGHT SKY;
DAVE DOUGLAS, TRUMPET; GUY
KLUCEVSEK, ACCORDION; MARK
FELDMAN, VIOLIN; GREG COHEN,
BASS

VISUAL PRESENTATION
TERRY WINTERS

SETS
TERRY WINTERS
A BACKDROP WITH A BLACK-AND-
WHITE DRAWING, FILLING MUCH
OF THE STAGE AND, ALONG ITS
UPPER EDGE, A COLOR BAR AND
GRAY SCALE, WHICH ARE KEYED
TO THE COSTUMES.

COSTUMES
TERRY WINTERS
COSTUMES IN ONE OF FIVE COL-
ORS, YELLOW, WARM RED, CYAN,
AND GRAY, WITH SOME LAYERING

LIGHTING
JENNIFER TIPTON

DANCERS
KATHLEEN FISHER, MARIAN
MALONEY, BRANDI NORTON, SETH

PARKER, STACY MATTHEW
SPENCE, TODD LAWRENCE STONE,
KATRINA THOMPSON, KEITH A.
THOMPSON, ABIGAIL YAGER

FIRST PERFORMANCES
JACOB’S PILLOW DANCE FESTIVAL,
LEE, MASSACHUSETTS, JULY 7, 1999
DE SINGEL THEATRE ANTWERPEN,
BELGIUM, NOVEMBER 11, 1999
JOYCE THEATER, NEW YORK CITY,
MAY 2, 2000

20 MINUTES
Terry Winters, *Linking Graphics, 1*, 1999. Ink on paper, 30 1/2 x 44 1/2 in. (76.8 x 113.0 cm). Collection of the artist.

Trisha had this idea about wanting to make a phrase that looked like weather and that had to do with foot patterns and rhythm.\[68\]

CAROLYN LUCAS

MUSIC

There's a story I'd like to share that maybe even Trisha doesn't remember:

It was the first or second rehearsal for El Trilogy and our hands and minds were full with the new material. The music was brand new, and I'm sure the dance vocabulary was fresh as well. It was exciting to be working on something so new with so many wide-open possibilities.

We were just trying things together in a very open and playful way when we stumbled on some issues that I can't even remember and in retrospect are probably unimportant. Trisha, caught up in the moment, was inadvertently conferring with her dancers. Thinking that something in the music was throwing them, I walked over and asked if there was any way we might be able to help.

She turned around, smiled, and without hesitating said, "Honey, you just make the music KICK ASS!"

It seemed like a good motto under any circumstances, and I let it guide me through all of our work together.\[69\]

DAVE DOUGLAS

VISUAL PRESENTATION

Trisha Brown's abstract choreographies are moving constructions. From the vernacular to the spectacular, she has mapped a complexity of sensations through the use of open-ended narrations. Her story lines trace emotional states far from equilibrium yet somehow perfectly balanced. Keeping body and soul together, Trisha's high-wire act pushes the limits of performance. Always working without the benefit of a net — every time flying.\[70\]

TERRY WINTERS
EL TRILOGY: INTERLUDE 1 (RAGE), 2000
Interlude 1: House lights are partially raised, above stage, equally spaced industrial stage lights descend until they are fully visible. Backdrop for Five Part Weather Invention lifts, and a stagehand rolls in a cart with a stack of cymbals, which are attached to two wires and rise to the full height of the stage. Work lights are withdrawn.
TITLE / DATE
RAPTURE TO LEON JAMES, 2000
SECOND PART OF EL TRILOGY

LENGTH
24 MINUTES

MUSIC
DAVE DOUGLAS
MUSIC PERFORMANCE
DAVE DOUGLAS, TRUMPET;
GREGORY TARDY, TENOR SAXOPHONE AND CLARINET; GREG COHEN, BASS; SUSIE IBARRA, PERCUSSION

VISUAL PRESENTATION
TERRY WINTERS
SETS
TERRY WINTERS

COSTUMES
TERRY WINTERS
COSTUMES, IN A MIX OF BLACK, WHITE, AND GRAY, THAT ARE REINTERPRETATIONS OF SOCIAL-DANCE CLOTHES FROM THE THIRTIES

LIGHTING
JENNIFER TIPTON

DANCERS
KATHLEEN FISHER, MARIAN MALONEY, BRANDI NORTON, SETH PARKER, STACY MATTHEW SPENCE, TODD LAWRENCE STONE,

KATRINA THOMPSON, KEITH A. THOMPSON, ABIGAIL YAGER

FIRST PERFORMANCES
EISENHOWER AUDITORIUM, THE JOHN F. KENNEDY CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS, WASHINGTON, D.C., FEBRUARY 17, 2000
JOYCE THEATER, NEW YORK CITY, MAY 9, 2000
LUZERNERTHEATER, LUCERNE, SWITZERLAND, SEPTEMBER 28, 2000
Leon James (1913–70) was a famous Lindy Hopper, one of an elite group of African-American social dancers based at Harlem’s Savoy Ballroom during its heyday in the late 1920s and 1930s. James was called for a time the “King” of the Savoy and was especially admired for his “break-away routines,” or solo improvisations.

**MUSIC**

[For Rapture], I was improvising on a percussion score from an earlier recording of Dave’s…. I was using the percussion like a grid of sound, and I was improvising inside that grid as a musical participant; and not only as one whole person, but as the subdivisions of my body. I was a little orchestra out there, one could say…. I got better and better at getting to all of my criteria…of dance-making on the moving body, but also I was interacting with a spirit of jazz and improvisation.

—TRISHA BROWN

**SETS**

Eight cymbals increasing in size from bottom to top are suspended from two cables placed downstage. Projection of light washing the backdrop relates to the costumes for Groove and Countermove. Sometimes the cymbals are used to create circular shadows on the backdrop.

—TERRY WINTERS

**VISUAL PRESENTATION**

I think [pictorial space and movement] both involve a lot of the same issues. I’m interested in the pragmatic encounters that happen within the course of making a painting. There’s a dynamic — especially with someone like Trisha or Merce Cunningham, whom I’m working with now — in the way they articulate movements across the stage. Their approach has a lot to do with the kind of spatial configurations that I’m interested in. Also, I found the whole notion of working with Trisha and Dave Douglas interesting because of the added temporal dimension.

—TERRY WINTERS
EL TRILOGY: INTERLUDE 2 (LADDER), 2000
Interlude 2: House lights are partially raised, and work lights appear. Cymbals from *Rapture* to *Leon James* are brought down, restacked onto a cart, and rolled offstage, while the backdrop for *Groove and Countermove* appears.
GROOVE AND COUNTERMOVE, 2000
Title / Date: Groove and Countermove, 2000
Third Part of El Trilogy

Cycle
Music
Length: 23 Minutes

Music
Dave Douglas
Music Performance
Dave Douglas, Trumpet; Guy Klucchini, Accordion; Mark Feldman, Violin; Gregory Tardy, Clarinet and Tenor Sax; Greg Cohen, Bass; Susie Ibarra, Percussion
Visual Presentation
Terry Winters
Sets
Terry Winters
Digitally Produced Black-and-White Backdrop of a Series of Thirty Drawings Placed in a Grid, Entirely Filling the Stage

Costumes
Terry Winters
Matching Leotard and Pants in Nine Different Colors

Lighting
Jennifer Tipton

Dancers
Kathleen Fisher, Sandra Grinberg, Mariah Maloney, Brandi Norton, Seth Parker, Stacy Matthew Spence, Todd

Lawrence Stone, Katrina Thompson, Keith A. Thompson, Abigail Yager

First Performances
American Dance Festival, Durham, North Carolina, June 29, 2000
Evening Stars, World Trade Center, New York City, September 12, 2000
Luzernertheater, Lucerne, Switzerland, September 28, 2000
O P P O S I T E  P A G E
Terry Winters,
Source Wave Reference,
1999. Oil on linen,
82\(\frac{5}{8}\) x 116\(\frac{1}{4}\) in.
(209.9 x 295.3 cm).
The Eli and Edythe L.
Broad Collection.

T R I S  P A G E
Terry Winters, Untitled,
1999. Oil on linen,
82\(\frac{5}{8}\) x 116\(\frac{1}{4}\) in.
(209.9 x 295.3 cm).
Collection of
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Liebowitz, Dallas.
Opposite Page and This Page
Each: Terry Winters.
Groove and Countermove is summary of all that comes before in [El Trilogy] plus new material. There is a savvy improvisation on a score that repeats the theme then slides into improvisation a number of times for both dancers and musicians. The aerial work is over the top in more ways than one, and so is the music. A line of nine dancers, each in a different color, reject unison by a hair’s breadth in a simultaneous explosion of nine heads, eighteen arms and eighteen legs, as they progress in a line (upstage to downstage) traveling from stage left to right. All of this plus more leading into the great continuing crescendo of a Dave Douglas finale. All hands and lips on strings and bows and horns and sticks as the dancers hit the deck with more body parts than mentioned before cruising head first on their bellies into the wings. La Fin.73

TRISHA BROWN
Trisha asks questions. Trisha listens, she makes my work hers. Everyone’s eyes could remain closed to the world, but Trisha opens it to her enthusiasm.

It might seem strange, but it doesn’t often happen that a collaboration among artists transforms itself into a real exchange, into a meeting of much resonance. I feel gratitude and affection for Trisha Brown, besides all the admiration that she deserves.

I met Trisha Brown for the first time during the production of Salvatore Sciarrino’s opera for La Monnaie in Brussels. In the preparatory workshop it became immediately clear to the opera singers that she had high expectations of our abilities to perform also as “dancers.” Trisha Brown had created a complex abstract choreography for Sciarrino’s composition. At the same time, full of curiosity, Trisha watched her new performers and tried to grasp their individual personalities intuitively. Although her choreographic works apparently don’t tell stories, her formalized movement structures frame a universe of meanings and associations that seem to emerge incidentally. Over the time of our collaboration an atmosphere of mutual confidence developed. It enabled us to find creative freedom within the strict choreographic architecture and to make room for our personal expression.

For me as performer this work became a wonderful experience. I reached my physical limits and at the same time, paradoxical as it might seem, I found within this highly constructed body language a maximum of individuality. The text of Salvatore Sciarrino’s opera is equally condensed. It is a highly abstract (and very colorful) musical language that opens a wide space for multiform layers of meaning. For this reason, Trisha Brown staged successfully a congenial corresponding scenic composition.
TITLES / DATE
LUCI MIE TRADITRICI, 2001

CYCLE
MUSIC
LENGTH
75 MINUTES

MUSIC
SALVATORE SCIARRINO
BASED ON IL TRADIMENTO PER L’ONORE BY GIACINTO ANDREA CICOGNINI, 1664, WITH AN ELEGY BY CLAUDE LE JEUNE
MUSIC PERFORMANCE
LA MONNAIE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA, KAZUSHI ONO, MUSICAL DIRECTOR
VISUAL PRESENTATION
ROLAND AESCHLIMANN
SETS
ROLAND AESCHLIMANN

COSTUMES
ROLAND AESCHLIMANN
LIGHTING
ROLAND AESCHLIMANN AND ROBERT BRASSEUR
PERFORMERS
ANNETTE STRICKER (LA MALASPINA), PAUL ARMIN EDELMANN (IL MALASPINO), JOHN BOWEN (UN SERVO DELLA CASA), LAWRENCE ZAZZO (L’OSPITE)

FIRST PERFORMANCE
THEATRE ROYAL DE LA MONNAIE, BRUSSELS, BELGIUM, MARCH 16, 2001
LINCOLN CENTER FESTIVAL, LAGUARDIA DRAMA THEATER, NEW YORK CITY, JULY 10, 2001
IN ITALY DECEMBER IS TRADITIONALLY THE MOST EXCITING MONTH FOR OPERA AFICIONADOS. After the long summer break, the opera houses reopen, always with glamorous new productions. One of the most anticipated premieres of the 1986–87 season was the production of Carmen at one of Italy’s most venerable theaters, the Teatro San Carlo of Naples. The production brought together some prestigious newcomers and some exciting concepts. The director was popular, iconoclastic Italian filmmaker Lina Wertmüller. Rumors had it that in her first opera production she would transpose Bizet’s opera from the early nineteenth century to the 1920s. Thus, in act 5, Carmen would meet her tragic fate in an automobile, a mild shock for the San Carlo’s “abonnés.” More intriguingly, she had asked the postmodern, abstract choreographer Trisha Brown to participate as a choreographer and performer in the production. For her first opera venture, Brown would be on stage for most of the piece. In the program, her role was listed as “La Bruja,” the sorceress: she would represent the dark forces at work in the opera.1 Last but certainly not least in the land of bel canto, the now-deceased Lucia Valentini-Terrani, then at the height of her young glory, would make her debut in one of the most dramatic roles of the opera repertoire, Carmen, quite a challenge for a mezzosoprano known for her coloratura singing.2 Although the production was a great success, the collaborations didn’t quite pan out. The Italian critics struggled to understand Brown’s approach and insisted that Brown’s dances, the rhythm of which never coincided with the music, felt disconnected from the opera.3 More distressing, Valentini-Terrani dramatically left the production days before the opening, creating one of those opera scandals that Italy loves so much. The alleged cause of her withdrawal was the singer’s refusal to share the stage with Brown during her entrance aria, the famous “Habanera.” There is no doubt that for Brown, Carmen was a tough but transformative experience. Later, when asked to explain her interest in opera, she always referred to Carmen, but in Naples she had had to work under very difficult conditions, pressed for time, and in a milieu ultimately closed to the ideas of postmodern dance. The crisis with Valentini-Terrani illustrated the difficult rapport between opera and the other arts, between tradition and modernity. It was a clear sign that for such collaborations to be productive, careful thinking was necessary.

Ten years later, Brown started a much happier, and still ongoing, partnership with the Théâtre Royal de la Monnaie in Brussels, which has resulted in two landmark productions, Monteverdi’s L’Orfeo in 1998 and Salvatore Sciarrino’s Luci mie traditrici in 2001.5 Bernard Foccroulle, the artistic director of La Monnaie, played a key role in those successes. First, he gave Brown full control as director and choreographer of the productions.4 He was also an ever-present, fully supportive partner. The main lesson of Naples was that Brown should be able to work on her own terms. Brown negotiated with La Monnaie a rehearsal process of unheard length in the opera milieu.7 She also brought to Brussels her team of assistants and her dancers, who, on a one-on-one basis, taught the singers the parts developed by Brown.
in the peace of her New York studio. The experience of Carmen also had demonstrated the importance of finding operas with real affinities with Brown's work. The hyperdramatic Carmen, steeped in melodrama and in fantasy Spain, was probably too jarringly discordant with Brown's aesthetic, whereas both L'Orfeo and Luci mie traditrici had an authentic kinship with Brown's world. In L'Orfeo (1607), the earliest opera still regularly performed, the emphasis is less on the dramatic action than on the emotions aroused by the tragic events that befall Orpheus and Eurydice. Similarly, in Luci mie traditrici (1998), Sciarrino condensed the complex action of the original seventeenth-century play in eight enigmatic scenes in which again the inner world of the characters is more important than the few actual events.

Bernard Foccroulle provided a foundation that ensured his initiative to associate a postmodern, abstract, New York choreographer famous for her resistance to "drama" and to narrative with a genre as entrenched in tradition as opera was not just a publicity coup but rather the occasion for an important artistic event. It was then up to Brown, now in the director's chair, to resolve those paradoxes and bring the productions to success.

In Brussels, Brown's greatest achievement was probably to have tenaciously maintained her artistic identity and to have resisted first the dominant system of production of opera and then its dominant dramaturgy. Brown's directorial practice reflected deeply her personal history, as a performer and as a choreographer. Her very understanding of her role as director came from her previous experiences, not from standard opera practice. Consequently her productions would indeed be closer to her world than to standard opera fare.

At the Judson Church, Brown's artistic path started with simple, radical questions (What is dance? What happens if all parts of the body are treated equally?) and with improvisation...
as her primary tool. Brown's approach to opera followed the same route. She challenged preconceived ideas on the form and through improvisation introduced countless new solutions to classic opera staging problems. Another essential asset was her rich and original understanding of collaboration. In many ways, Brown's opera work was a continuation of her collaborative practice. Just as *M.O.* was a dialogue of equals between Brown and Bach, *L'Orfeo* and *Luci mie traditrici* were indeed dialogues between Brown and Monteverdi and then Brown and Sciarrino. She was less intent on furthering the expression of their ideas (the goal of traditional opera directors) than exploring the possibilities of the dialogue. Brown, probably influenced by John Cage in this respect, was able to envision the relationships between the various components of an opera with an immense sense of freedom, each element responding to the others but keeping its own identity. In Brown's dramaturgical vision, opera functions by associations, as a metaphoric system rather than a mimetic one. The implications of Brown's innovative approach to directing were most strongly felt in the way she dealt with three key elements: the set and costume design, the narrative, and the singers.

In Brown's productions, both the mythological world of *L'Orfeo* and the castle of *Luci mie traditrici* became monochrome, strongly shaped transcendent worlds, haunted by beings dressed in muffled colors. The nymphs and shepherds of *L'Orfeo* were indistinguishably dressed in white pajamas, whereas in *Luci mie traditrici*, the beige and cream 1920s costumes erased all class distinctions between the aristocrats and their servants. Abstraction, a defining concept for Brown, had an essential dramaturgical impact. By removing basic markers that are essential to realistic staging—the establishing of time or locale but also gender and social class—abstraction conferred on the design an autonomy from the outside world and from the original
text of the operas. As the performers didn’t utilize the set in a realistic manner, it soared to a life of its own, offering to Brown a challenging but essential source of inspiration. Brown’s collaboration with designer Roland Aeschlimann must be thought of as resembling her work with Donald Judd on Newark (Niweweorce) rather than as the standard relationship between director and designer. Rather than requesting from her designer a set that would fulfill a priori her staging needs, she worked with Aeschlimann’s creation: she developed movement and meanings from it, thus inverting the usual relationship between set and staging. The result was extraordinary. In L’Orfeo, for instance, Aeschlimann envisioned a sweeping move of a wall across the entire stage to represent the passage from the earth to the underworld. Brown then imagined that the moving wall pushed away the rolling, entangled bodies of the infernal spirits. Brown went one step further in Luci mie traditrici. Its set was a steep, silvery hill crossed diagonally by seven toothed, moving blades. Brown devised a complex aleatoric system of movements for the blades that metamorphosed the set into a kind of huge, slow-breathing, coiled, primitive monster. On it, she adjusted the movements of the singers in order to create a sense of the different locations required by the libretto: a rose garden, a bedchamber, and so on. That process created a deeply organic relationship between the singers and the set; they used all its potential. At the same time, the frictions between the singers and the set as autonomous entities produced clusters of novel metaphors.

Brown’s aesthetic choice to allow a multiplicity of meanings to emerge was also perceptible in her treatment of narrative. Academics have postulated that the original production of L’Orfeo had a different conclusion from the version published in 1607. The earlier version followed more closely the original myth: instead of Orpheus being transported to heaven by the god of music, Apollo, he was murdered and torn apart by the Maenads. In her production, Brown chose to present both endings in succession. Apollo did appear and speak with Orpheus, but then there was an abrupt change: during the concluding Moresca, the Maenads made a wild entrance and dismembered the demigod. Brown’s democratic approach to narrative was even more deeply perceptible in her treatment of musical structures. Opera, as a genre, functions on the parallel drives of drama and music, but usually drama through plot and characters get most of the director’s attention. The underlying musical structures often remain buried under the dramatic actions. Brown instead strove to express the musical structures on stage. It was easy for Brown, after the lessons learned from Bach when choreographing M.O., to bring out the musical forms used by Monteverdi. In acts 1 and 2, the Italian composer devised a wealth of forms (such as ritornelli, duos, trios) that Brown exploited in the choreography of the vocal ensembles. She created a complex choreography, she called it “a machine,” that moved singers and dancers around the stage in a continuous flow. Rather than emphasizing dramatic motivations, the choreography created another formal system of meaning, in parallel to text and to music. Brown’s use of the set and her multilayered approach to narrative certainly loosened up dramatic tension. At the same time though, her approach freed the spectators from the intense, obsessive emotions of opera: it allowed them to see and to relate to the singers in new ways.

A disconcerting thing happened on the first dress rehearsal of L’Orfeo at La Monnaie. The chorus came on stage wearing their costumes for the first time, but also in Louis XVI powdered wigs and thick white makeup: none of the singers was recognizable any more. By the end of the rehearsal, Brown had decided to cut the wigs and to drastically reduce the makeup.
It was essential for her that the individuality of each chorus member showed on stage. Brown’s attention to the singers’ bodies and personalities was truly exceptional. During the whole rehearsal process, all the singers received daily in-depth movement classes with the dancers of Brown’s company, who also taught them their parts with extreme care. After having studied meticulously not only the music but also the words (a new territory for Brown) of the beautiful librettos of L’Orfeo and Luci mie traditrici, the choreographer had developed eloquent, moving “dances” for them. The singers relinquished their tired vocabulary of rhetorical gestures, so much associated with opera, to embody a new, complex, richly metaphoric gesturality. As Brown’s approach grew more assured, the source of inspiration for the movement vocabulary became freer, more in touch with her intuitive associations. In some cases, when she could establish a deeper rapport with singers like Simon Keenlyside (Orfeo), Graciela Oddone (Messaggiera in L’Orfeo) or Annette Strieker (La Malaspina in Luci mie traditrici), the performers themselves generated some of the movement material. The conflict between dance and singing that had plagued Carmen was now resolved. The audiences responded with utter fascination to these singing and dancing performers, who could capture their full attention. Traditional operatic intensity had been relinquished to give place to new emotions, to new aesthetic territories. In Brown’s productions, all the elements grew together and at the same time blossomed with a life of their own. The magic balance between harmony and diversity proved that Trisha Brown, the opera director, was indeed “La Bruja.”


I would like to thank Thérèse Barbanel, who provided me with rare reviews of Carmen, Jean Conon-Unda for listening, Antonio Torres-Ruiz for his support, and, of course, Trisha Brown for her trust and immense generosity.
Try first

- slow down exits - so she can climb the edge
- pick up just at the level of cracking otherwise if she's banging down she's too low
- absolute accurate timing

Ask for spinning

Tricks + cancel or

difficult to get the drop out and stopping so there are 2 steps.
WHEN SHE WAS EMBROILED IN THE EBBULENTLY RADICAL WORK OF NEW YORK’S JUDSON Dance Theater, physical expertise—along with bravura performing—was something a dancer kept under wraps. Yet here was a woman who, orchestrating the mundane acts of sitting, lying, and standing in Trillium (1962), her first Judson piece, found herself attempting to lie down in midair. “I did not,” she said later, “notify myself of my intentions in advance of performance.”

If one takes “virtuosity” to mean not empty display but mastery of a form and expansion of its frontiers, then Brown certainly was already demonstrating it in the 1970s. Walking on walls via harnesses, ropes, pulleys, and tracks tested her dancers’ stamina even as it derailed spectators’ expectations about gravity in relation to visual information. Once she returned to the ground to choreograph, the basic vocabulary that she built on the bending, straightening, and rotating of joints was subjected to complex structural permutations that demanded extraordinarily nimble minds on the part of the performers. Watching Brown perform her 1979 Accumulation with talking plus Watermotor, in which she slips back and forth between two earlier solos and between two anecdotes she tells about her past, you feel viscerally the pulse-quicking delights of risk, the daunting job of memory.

Like her colleagues of the 1960s (Steve Paxton, Yvonne Rainer, David Gordon, Simone Forti, and others) Brown initially rejected enhancing lights, decor, costumes, drama, and fiction, along with traditional use of music. Gradually, she found ways to come to terms with some of them. The collaborations with artists and composers that she began in 1979 with Robert Rauschenberg’s designs for Glacial Decoy have been rigorously untraditional. Rather than being simply decorative, the decor for her pieces ignites formal analogies with her own processes. The translucent, variously colored backdrops by Donald Judd that rose and descended during the 1987 Newark (Niweve Wortce) altered the space, confining and pressurizing some sections of dancing. The only music for Foray Forêt (1990) was provided by a marching band circling the block outside the theater—first heard faintly, becoming louder, then dying away to leave us in a deeper silence; what we heard enhanced the visual imagery of appearance and disappearance: movement flickering between still figures, light glancing off Rauschenberg’s gold and silver costumes.

Crucial to Brown’s work is her famously silky style. Although initially reticent about her influences, she once said something offhand about growing up in a forest. Aberdeen, Washington, is on a bay of the Pacific. Nothing about her dancing or her choreography thrusts itself at you head on. It’s like something glimpsed between trees, influenced by tides. “I’m always trying to deflect your focus,” she said in an interview with her old friend and colleague Yvonne Rainer. Her dancing—considered completely inimitable until she took it upon herself in the early eighties to transfer it to remarkable dancers like Eva Karczag, Vicky Shick, Stephen Petronio, Diane Madden, Lisa Kraus, and others—incedes water analogies. You feel movement running through her body—spurting here, flowing there, diverted by new currents, but always delectably free and supple.
From the 1980s, her dances have also reflected that complex fluidity in the ways the dancers intersect; almost colliding, slipping past or glancing off one another, setting up impulsive new lines of transit. Movements give the illusion of leaping across the stage, alighting on one dancer, then another. Brown refers to *Opal Loop/Cloud Installation #72503* (1980), *Son of Gone Fishin’* (1981), and *Set and Reset* (1983) as “Unstable Molecular Structures.” Watching those combustible dances, your eye grazes on almost constant flux.

The audience for Brown’s work of the 1970s could grasp her structures. In 1973, dance fans and lunchtime loiterers were watching her and three dancers perform *Group Primary Accumulation* in the sunken plaza of the McGraw-Hill Building. “Come on! Let’s go,” a construction worker urged his buddy; having grasped the 1, 1-2-, 1-2-3 pattern, the other shook him off: “Wait a minute. My favorite movement’s coming up.”

Gradually the structures became secret agents. Performers in *Set and Reset*, for example, kept dancing out of the main performing area, where they remained visible through Robert Rauschenberg’s translucent side panels. To create this come-and-go play with the official edges of the stage, Brown created three phrases; two traveled the perimeter of the stage, along one side and across the front; another moved up the other side away from the audience and across the back. The dancers improvised upon these phrases—heeding guidelines like “be invisible” or “line up”—until Brown liked what she saw and set it. The perimeter phrases also “delivered” choreographed solos, duets, and trios to the center of the stage.

Her dancers have become increasingly virtuosic in the traditional sense (many with the kind of conservatory training her first company lacked), but mental agility is still a requirement. They can reverse the phrases she choreographs and perform them to either side. They can splice part of phrase A into phrase B, say, and then jump-cut to the end of phrase C and start
through it backward. Brown developed a method of building a dance in part as if she were a chef—calling for and assembling known ingredients to produce unforeseen consequences.

With the dances she called the Valiant cycle—*Lateral Pass* (1985), *Newark (Niweweorce)* (1987), and *Astral Convertible* (1989)—prowess vaulted into a new dimension. *Newark*, which premiered in the Nouveau Théâtre d'Angers under the auspices of France’s Centre National de Danse Contemporaine, marked the first time in which Brown made a distinction between male and female styles. She had two superb men dancers, Lance Gries and Jeffrey Axelrod. She’d also had a streak of bad luck; her response to this last, she said in 1990, was “to work with very powerful, emphatic movement—the way I got into it was by shoving furniture all around the studio like a stevedore (the dancers thought I was off my rocker)—and that segued into an interest in men’s bodies, like really saying, ‘Okay, what do I think looks elegant on them? What can they do that I cannot because of my body structure?’” The opening unison duet for the two consisted of heroically strong, blocky moves, elegantly designed. For the first time in what seemed like years, Brown engineered pauses, allowed the viewer’s eye to alight, or travel around the same body for seconds at a time. However, *Newark* didn’t capitulate to conventional dance machismo; the men were lyrical in their power, and the women’s fluidity didn’t preclude strength. At one point, Madden spun while balancing Gries on her shoulder.

Having segued out of these heroic displays of mind-body virtuosity via *Foray Forêt*, with its mix of stillness and vibrant motion, Brown quieted herself down further with *For M.G.: The Movie* (1991), dedicated to the recently deceased Michel Guy, the French minister of culture who had so admired her work. For the entire dance, Kevin Kortan stood motionless, his back to the audience, and Nicole Juralewicz stood beside him for much of it. This spare work began
with the magnificent Madden simply running and running and running in paths that traced an invisible web on the floor. Quietness abounded. For One Story as in Falling (choreographed in 1992 for the French group run by the late Dominique Bagouet) and its 1993 version, Another Story as in Falling, Brown even abandoned much of her springy vocabulary, creating a long sequence of clear moves and gestures she dubbed "Little Man." The unemphatic rhythms generated an image of multiple, everyday Joes plodding quietly through their separate lives (the baggy red men's suits created by Roland Aeschlimann added to the effect). In its functional look, the piece seemed a kind of throwback to the 1970s. It was as if Brown were paring down from lushness to simplicity in order to reconsider her path.

It has often been her practice to dig into her past and present previous material in a new way. Perhaps the tantalizing vision of the dancer with his back to the audience in For M.G: The Movie influenced her enigmatic 1994 solo, If you couldn't see me, in which she danced without ever facing the audience—knowable only by her spine. In the early 1970s, she and her dancers had walked on walls, down pillars and trees; some ten years later, Set and Reset began with a group of performers carrying Madden laid out, head to the audience, across the rear of the stage, "walking" on air. In one section of Lateral Pass, Randy Warshaw was suspended from above on an elastic harness, amid Nancy Graves's hanging sculptures, sometimes dipping down to touch the ground beside his associates. Defying gravity reached an apogee of theatricality in the opening scene of the Monteverdi opera L'Orfeo, which Brown directed in 1998. During an aria praising Orpheus's musical gifts, dancer Katrina Thompson sailed across a circle of blue sky glimpsed through an "eye" in the black frontcloth. On almost invisible equipment, she flew joyously out of sight, tumbled back, and somersaulted away again—the very embodiment of music. And of Trisha's spirit.
The gorgeous vision also embodied Brown's pleasure in testing the perimeters of space and orchestrating games between the seen, the half-seen, and the unseen, as she had in Glacial Decoy, Set and Reset, and Foray Forêt. In this last, when she performed her final thoughtful solo, dancers appeared intermittently, half in and half out of the wings, like elusive memories.

Brown's experience choreographing Lina Wertmüller's 1986 production of Carmen made her reconsider the possible delights of working with pre-existing music. Ten years later, in M.O., she tackled Bach's Musical Offering, and the following year set Twelve Ton Rose to the works of Anton Webern. In collaborating with famous dead composers, she did not simply allow her body to sing along with their melodies, but studied their forms and textures. She taught herself baroque polyphonic composition and matched her zest for counterpoint to Bach's. She captured both the sparsity and compression in Webern's pieces by rapidly coalescing and dissolving highly organized patterns.

Although Brown makes non-narrative dances, directing L'Orfeo meant she had to consider emotional content. Mixing singers and dancers together, she reflected the tale of doubly lost love through groupings, pattern, and gesture: finding her own equivalents for the flow of happiness and plunges into grief, as well as for the ornamental filigrees and long plangent lines of Monteverdi's music. In Canto/Pianto, the dance that she made for her company using music and movement material drawn from the opera production, she expressed the emotions in even more condensed ways, especially in a remarkable and almost stationary solo for Kathleen Fisher. The two halves of Fisher's body seemed at odds with each other—one flowing, one cracking: the expressed lament and the inexpressible inner tumult.

Brown's most recent works—three collaborations with visual artist Terry Winters and innovative jazz composer Dave Douglas—have presented a different challenge. We are used to choreographers who set dances to jazz accommodating the music's insistent beat, syncopations, and get-down tone. But Brown approached Five-Part Weather Invention (1999) and Rapture to Leon James and Groove and Countermove (both from 2000), armed with her own loose-limbed, witty vocabulary and her keen eye for form. In the first of the three pieces, for example, she plays lively games with the jazz practice of improvising around a known tune. The dancers all know a set phrase for the feet, but must work to top it with the arm patterns Keith Thompson is making up on the spot.

Some artists tackle "serious" subjects and dark narratives. Brown, an extremely serious artist—a master, a virtuoso—has never lost that heightened playfulness that marked her task structures of the 1960s and early 1970s. Wildness may crop up in her dances; so may risk and explosiveness. Never anger, never violence inflicted by one person on another. Amid the post-modern preoccupation with text, eclecticism, and sociopolitical commentary, her work shines with a particularly clear light.
THE DANCE WITH THE DUCK'S HEAD
Half bird, half woman.

Paper mache skirt in sit down position.

Made a cotton skirt, full. Made a human model by stuffing old pants w/ paper. Put the skirt on the model and sat the whole thing up in a chair. Sprayed it w/ epoxy several times carefully — precisely laid on paper strips honoring every fold and crease. It worked.

Left a 1/4" wide strip on one side to a snip and basted together seam on the other side. To be opened for putting on and sewed into for performance. It worked. Same process.
IN DECEMBER 1968, TRISHA BROWN PERFORMED **THE DANCE WITH THE DUCK’S HEAD** at The Museum of Modern Art in New York. She entered the space wearing a yellow papier-mâché skirt shaped so that the knees remained bent as if seated, a rigid bra (to “cure anyone from ever wearing a bra again,” as Brown has suggested), a large collar made of chicken feathers, and a helmet in the shape of a duck’s head, also adorned with chicken feathers. It had taken Brown weeks to build her costume, layer by layer, and during this process she also spent time drawing and writing several “idea/images” about the choreography. In the opening moments of the performance she moved across the stage in a crouch and sat down in a chair. Soon after, a staged “violent fight” broke out in the audience between two performers situated there. As calm was restored, Brown’s duck-lady stepped into a pair of logging boots bolted to a metal frame. The frame was then lifted by four men who walked around the space turning, twisting, and rolling the frame with Brown in it—even turning it upside down—to achieve “the look of free flight.” The fifteen minutes during which Brown was stuck in her boots being swirled upside down and around the space reveal the multiple layers that still reverberate in her work. **The Dance with the Duck’s Head** was at once refined and raw, humorous and poetic, and on a more intimate level addressed the relations between men and women. In this work, she began to devise for herself an original path inside the “soft” and malleable space of dance. She knew how to fly out of the yoke of that stiff costume.

Decades later, Dominique Fretard began an article on Trisha Brown by stating that “one could nickname her the Woman of Iron for her character. And the Bird/Woman for the way she takes off from the ground.” The image and idea of a half-bird/half-woman can be traced back to Brown’s childhood in Aberdeen, Washington. Brown explains in unpublished notes written in the early 1970s:

> It’s funny with all the hunting I did as a kid that I should identify with birds. Witness a few of the dances I’ve made. Well, shooting doves is excellent target practice because they are small and fast.... There was one thing that happened too often. A downed dove may appear to be dead but only be wounded, and after you put it in the game pocket on the back of your vest a few minutes later this fluttering would start up. Like inside my shirt. There was one moment though when I ran over to retrieve a dove I’d shot to find a dead robin. I realized that I killed a birdie.

Brown’s formative years shaped a spirit and a body without fears. Her world then had no boundaries; dangerous and forbidden games were played in total innocence. The simple, childlike, and birdlike motions of catching/throwing, moving fast/slow, fluttering/be still, and flying/falling became the premises of her dance language. The various topologies of nature found in her childhood—moss, grass, leaves, trees, earth, water, air, fog, rain, and sun—weave the texture of memory into her dances.
The loss and celebration of her childhood is an active memory and a source of inspiration for Brown. In his book *The Songlines* Bruce Chatwin reminds us of Proust’s perspicacious belief that the “walks” of childhood form the raw material of our intelligence. The physical freedom that Brown experienced growing up amid unspoiled and powerful nature was a gift that nurtured her constant curiosity about different worlds. Over time, those forays layered her work. Consistently, like stringing pearls, Brown began constructing units of earthbound and celestial events. One of these units culminates thirty years later in the Prologue to *L’Orfeo* by Monteverdi when La Musica flies in an ethereal blue sphere, offering us simultaneously memories of Tiepolo’s baroque ceilings and yearnings for dreams of flying—or swimming—in a free, open space.

The legendary choreography of Léonide Massine in the 1917 work *Parade* brought together an avant-garde team of collaborators: the score was written by Erik Satie, the ballet arranged by Jean Cocteau, and the costumes and décor designed by Picasso. A description of *Parade* by Guillaume Apollinaire from his program note to the 1917 production said, “Parade will upset the ideas of quite a number of spectators. They will be surprised, to be sure, but in the pleasantest way, and fascinated, they will learn how graceful modern movement can be—something they have never suspected.... The American girl [a character in the ballet], by turning the crank of an imaginary automobile, will express the magic of their everyday life.” Picasso’s costume design for the American girl would likely have been recognized by the audience as similar to that of the Eight Allissons, an American acrobatic team that was touring Europe at the time. The frenetic movements of the *Parade* girl were certainly reminiscent of the Allissons’ “flips, somersaults and pirouettes without stop.”

The image of the American girl’s pantomime in which she rotated her wrists outward with thumbs extended brings to mind a similar gesture Brown included in her choreography for *Accumulation* (1971) and its subsequent elaborations. According to Brown, the work raised the
Dancers A and B are partners and travel on parallel circular tracks. Partners C and D travel on parallel circular tracks different from A and B. The four dancers carry their heads centered and do not look to the right or left. When no one is in their vision they initiate movement. When 1, 2, or 3 other dancers are in their vision, focused and peripheral, they copy the movements simultaneously.
questions, "Is rotating a fist acceptable? Is dropping my right arm down acceptable?," some of which she explored in drawings. The humorous aspect of the performance and the straightforwardness of a series of quotidian, nondecorative gestures add to the mysterious, abstract sign language that unfolds. It is between rawness and refinement that many of Brown's secrets lie. She is, on the one hand, that "American girl," the nature girl from the Pacific Northwest, engaged in down-to-earth activities and "hands-on" day-to-day tasks. On the other hand, she empowers those activities by adding mysterious new meanings.

Trisha Brown's parents encouraged their children to play sports. Brown fondly recalls being a devoted supporter of her brother, Gordon, who played on the school basketball team. The photographer Lee Friedlander, also a native of Aberdeen, took numerous pictures, both live-action and posed, of Gordon's number 33. In her remarkable book, Sharing the Dance: Contact Improvisation and American Culture, Cynthia J. Novack argues that "the audience for sports crosses class, racial, and ethnic lines, just as its participants do. It is no wonder that American dancers and audiences are aesthetically influenced by athletics: Sport is our most prominent visual referent for physical skill." Brown's passion for American sports is certainly a visible thread throughout her choreography, which incorporates multiple speeds, daring passes, precarious flights, and powerful physical encounters, as well as an affinity for close group formations.

Brown and her Grand Union peers, a group of choreographers active in New York in the early seventies, shared a fascination with Native American cultures. In 1974, the group produced a leaflet combining pictures of their performances, their union logo, and photographs of the ceremonial performances of the Kwakiutl, Nootka, and other tribes. Brown's vocalizing in Medicine Dance (1967), which she has described as "anguished," was doubtlessly influenced by her interest in cathartic, shamanistic rituals that she imaginatively embraced in her own coming of age. In other pieces choreographed by Brown, the inspiration behind the symbolic rituals of tribal dances find their way into movements described by
lines, circles, and geometric patterns. Resembling a sand painting, a drawn score by Brown of Circles, a part of Accumulating Pieces (1973), displays a central intersection of four circles that are dancers’ paths. This simple, geometric drawing embodies a ritual full of symbolic meanings of time and space.

Brown's cultural references were not only American. Since the early seventies, she has had a long-standing friendship with the Japanese choreographer and dancer Suzushi Hanayagi. Their correspondence speaks about personal subjects as well as containing an intense and fruitful exchange about their work. While in New York, Hanayagi was part of John Cage's artistic orbit, creating her own choreography and keeping alive the theatrical dance style of Kabuki from the Edo period. The minute gestures and, to her, exotic movements of this Japanese tradition intrigued Brown, who with her abstract vocabulary freely adopted similarly precise and contained metaphoric language. Her immersions into other cultures can also be seen in her choreography for such works as Spanish Dance, part of Accumulating Pieces (1973); Monteverdi's opera L'Orfeo (1998); and Rapture to Leon James (2000). Each of these projects is a way to look into, learn, and transform the riches of flamenco, baroque opera, and the ballroom dances of African-American communities of the late 1930s.

Brown shows us how the body is the place and space of identity. Throughout her career, she has consistently incorporated new concepts about the body into her work, including elements of Ideokinesis (where a thought or image is used as a facilitator of a movement) and the teachings of the movement therapist Susan Klein, who emphasizes initiating actions from the bones instead of the muscles. As Steve Paxton notes in his essay in this volume, by the advent of the Judson Dance Theater in 1962, "a multitude of ways and thoughts about the body were in the air.... The Body had currency. The Cartesian split, pitting the mind versus the body, was not an issue for us." Diane Madden, who has been dancing with Brown's company since 1981, maintains that Brownian gestures have more content, since they are "done from the bones and have a very different effect from a gesture done musically. [They come] from a deeper place and have a lot more meaning, or it communicates more. It has to do with weight. It has to do with your skeleton. It has to do with energy and connection through your body."  

The body stores memory; the body is the passage to memory made visible. Brown demonstrated this phenomenon when she spontaneously began to dance during a lecture she gave at the American Center in Paris in October 1973. Her movements were based on the Accumulation series and the piece became known as Accumulation with talking. She then added to it again, making Accumulation with talking plus Watermotor, which was first performed at Oberlin College in February 1979. In this work Brown poignantly provides an example of how the body, movement, and memory work together when she states: "In that first lecture in Paris I said that my father died in between the making of this move and that move. I was amazed that my body had stored a memory in a movement pattern." For Brown, dance embodies memories that can be brought back through either repetitive movements that function as reminders, or through improvisation, which allows past experiences to surface spontaneously and abstractly. Repetition and improvisation became strategies for Brown to explore the emotional characteristics of the temporal dimension. It is in the space between the dance as energy and the body as the tool of the unpredictable that one finds Brown
Dancer A slowly raises arms like a magnificent Spanish dancer and travels forward in time to Bob Dylan's "In the Early Morning Rain." When dancer A touches up against the back of dancer B, dancer B slowly raises her arms like a magnificent Spanish dancer and the two travel forward, touching up against the back of dancer C, etcetera until they all reach the wall.
TRISHA BROWN: DANCE AND ART IN DIALOGUE 1961-2001

working most comfortably. The animation of emotions and their development from individual units into structured networks keeps Brown’s choreography moving into unforeseen spaces and times.

Looking back at Brown’s career, one sees that in 1968—the year she created *Planes, Falling Duet [I], Ballet, and The Dance with the Duck’s Head*—her journey into choreography could easily have changed course and veered toward sculpture or performance art. Brown was experimenting with kindred ideas: the body as a field of investigation, notions of gravity and disorientation, the interaction of abstraction and narrative, and the blurring of boundaries between art forms. In Brown’s *Planes*, Jud Yalkut’s aerial film of New York was projected onto a wall that contained concealed hand- and foot-holds for the dancers. The dancers moved across the wall and sometimes revolved slowly upside down as the film played, appearing to fly through the city. Brown and the other two dancers, Michelle Stowell and Simone Forti, perfected the creation of the appearance of ease, as if they were free from gravity within this filmic space. Adding to this effect of disorientation were the jumpsuit costumes, which were black on one side and white on the other. When the white side was shown to the audience, the dancer disappeared into the light play of the projection; when the black side surfaced, the dancer reappeared as a moving shadow. Brown’s experimentation with movement and film in the late sixties was echoed by contemporaneous investigations in film and video by visual artists, particularly the work of Bruce Nauman, who stated, “I wanted to find out what I would look at in
a strange situation, and I decided that with a film and camera I could do that." Nauman’s interest in disorientation extended to his work in video. In *Revolving Upside Down* (1969), he used the video camera as an extension of his body: as he turned while hanging upside down, the camera turned with him. In so doing, he allowed his actions to be choreographed from the camera’s point of view.

On a parallel track to Brown’s investigation of gravity, Richard Serra’s massive lead sculptures *Prop* (1968) and *One Ton Prop (House of Cards)* (1969) showed gravity as a structural, sustaining force. By depending solely on gravitational force, Serra did away with the traditional methods of shaping and affixing metal sculptures, such as welding and riveting. His works thus became dramatic demonstrations of the pragmatics of process as a working principle rather than an applied aesthetic. Brown’s *Falling Duet II* (1968), which she danced with Barbara Dilley, was an improvisational use of gravity as the primary movement generator of the duet. One dancer would cause herself to fall, allowing gravity to take over, and the other would catch her or fall under her, depending on the length of time available for a reaction. The dance went on until the point of exhaustion; just as gravity initiated the movements, it also brought the piece to a close after having “acted on” the dancers, literally wearing down their ability to continue moving. Also in 1968, Brown choreographed a complex work titled *Ballet*. (Brown has forgotten many of the specifics of this piece, some of which have been reconstructed through photographs. In this dance, two parallel ropes were strung...
horizontally, approximately eight feet above the floor. Dressed in a pink tutu, Brown reached the ropes by a ladder and then traversed them on all fours, with her hands holding on and her legs in a necessarily awkward version of the “second position” used in ballet training. In addition to the spectacle of this playful acrobatic feat, Brown used slide projections throughout the performance. Some of the slides show her in the same position that she used to cross the ropes and others are details of colorful knitted sweaters that cast a kaleidoscopic light across the stage and onto Brown. Still others show the tutu, with its stiff layers of frills, as an object, which through a series of images she manipulates by progressively opening the circular waist. Appropriately, Brown called the blossoming costume “flowers.” In Ballet, sexual analogies hover in the air, while humorously dispelling the rigid traditions of ballet. The conventional lexicon of classical dance is subjected to the primitive movements and desires of the animal kingdom. Brown likes to stand at the edge of possibilities. As both a dancer and a visual artist, she keeps herself “off-balance,” remaining open and focused on the choreographic process. Her unconventional use of film, slides, lighting, costumes, and props is integral to the development of her dances. Brown’s instincts are often sculptural in nature: a Volkswagen as a lighting device for Motor (1965); slippers and the straps from a baby carrier holding a projector on her back for Homemade (1966); a horizontal grid of ropes threaded with old clothes for Floor of the Forest (1970); harnesses and ropes for Man Walking Down the Side of a Building (1970); and a mattress, chairs, and stones for Pamplona Stones (1974).

By the mid-1970s, Brown’s choreographic vocabulary had reached a point where a decision needed to be made regarding her future development. “It was a crossroads; I had to decide whether to go on in this quasi-sculptural direction or go back into dance, as I’ve been trained. I went into the direction of what I knew.” As Marianne Goldberg observes in her text included in this volume, the choreography for Locus (1975) finds Brown focusing again on movement and also brings together cross-media experimentation between linguistics, invented geometric shapes, autobiography, and the “environment” of the dancer (this time inside imaginary cubes). At this time for Brown, drawing occupies a critical position: the performance of Locus was preceded by eight drawings that are among the rare instances when she created a score of a dance. An open cube with 27 numbers on it is correlated to the alphabet: 1 representing A, 2, B, and so on; the number 27 represents a space between words. The dance gestures spell out sentences, which remain invisible to the spectator and as Brown says, they are “personal gestures, things that have specific meaning to me but probably appear abstract to others.” Drawing is the access that leads back and forth to dance. In such a highly public and collaborative world as dance, the solitary and private act of drawing holds an appeal. Parallel to her major dance productions, Brown has quietly developed a body of drawings over the past thirty years, which provides her with another way of staying “off-balance.” Process is used as the generator of form and image. As Brown has remarked, she finds “ideas in the drawings, and all those ideas infiltrate the dance process…. The movement now functions as a drawing.”

Another creative involvement is Brown’s use of language. The titles of her choreographies often incorporate word plays that resonate with the actual movements of the dance. Several of her pieces interweave movements with spoken text, such as her seminal work Accumulation with talking plus Watermotor, which is, in Brown’s words, the performing of “two dances and the telling of two stories at once. I shift back and forth between these four elements according to impulse in performance. I never stop dancing.” Another example of the power
Brown finds in language is represented by her unique choreography, *Skymap* (1969). In a completely dark theater, a twenty-minute text by Brown, recorded in her own voice and played for the audience, invites the listeners to mentally construct an aerial map of the United States. Her text offered multiple layers of information, ranging from the personal to the geographical (see reprint in this volume).

In 1979, Brown took on the challenge of performing on the proscenium stage. Inviting visual artists to join her, these collaborations bore a heightened sense of adventure, as for some artists it was their first experience working in the theater. The dialogues between Brown and Roland Aeschlimann, Nancy Graves, Donald Judd, Fujiko Nakaya, Robert Rauschenberg, and Terry Winters have been a joining of diverse visions and were integral to the development of her choreography. In Brown’s collaborative process, she encourages and celebrates complexity, allowing for unpredictable events to surface. Each of these projects is a way towards making chaos visible. In his concept of “choreographic impurity,” Guy Scarpetta points out that Brown’s recycling of some classical elements—for example, returning to the stage—“has not resulted in a ‘sobering down,’ but rather the reverse: an abandoning of asceticism, an increased insolence, an additional exuberance.” And one must add sexuality. As best described by Madden in her running solo *For M.G.: The Movie* (1991), “It’s just about weight shifts, that there’s an incredible sensuality and eroticism in how you shift your weight. In my own body I feel that...like you see a woman walking down the street and they’re very fully and comfortably in their body and sort of manifesting all those earthy qualities and their pelvis is alive and they have their weight, they’re comfortable with it. It’s that kind of sexy.” Being out of balance generates many of Brown’s movements, which are often described as mercurial. Meanings are captured in the “in-between” movements, movements of open possibilities. Brown’s long-time dedication and love for improvisation speaks to her own acceptance of the unknown. “Beauty is a rare thing,” remarked the jazz musician Ornette Coleman. This is especially true in the fleeting worlds of music and dance where improvisation is precious.

Brown has speculated: “If it could be said that each artist works from a single idea or image and later gauges the success of a work in comparison to that image. Not that it would look like the original, but that it would be of equal power. If this is true, then for me it is the forest, a memory of dampness, broken light, unbelievable density, stillness and secrets.” One of Brown’s secrets involves a flower, and a childhood connection. As always, memory helps to shape and give form to her work. *Trillium* was Brown’s first public solo performance, which took place in March 1962 at the Maidman Playhouse in New York. Only three minutes long, it was accompanied by abstract vocal music composed and sung by Simone Forti. Her friend and colleague Yvonne Rainer noted that in the piece, Brown “gave herself the tasks of sitting, standing, and lying down while in the air or upside down, again demonstrating her innate kinetic humor and fearlessness.” A trillium is a three-petaled wildflower, usually white but also on occasion lavender, that is native to the forests of the Pacific Northwest. As Brown explains, “It grows in the spring...[and] is this beautiful creature down in the forest when you’re walking through all this dark.... I tried to transplant it to my mother’s garden and it would never take. It would never go into conformity in a garden. It grew wild.”

Trisha Brown, the American girl and daredevil, keeps alive that wildness and spirit of the Northwest. She has cultivated trillium in the streets of New York—for all to see.
TRISHA BROWN: PROFILES

BURT BARR

Taking you always about Trisha is like walking the beach to write about the sea. We’re Highwayman. We’re the erasure of a flooded River.

She is always in motion. She does not stop. She comes and she goes. Once is a house with open drawers and doors ajar — every drawer, every cabinet, and every piece of money at a new found, and with every hunting, every searching down that new street. Things you are doing, arranging, and all those that may no be done here. It is a sense that we should be made in two parts. This place has seen nothing but moves. It is my body on a dance floor.

Just before one period of everyday movement to understand movement at whatever, Trisha discovered the simple fact of being and the desire to see each one alone. She ripped it. Everyone thinks it is an empty circle of dance, so the words, starting like a ball, and where that ball ascended (the sphere and the circle), the movement to the center and into the piece, but not this center. Then down the side of the building, somewhere into the forest and next this forest and up to the top of the roof and down the side of the building.

She is a protean artist. She has, as it’s known, excelled in dance. But she has excelled in opera and music, and very much so now, in drawing. And excelled in the best video ever shot on dance. Shot from Backstage, shooting it herself from backstage. Excelled as not only one of the best choreographers (or rather, as many in the know can attest, the best), she is also one of the very few supreme artists around. It’s something that one can easily say.


CAROLYN LUCAS

I joined Trisha Brown’s company in 1984. Over the past eighteen years, I have been continually inspired by her process and as a dancer and as her assistant. During the ten years I danced with Trisha, I rarely repeated the same movement twice; a reference to another work was the design of the move. The only reason for repetition was to make a section longer, not necessarily a continuation of the movement. With a passion for geometry, space, and color, Trisha Brown created a new movement vocabulary that was unique, her movement was always her own, and it tells a story. The work is always new and always in progress. The work is always in progress, and the audience is always in progress. The audience is always in progress, and the work is always in progress. The audience is always in progress.
STEPHEN PETRONIO

I met TB in New York City 1979 while working as stage manager for a benefit performance at Movement Research. I had never seen her work at that point. When she arrived, I greeted her at the door of the theater. She smiled as I took her white metal makeup case and walked her to her dressing room. I can’t remember the conversation, nothing much was said—but on that brief walk she completely won me.

That night she danced Watermotor and a short excerpt of the work in progress that would later become Glacial Decoy. I was floored by what I saw and not only for its exhilarating beauty—her language was startlingly new: a twisted blend of wild-ass, intuitive sensuality and cool rigor—but somehow I recognized it on a genetic level. I was instantly hooked and somehow knew I was home.

I was the first male in the company to stick, I remained for seven years (1979-86). A sweating, snorting bull in the china shop alongside of one of the most intelligent and silky bodies on the planet, I was duly challenged. Fortunately, Trisha had a kind of alchemical effect on me from the beginning. I’m not alone in this respect. She continuously asked me to think and dance beyond my grasp. More often than not, and to my great surprise, I would find myself doing it.

The company in those days was filled with heady ambitious individuals and Trisha reigned masterfully. I come from working class Italian roots, but she worked harder than anyone I had ever seen...When she was after something in the studio, she was relentless, patient, and worked with a curious calm. She created an environment of trust, humor, and ownership. Each dancer felt the process of contributing to creation. She continually asked me to think and dance beyond my grasp. More often than not, and to my great surprise, I would find myself doing it.

Trisha smashed the mold both artistically and personally to forge a new movement model that is her own. It is a snaking, elusive language, more subtle than any before it. During my years in the studio, I was trained to see the intelligent inventions that the body is capable of. Now, fifteen years later, a choreographer with my own company, I walk into her theater and am amazed again and again by the inventions she continues to unearth.
DIANE MADDEN

I wish I could give some grand perspective of the overall importance of Trisha in the field of dance. But I'm unable. I'm an insider and the knowledge I have is intimate and encyclopedic of the extraordinarily valuable impact Trisha has on dancers.

I want to unabashedly say that, for a dancer, Trisha is the best. But how can I be so egocentric?

Because not one dancer makes a commitment to work with another choreographer after working with Trisha. There just isn't anything better. Sure, dancers go on dancing for themselves after years of maturing with Trisha. And yes, some do projects with other choreographers, but not with the same investment, because there just isn't the same return.

So what do we get from Trisha? A movement vocabulary that continues to evolve through form and structure. We can sink our teeth into physical integrity always at its core. We can get there, to any generation of dancers, so into our bodies. It makes our bodies do things we didn't think they could do. It makes us go. It makes us stronger. It makes our bodies reach for things they didn't know they could reach for. It awakens us.

Then there's that simple thing that Trisha does when she choreographs that lends insight to why she's so good for a dancer. When she's done everything she can to help dancers realize an idea and they're still not taking the ball and running with it, she will very quietly and calmly threaten to give up and take away the opportunity to create. Awakening the dancers' hunger to grow, without them even noticing, she's saying, Don't do this for me, do it for yourselves. And the dancer jumps at it. It works 99 percent of the time.

I see my little boy running, falling, banking, and skittering backwards and I say, My God! It's running solo! That's me! But I wouldn't have known it's me without Trisha. Who would Stephen be without Sef and Reset? Who would Carolyn be without Foray Foret? Who would I be without Line Up or Son of Gone Fishin' or monster phrase or message or pitch and catch or AC floor phrase or Carmen or Rage or spiriti or Another Story or Orfeo flying or Rage or the ladder dance or ad infinitum. It's unimaginable. With each dance Trisha brought me around the world to myself. Only a hugely generous genius could do that.

MERCE CUNNINGHAM

Trisha Brown's work has an air of immediacy about it to my eye. The slips of balance, the weight oddly off but not looking distorted. The sudden catch of equilibrium to send it out in another direction. The group activity often gives the inventive look of children as they fall into groups. There is buoyancy about it that hurtles it along.

Her own dancing has a strength in it, a woman moving with complete confidence from one shape to another, a quiet humor always present and the expressive presence of the movement made apparent.

The dances remain in one's eye and mind.
LEARNING HOW TO DANCE STARTS YOUNG, even in the small town of Aberdeen, Washington (pop. 20,000). There was, of course, the first teacher, Marion Hageage, who taught tap, ballet, acrobatics, and yes, I could do a front roll and end up with my ass on my head. It was my specialty. Some days Marion would play the piano all to herself, cigarette in mouth, coffee cup and ashtray above the keyboard, then rise to take the floor in a slinky, blues-drenched style, eyes closed. This prepubescent girl, perhaps ten, not knowing what she was supposed to do, tagged along behind, more a puppy than a dancer, trying to catch those moves. I spent hours in her studio, agog. Not exactly the academy, but then, neither were the movies. Mitzi Gaynor, Cyd Charisse, Marge and Gower Champion, Carmen Miranda, Esther Williams. There I was in the movie theater, a death grip on the armrests. Why? Holding myself down in fear of popping straight up into the chandeliers?

Aberdeen has two dazzling edges, the Pacific Ocean due west and the Olympic National Forest due north, and almost nothing in the center of town anymore. The forest was my first art lesson. I learned to look there. Sitting in a small clearing, my eye fell first on the big things, the base of a forty-foot cedar tree, perhaps, then it periscoped down to the creek and over to an ancient tree trunk rotting on its severed roots, and then, oh lord, the whole world would open up to layer upon layer of teeming ecosystems on legs, or many legs, or wings, or belly-feet to crawl upon or buzz the myriad mosses attached to trees and rocks or other florea made lush and large by rain. All of this lit by shafts of light in a state of constant change.

On the less contemplative side, I climbed trees, pole-vaulted, played football and basketball under the tutelage of my older brother, dug razor clams, hiked, hunted geese, duck, pheasant, fished the local rivers, the Queets, the Quinault, the Hoh, for salmon, steelhead, and cutthroat trout. I did all this for all of my childhood and then went away to Mills College to major in modern dance, whatever that was.

I received a traditional modern dance education based on Graham technique and Louis Horst composition guided by four extraordinary women, Marion Van Tuyl, Eleanor Lauer, Doris Dennison (music), and Rebecca Fuller. Beyond the study of choreography to music and story, they taught me that I was not tired, I had enough time, and I could do it.

Add into this brew two summer sessions with Louis Horst, the formalist, at the American Dance Festival located at Connecticut College, and one with the improvisation wizard Anna Halprin located in Marin County, California, on an outdoor dance deck. Here I encountered, for the first time, the mercurial surges of an intuitive process where physical proposals and responses were dished and dashed on a whiz-by playing field. She also introduced ordinary task as formal structure, which found me sweeping the deck with a push broom for hours until I crossed over into levitation. Simone Forti and Yvonne Rainer, the brilliant ones from the Northeast, urged me to come to New York City to study composition with Robert Dunn. It was January 1961. Goodbye, my beloved Northwest, the sweep was total.

The story goes that John Cage asked Robert Dunn, a musician and accompanist at the Cunningham studio, to teach a dance composition class based on Cage’s legendary series at
the New School for Social Research, “Composition of Experimental Music.” It was in Dunn’s class that I was introduced to the notion that a chance procedure, such as the roll of the dice, can be the organizing principle in a choreography. The dice usurp the composer’s role to choose, and in so doing, reposition the units of motion that make up a phrase. They become objects that can now be put together in any order, random or determined. Abstraction seeps in. The personal choice in a well-tooled phrase that a dancer is trained to create is upended. But, beyond the issue of how to transition from one disjunct unit into the next, this assignment cracked open the door of new possibilities for me. I understood, for the first time, that the modern choreographer has the right to make up the WAY that he/she makes a dance. Later that summer, I attended John Cage’s lecture “Indeterminacy,” which blew that door mentioned earlier right off its hinges. I got it. I got the rest of it, how form interacts with content.

A composition that is indeterminate, that is, not precisely fixed, further pries the author’s hands off the performance. Some years later, the choreography Accumulation with talking plus Watermotor, half improvised, half choreographed, would fly off the wrist of that hand like a falcon gaining altitude in a tumultuous mix of form battling to keep on top of the measured addition of multiple elements to a point of overload and the subsequent erosion of this dancer/choreographer’s intentions.

The assignments fulfilled in Bob Dunn’s class were eventually organized into programs that were launched at Judson Church on July 6, 1962. It was a phenomenal period of experimentation—mostly by educated white people, hubris along the history chain—and olde modern dance, exhausted by the battering it took on all fronts, keeled over like an elephant, too big for me to dissect in this context, rested, then rose again, changed forever.

I was smitten by improvisation, you know, and pursued the elusive practice by working with Simone Forti outside of Bob Dunn’s class. We developed structures (a.k.a. rulegames) to impose coherence and a measure of control to the great unknown of anything goes. How to capture esprit and do it again another day. Improvisation was not a respected endeavor in 1961. Louis Horst thought it was comparable to turning out the lights and announcing happy hour. I loved the give and take between idea and physical enactment with instinct sorting out the problems along the way. The body solves problems before the mind knows you had one. I love thinking on my feet, wind in my face, the edge, uncanny timing, and the ineffable.

To this day, I exploit instinctive behavior when building vocabulary (dance phrases) for a new choreography. I put two dancers on a possible collision course, camera running to capture the masterly maneuvers their bodies conduct in an effort to get past an impending accident while staying on their phrase. A blend of memorized and instinctive movement occurs. The camera is there to record the event for future rehearsals. The dancer/body will never go that close to danger again. They know too much. They have to see it on videotape to recreate the harrowing interlace and proximity.

The transition from improvisation (you’ll never see that again) to choreography (a dance form that can be precisely repeated) required great effort and leaves me thinking that I am self-taught. If one is working with form and not formula, then the ideas take a visual presence in the mind and one must find a method to decant that vision. I start by describing the idea to the dancers, they query the request (I don’t blame them), I say the same thing with other words, they try, I articulate what is missing, they try again, process is in motion. We keep heaving ourselves at each other like this until one or the other breaks through. We have a beginning. The metaphor is physically in existence. Now we have a template as reference to complete the phrase (theme).
I work simultaneously on form and vocabulary. One influences the other. After working for a decade or so, I noticed that my dances tended to cluster together in cycles. I take a compositional subject that intrigues me, work on it over two or three pieces until I have my answers, and then I move on. The early sixties were about discovery in the realm of improvisation versus form. I came back to that subject in the Unstable Molecular Structure cycle of work, *Opal Loop/Cloud Installation #72503* (1980), *Son of Gone Fishin’* (1981), and *Set and Reset* (1983). All of these dances were created by the dancers through a complex process of improvisation, repetition, and memorization of the aleatoric enactment of phrases according to instructions provided by me. During the choreographic process, I stepped out of the dance to view the work as it evolved, to make editorial decisions.

For *Set and Reset*, I made a very long phrase that circumnavigated the outside edge of the stage, serving as a conveyor belt to deliver duets, trios, and solos into the center of the stage. All of the dancers were taught the phrase and given the following set of five instructions:

1. Keep it simple. (The clarity issue.)
2. Play with visibility and invisibility. (The privacy issue.)
3. If you don’t know what to do, get in line. (Helping out with downtime.)
4. Stay on the outside edge of the stage. (The spatial issue.)
5. Act on instinct. (The wild card.)

We started upstage left, more or less pouring onto the stage with a feathering of gestures from the top of the phrase, and I turned, sat down on the floor, and rolled up through my spine to a shoulder stand. The dancer behind me gently pushed my pelvis with her foot, I rotated 180 degrees on my shoulders, rolled back down, and stood up to join the phrase. The shoulder stand was not in the phrase. The choreographer gives a nonverbal instruction to the dancers and the gauntlet is down.

The proscenium stage is something like a wasteland when you approach it without light, costumes, and set. I turned to Robert Rauschenberg, a painter and sculptor with extensive experience in the theater, to supply the missing elements, to create the stage picture that the audience encounters when the curtain goes up. This picture shifts in tandem with the reeling out of choreographic forms over time. In our collaborations, I was a lightning rod for Bob’s theatrical projections. He described them to me as they occurred to him, often calling in the middle of the night. I would, in turn, picture the descriptions proffered, and in some cases choreograph with the spatial notion of the set he described to me in mind. Inevitably, each new design would be replaced by another, in an elegant procession of visual ideas, until he saw a rehearsal of the piece. At this point, galvanized by what he had assimilated through more systems than just sight, the final design would become manifest.

In *Set and Reset*, Laurie Anderson, music, and Beverly Emmons, lighting design, joined Rauschenberg in the rehearsal process from the beginning. There were many ideas and proposals along the way, but not until the nature of this new choreography could be identified, felt, did the alchemic brew begin to cook. Early on in the choreographic process, Bob saw some scrappy pieces of black velour hanging along the sides of the studio, trying to look like the legs (the lengths of fabric that form what are commonly called the stage’s wings). They were placed there to dispel in the dancers the usual sacrosanct behavior required by theater stagehands, who admonish performers not to touch them, as if they were glass and might break. One of my choreographic themes was visibility/invisibility, and the more familiar we became with the legs, the more opulent were the opportunities. In fact, in the end, with Bob’s help, they became props. The stage’s velour legs have been reconstituted as see-through black scrim edged with a vertical stripe of ice-white satin, which demarcates the difference between onstage behavior and off. Our sanctuary is gone, invisibility dashed, downtime on
display. To this situation Bob added gorgeous filmy white transparent costumes, silkscreened with pale-gray-to-black urban industrial images. No blue jeans. No underwear either. He did not want lingerie lines to interfere with the body as a body.

Laurie mixed the sound tracks in her studio while she watched a videotape of the nearly completed choreography. A clang is constant throughout, so is the lyric “Long Time No See,” along with instrumentation and sound effects that fit the dance like a gauntlet to a hand, or not. There are wry correspondences between music and dance, the sound of plates breaking at the moment dancers collide, an embellished reference to the impact, but also to the phrase itself, which was fragmented by the uncanny overlay of gesture and improvisational high jinks now memorized.

Set and Reset was the sweetheart of my work in the 1980s and a hard act to follow. Now what? Shall I put the formula into production? Or shall I try something new? "New" was the answer, but "what" was the question. In general, I had been creating vocabulary based on the simple vertical and horizontal of the spine, arms, and legs, perpendicular or parallel to the floor. All gestures traveled to and from that infrastructure in a sequential, ongoing flow with democratic attention to equal air time to all parts traveling in all directions, high, low, front, back, side, side. The initiation of a gesture could come from any place on the body, unlikely or obvious, fingertips leading or the whole arm. All of this was spiced with the drama of balance: “Will she fall, or won’t she?”

Transition pieces, between one cycle and the next, are interesting because they necessarily bring along the old patterns as I attempt to forge an entire new system of choreography. I decided to investigate the opposites of Set and Reset, to foreground the infrastructure, interrupt the sequential flow of gestures, drop improvisation, and “construct” a number of phrases, each of a different character, to be “mixed,” phrase against phrase, into choreographic “units,” quartets and duets, etc. This approach led to Lateral Pass (1985), with the collaborators Nancy Graves, set and costumes, Peter Zummo, music, and Beverly Emmons, lighting design. The choreographic units were mixed into the final dance with a consideration of all elements active in the collaboration. This was the beginning of a new choreographic cycle, which would fully arrive with my next collaboration.

The second piece in this new cycle was Newark (Niweoweorce) (1987), with set, costumes, and music by Donald Judd, a sculptor I had collaborated with to make Son of Gone Fishin’. In both instances that we worked together, Judd brought his Minimalist aesthetic to my stage. A residency at the Centre National de Danse Contemporaine in Angers, France, gave Don and me, plus Peter Zummo, music production, and Ken Tabachnick, lighting design, the crucial gift of time on stage to choreograph with the set and lights every day, six days a week, for six weeks. I began my search for vocabulary by pushing furniture around in the studio. This behavior translated into a resolve to push myself and my dancers into powerful movement and carefully designed body-geometries, initially similar to furniture. The Valiant cycle, which had its beginning in Lateral Pass, was now fully established. Not only will she fall, the dancers will slam into the floor.

Don’s stage design comprised five proscenium-size drops in the three primary colors plus brown and another shade of red. They split the stage into sections forming four corridors, which could alternately block and reveal the dance. Don devised three separate mathematical systems to determine what drops, in what order, would come in where and for how long.
The music, which consisted of nonreferential sounds found by Peter Zummo, was on yet another system all of its own. I had unwittingly allowed Judd to usurp the choreographer's territory of time and space. He could cut off a dancer flung high in an arc, or confine us in a narrow strip on the downstage light line, five feet deep and forty wide. My choreographic solution was to visually design the dance into the motional elements of the set, albeit adapting a few aspects to my favor. Why did I put up with it? Too late to change for one, but remember that abstract modern dance, unfettered by story and music, is, necessarily, in search of a logic or rationale to reduce the proliferation of options that hang around winking at us. The Newark set did impose tough dialogues and severe internal limitations, but it also delivered a spatial and temporal score that forced invention and resulted in one of the most striking pieces in our repertory.

This choreographic method continued until music and narrative entered the process, bringing with them a new consideration of character, gender, and the play between meaning and non-meaning in abstraction. In fact, they had already arrived, concurrent with my work on Newark, through the experience of choreographing my role as the Maga in Georges Bizet's opera, Carmen, directed by Lina Wertmüller.

I have continued the practice of question, analysis, and resolution through cycles of dance throughout my career. But, in 1995, I realized that I had more years behind me than lay ahead —unless I should have the misfortune to live to be 119. So I asked myself the question, What have you not done, that you will regret in the waning hours of your end game? The answer was opera. I had not yet directed an opera. To facilitate this terrifying desire, I chose J.S. Bach's Musical Offering and proceeded to teach myself baroque polyphonic composition with the assistance of Hans Theodore David's book on the history, interpretation, and analysis of that music. I wanted to make myself and my dancers accountable to the music, note by note. I worked to understand the structures in Bach's composition, some surprisingly familiar to my own earlier inventions, and then to find relevant structures in the dance idiom to ensure a parallel dialogue with Mr. Bach. This Modus Operandi would serve as the model for my research on all of the pieces in the burgeoning Music cycle: J.S. Bach, M.O. (1995); Anton Webern, Twelve Ton Rose (1996) and For Merce (1997); Claudio Monteverdi, L'Orfeo (1998) and Canto/Pianto (1997); Dave Douglas, El Trilogy (1999–2000); and Salvatore Sciarinno, Luci mie traditrici (2001) and Geometry of Quiet (2002).

There once was an extraordinary weekend in the south of France in July of 1998. My opera, L'Orfeo, was playing at the Festival International d'Art Lyrique in Aix-en-Provence. A day or so later, and nearby, an exhibition of my drawings opened at the Centre de la Vieille Charité in Marseille, as my dance company prepared to open in full theatrical regalia at the Théâtre du Gymnase across town. Life has not been the same since. Actually, it has not been the same since an earlier rehearsal day of L'Orfeo when I walked out into the center of my studio to improvise Orfeo's speech to Caronte in the monumental aria “Possente Spirito.” I had sorted out my identity. I was both Orfeo asking for permission to enter Hades and the words he sang. I was primed with music, text, poetry systems, literature. I was the faithful shepherd (Guarini, Il Pastor fido), the Spirit was with me and, most of all, I could also arpeggiate my body in the clear place of a compositional mind that does operate on its own when Trisha is busy with a handful of other aesthetic concerns. I knew, at that moment, the long haul of my apprenticeship in choreography was over.
Trisha Brown was born on November 25, 1936, in Aberdeen, Washington, the third and youngest child (after siblings Gordon and Louisa) of Dorothy Abel and Martell Brown. Her father ran an ice delivery service and a cold storage facility known as the Ice Palace. Her mother taught high school English. Aberdeen is located near the Olympic National Forest and numerous waterways, an environment that Brown grew up exploring and references to which would later make their way into her dances. Her movement studies began in 1947 with Marion Hageage, with whom she studied acrobatics, jazz, ballet, and tap. In 1954 she enrolled in Mills College in Oakland, California, where she majored in dance. At Mills, her training included Martha Graham technique and Louis Horst composition, and she also took African dance classes taught by Ruth Beckford in Berkeley. Brown spent three summers at the American Dance Festival, then based at Connecticut College, where she studied with Louis Horst, José Limón, and Merce Cunningham. After graduation from Mills in 1958 she taught at Reed College, in Portland, Oregon, for two years, during which time she began to experiment with improvisation. In the summer of 1960, Brown participated in a six-week workshop with Ann Halprin, in Kentfield, in Marin County, California. Halprin furthered Brown's interest in improvisation by urging her to explore ordinary activities as sources of movement, and to incorporate verbalization into the creative process. This workshop was influential in Brown's development of "structured improvisation," an improvisational technique based on an initial movement framework or loose pattern. Two other participants in the workshop, Yvonne Rainer and Simone Forti, urged Brown to move to New York City, which she did in early 1961. In that same year she joined an experimental dance composition class taught at the Merce Cunningham studio by Robert Dunn. Encouraging an environment of non-judgmental discussion and analysis, Dunn developed choreographic assignments that applied the Cagian concepts of chance and indeterminacy. This class led to a series of performances at the Judson Memorial Church on Washington Square Park, the first of which took place on July six of that year. These performances were a radical reinterpretation of contemporary dance. Married to the dancer Joseph Schlichter from 1962 to 1970, Brown gave birth to their son, Adam, on February 24, 1965. She has been married to the artist Burt Barr since 1974.

In the 1960s and 70s, Brown was an active participant in the rich cultural life of downtown New York, which included visual artists, writers, and filmmakers, many
of whom participated in Happenings. Reflecting her interest in other artistic disciplines, she began to make drawings in the late 1960s, a practice she continues today. In 1968, Brown created the choreography *Ballet*, in which she began to use equipment such as ropes in order to defy gravity. In other works from the late sixties and early seventies, she used mountaineering harnesses, among other devices. These groundbreaking works came to be known as the Equipment Pieces and are the first of a series of choreographic "cycles" that Brown describes in her work. In 1970, she was invited to join the experimental choreographic group Grand Union, which also included Rainer, Barbara Dilley, Douglas Dunn, David Gordon, Nancy Lewis Green, and Steve Paxton. In that same year, Brown founded her own company with three female dancers: Carmen Beuchat, Caroline Goodden, and Penelope.
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STRUCTURED IMPROVISATIONS WITH SIMONE FORTI
AND DICK LEVINE, 1961

The rehearsals leading up to this concert were engaged in the invention of a structure or game plan that was understood by all participants. One structure that came from Simone was to identify something in the room that could function as a score that we would interpret simultaneously. We wanted answers to the question of what to do in time, space, and intensity. In performance, one dancer pointed in a random direction with eyes closed. I must say my heart sank when I traced the point to a barrel-shaped wood-burning stove. But, in those days, I was shot out of a cannon in improvisations, especially in front of an audience, so, likely, fire, smoke, and chimneys were just right. Simone told me that [during rehearsals] we used to do the "floor-plans of fairytales in about five seconds" as a structure and might have included them [in the performance] as well. I [also] used this structure for Inside [in] 1966. Trisha Brown

LENGTH 3 min.
MUSIC Simone Forti
MUSIC PERFORMANCE Simone Forti; a composite of all the different sounds that could come out of Forti's throat and mouth, including pitches, screeching, and scraping.
COSTUME Leotard and tights
DANCER Trisha Brown

[Trillium] had a handstand in it and a lot of very beautiful, indulgent movement. Trisha told me that a trillium was a flower that she had found in the wood.... She said she used to pick them in the woods, but by the time she got home they would be wilted and faded. And that's what she thought about movement—it was wild; it was something that lived in the air. It was odd to see a handstand in dance at that time. It was odd to see people off their feet doing anything but a very controlled fall.

Steve Paxton

When I saw Trillium I decided that Trisha didn't know about gravity and therefore gravity had no hold on her. Elaine Summers

FIRST PERFORMANCE Maidman Playhouse, New York City, March 24, 1962

LIGHTFALL, 1963

STRUCTURED IMPROVISATION

Using the simple action of waiting (football style, hands on knees) as a recurrent "base," the dancers initiated a spontaneous series of interferences—ass-bumping and back-hopping—which were artless, playful excursions in quiet expectancy and unusual surprises.

Jill Johnston

I had seen the piece in rehearsal when we were up in the country. Trisha asked me for a title and it just came—Lightfall. The quality of the piece had so much to do with body weight and yet it was so light when they perched on each other's backs.

Yvonne Rainer

There is a performance quality that appears in improvisation that did not in memorized dance as it was known up to that date. If you are improvising with a structure your senses are heightened; you are using your wits, thinking, everything is working at once to find the best solution to a given problem under pressure of a viewing audience. In contrast, at that time, modern dancers glazed over their eyes, knuckling down behind that glaze to concentrate and deliver their best performance—an understandable habit but unfortunately resulting in a robot-look. At Judson, the performers looked at each other and the audience,
they breathed audibly, ran out of breath, sweated, talked things over. They began behaving more like human beings, revealing what was thought of as deficiencies as well as their skills. Trisha Brown

LENGTH Unknown
SOUND Ambient
COSTUMES Leotards and tights
DANCERS Trisha Brown and Steve Paxton

Trisha's duets with Steve Paxton were extraordinary. In Lightfall the two were just bouncing all over and under each other. The choreography seemed to be based on how much risk they could take. Robert Rauschenberg

FIRST PERFORMANCE Judson Memorial Church, New York City, January 30, 1963

NUCLEI FOR SIMONE FORTI, 1963
STRUCTURED IMPROVISATION
The improvisation was based on a set of “dance instruction poems” by Jackson Mac Low. Each card had 1 to 10 words typed in black small print at the top and 1 to 5 actions typed in red capital letters at the bottom. There were about 60 cards in all. The cards were enigmatic and just the right balance in leeway and specifics to set off improvisational fireworks. Trisha Brown

LENGTH Jackson Mac Low: “The running time is entirely up to the performer and the circumstances of the performance.” Running time of Yam Festival version unknown.
SOUND Some verbal improvisation
SETS Jackson Mac Low: “Anything that the performer chooses. In [Brown’s] performance, one or two chairs.”
COSTUME Dance work clothes
DANCER Trisha Brown
FIRST PERFORMANCE Yam Festival, Hardware Poets Playhouse, New York City, May 12–13, 1963

During the month of May 1963, a number of Fluxus participants and other artists put on the Yam Festival (“May” spelled backwards), which was sponsored by the Smolin Gallery. Performances took place throughout New York City and at George Segal’s farm in North Brunswick, New Jersey.

IMPROVISATION ON A CHICKEN COOP ROOF, 1963
LENGTH Approximately 15 min.
SOUND Some verbal improvisation
COSTUMES Street clothes
DANCERS Trisha Brown and Yvonne Rainer
FIRST PERFORMANCE Yam Festival, George Segal’s farm, North Brunswick, New Jersey, May 19, 1963

LA CHANTEUSE, 1963
A solo in which Brown took the fourth position—a ballet pose with legs and arms in opposition—and then proceeded to fall over, “dead weight, like a tree cut down” while saying “oh no.” Trisha Brown

LENGTH Approximately 3 min.
SOUND Some vocalization
COSTUME Leotard and tights
DANCER Trisha Brown
FIRST PERFORMANCE Benefit for the Foundation for Contemporary Performance Arts, Pocket Theater, New York City, June 10, 1963

TARGET, 1964
Duet, set phrases of movement and events like La Chanteuse were performed. The order and duration were altered by verbal cues given in the form of questions by the performers such as “What time is it?” Trisha Brown

LENGTH Approximately 5 min.
SOUND Some talking
COSTUMES Dance work clothes
DANCERS Trisha Brown and Joseph Schlichter
FIRST PERFORMANCE Humboldt State College, Arcata, California, April 13, 1964

RULEGAME 5, 1964
STRUCTURED IMPROVISATION
In this dance five performers proceed along seven paths demarcated by seven rows of masking tape laid down in an area of 21 by 21 feet. Starting erect, each performer must lower his/her height so that when they reach the seventh path they are at their lowest possible height (possibly on their stomachs). This adjustment should be made at equal intervals on a scale of one to seven. The performer may pass another performer parallel to themselves only if he/she is crouched lower than those players on the “up” side and higher than those on the “down” side. Trisha Brown

LENGTH 10–15 min.
SOUND Verbal instructions between performers to achieve the correct height for passage
COSTUMES Street clothes
DANCERS Trisha Brown, Walter de Maria, Alex Hay, Steve Paxton, Robert Rauschenberg, Joseph Schlichter, probably Olga Kluver and Simone Forti
FIRST PERFORMANCE First New York Theater Rally, television studio formerly used by CBS, Broadway and 81st Street, New York City, May 5, 1965
MOTOR, 1965
Duet with skateboard as timing device and partner, performed in a parking lot, lit by a Volkswagen, driver unrehearsed. Trisha Brown

LENGTH Approximately 6 min.

SOUND Skateboard wheels and Volkswagen motor

VISUAL PRESENTATION Trisha Brown

EQUIPMENT/PROPS Volkswagen Beetle and skateboard

COSTUMES Street clothes

LIGHTING Beams from Volkswagen headlights

DANCERS Trisha Brown (and driver)

FIRST PERFORMANCE Once Again Festival, Maynard Street Parking Structure, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, September 18, 1965

HOMEMADE, 1966
I used my memory as a score. I gave myself the instruction to enact and distill a series of meaningful memories, preferably those that impact on identity. Each memory-unit is "lived," not performed, and the series put together without transitions that are likely to slur the beginning and the end of each discreet unit. The dance incorporates a film of itself by Robert Whitman.

A projector is mounted on the back of the performer and the film of the dance is projected onto the wall, floor, ceiling, and audience in synchronization with the "live" dance.

An earlier version of Homemade, which did not incorporate film, was performed at the First New York Theater Rally, May 5, 1965. It has been described by Brown as a "solo of microscopic movement taken from everyday activities, done so small they were unrecognizable."

LENGTH 3 min.

SOUND Sound of projector

VISUAL PRESENTATION Trisha Brown and Robert Whitman

SETS Trisha Brown and Robert Whitman

COSTUME/PROPS Black leotard and projector worn on back using the straps off a baby carrier

DANCER Trisha Brown

FIRST PERFORMANCE Judson Memorial Church, New York City, March 29, 1966

SKUNK CABBAGE, SALT GRASS, AND WADERS, 1967
STRUCTURED IMPROVISATION
In 1963 Brown had titled Robert Rauschenberg’s choreography Pelican; in 1967 Rauschenberg contributed the name to Brown’s structured improvisation that dealt with her childhood memories of duck hunting with her father.

LENGTH Approximately 15 min.

SOUND Taped monologue written and recorded by Brown as well as talking and ambient sounds

PROPS Bucket filled with water, chair

COSTUME "Dripping wet" white cotton dress

DANCER Trisha Brown

MEDICINE DANCE, 1967

IMPROVISED FLOOR WORK

LENGTH Approximately 5 min.

SOUND "Vocalized anguish and growling"^23

COSTUME Dance work clothes

DANCER Trisha Brown

FIRST PERFORMANCE Sun Dance, Upper Black Eddy, Pennsylvania, August 26, 1967

PLANES, 1968

A film of aerial footage (by Jud Yalkut) is projected on an 18-foot-long, 13-foot-high wall which has concealed holes spaced at equal intervals across its entire surface. Three performers traverse the surface of the wall in slow motion, giving the illusion of falling through space.^24 Trisha Brown

Strength was a serious problem for [the] women. There were techniques for hooking your foot and slithering down, but you could get caught in a position, difficult to sustain, that could be quite dangerous. Going upward it was all power. If we were upside down and in pain because the instep of the foot was supporting most of the body weight on a half-inch of plywood, we could not acknowledge it—we did not show that tension.^25 Trisha Brown

Planes is an exploration of the corollaries between psychic space and the psychical escape of consciousness beyond the earth's biosphere. Conceive of the theater as vertical tunnel in which the audience is suspended in planes of rows. The city as centralized magnetic center, whose momentum is perpendicular, becomes the escape valve for a continuous ascent, spanning the poetics of macro- and micro-cosm, culminating in the brief and rapid deceleration of re-entry.^26 Jud Yalkut

SNAPSHOT, 1968

STRUCTURED IMPROVISATION

LENGTH Unknown

SOUND Ambient

COSTUMES Cloth bags (for one section) and dance work clothes

DANCERS Trisha Brown, Simone Forti, Michelle Stowell

FIRST PERFORMANCE Intermedia '68, State University of New York at New Paltz, February 24, 1968; Galleria L'Attico, Rome, Italy, June 22, 1969

FALLING DUET [I], 1968

STRUCTURED IMPROVISATION

One dancer falls over like a tree cut down (deadweight); the other dancer gets (scrambles) underneath and makes a soft landing with the total body surface, not hands. Stand, change roles, and repeat until too tired to continue.^29 Trisha Brown

The two women walk out and stand on a big tumbling mat. One falls; the other must catch her; they take turns. Their trust in each other is phenomenal and neither faller tries to make it easy.... It's beautiful: one woman very still, trying to feel which way her body wants to fall; the other eyeing her warily, maybe edging around her; then the slow, tree-like leaning that gathers speed (or the sudden plunge); the rapid move of the catcher; the slow tumble to the mat in a tangle; the pause to renew strength and breath; the rise to begin again.^30 Deborah Jowitt

LENGTH Approximately 5 min.
SNOW: Ambient
COSTUMES: Dance work clothes
DANCERS: Trisha Brown and Barbara Dilley
FIRST PERFORMANCE: Riverside Church Theatre, New York City, June 19, 1968

BALLET, 1968
"A collection of images and movement ideas, including Falling Duet."31

CYCLE: Equipment pieces
LENGTH: 15–20 min.
SOUND: Ambient
SET/EQUIPMENT: Slides of colored fabrics projected on white costume, parallel "high wire" ropes, and a ladder
COSTUMES: For Brown, pink tutu, leotard, and tights
DANCERS: Trisha Brown and one other dancer (unrecorded)
FIRST PERFORMANCE: Riverside Church Theatre, New York City, June 19, 1968

THE DANCE WITH THE DUCK'S HEAD, 1968
Dancer enters wearing a papier-mâché skirt fixed in a sit-down position and a helmet in the shape of a duck's head. She walks in a crouch across the space and sits down in a chair. A violent fight breaks out in the audience. When calm is restored, the duck lady steps into a pair of logging boots that are bolted to a metal frame. Four men hoist the apparatus with dancer and careen it around the space turning it over in a cumbersome sort of flight.32 Trisha Brown

LENGTH: 20 min.
SOUND: The sounds of a "violent fight" at the beginning of the dance
COSTUME: Trisha Brown; papier-mâché duck's head with feathers, papier-mâché brassiere ("will probably cure anyone from ever wearing a bra again"33), and papier-mâché skirt in a seated position.
DANCER: Trisha Brown; with four "carriers" (Steve Carpenter, Peter Poole, Melvin Reichler, Elie Roman) and two "fighters" (David Bradshaw and Joseph Schlichter)
FIRST PERFORMANCES: The Museum of Modern Art, New York City, December 6, 1968

YELLOWBELLY, 1969
I asked the audience to yell "yellowbelly," which means "coward" in Aberdeen, Washington; performed the piece twice. The first time they were very sweet about it so I stopped and I asked them to yell in a nasty way and they did. They started jeering and yelling. I was improvising and absolutely frozen and I have not any idea what I did, although I had a few amorphous possibilities prepared. When I stopped, they really jeered at me, so I started up again and finally we both stopped. It was terrifying because it was confronting the performer's fear that you will get up before an audience and forget what you are doing. The point was to set up precisely that situation and it certainly tested both me and the audience. The second time I performed it in Rome and had them yell in Italian. It was a more sophisticated audience and they just would not yell. When they sat back and refused to yell, I refused to move. Then when someone would yell, I would start, and stop moving when they stopped yelling. It was the most amazing relationship until they got very angry and all began to yell.... I started spinning and continued until I was totally dizzy, then I stopped and tried to do a beautiful articulate dance, but without any success. That relationship to the audience was certainly rough and symbiotic.34 Trisha Brown

LENGTH: Variable
SOUND: Dialogue between Brown and the audience
COSTUME: Leotard and tights
DANCER: Trisha Brown
FIRST PERFORMANCES: Newark State College, Newark, New Jersey, April 10, 1969; Galleria L'Attico, Rome, Italy, June 22, 1969

SKYMAP, 1969
A piece in which Brown did not dance; rather, in a darkened space, she, "informed the audience how to mentally construct an overhead map. The text was recorded. My voice went to the ceiling."35

I had performed on the walls, the floor, and at eye level, I knew that the ceiling was next, but I just couldn’t bring myself to enter into that kind of physical training with that kind of danger below. I sent words up there instead.36 Trisha Brown

The text for Skymap can be found on page 81.

LENGTH: 15–20 min.
SOUND: Recorded text written and read by Brown
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MAN WALKING DOWN THE SIDE OF A BUILDING, 1970
In works such as *Planes*, *Ballet*, and *The Dance with a Duck's Head* (all 1968), Brown had begun to use props that the dancers interacted with in very direct ways: the props literally suspended them above the floor. These works were precursors to the Equipment Pieces of the early 1970s in which Brown used climbing harness and rope, the first of which was *Man Walking Down the Side of a Building*.

"Just what [the title] says, seven stories."37

Trisha Brown

A natural activity under the stress of an unnatural setting. Gravity reneged. Vast scale. Clear order. You start at the top, walk straight down, stop at the bottom. All those soupy questions that arise in the process of selecting abstract movement according to the modern dance tradition—what, when, where, and how—are solved in collaboration between choreographer and place. If you eliminate all those eccentric possibilities that the choreographic imagination can conjure and just have a person walk down an aisle, then you see the movement as the activity. The paradox of one action working against another is very interesting to me, and is illustrated by *Man Walking Down the Side of a Building*, where you have gravity working one way on the body and my intention to have a naturally walking person working in another way.38

Trisha Brown

All the pieces I performed at 80 Wooster had rambled in my head for a long time. My rule was, if an idea doesn't disappear by natural cause, then it has to be done. I wanted to work with the wall but not by building one. I looked at walls in warehouses and as I moved around the streets.... I chose this exterior wall and then thought—why not use mountain climbing equipment?... *Man Walking Down the Side of a Building* was like doing *Planes* but purifying the image. It had no rationale. It was completely art.39

Trisha Brown

---

**FLOOR OF THE FOREST, 1970**
(For the first performances of this piece, Brown listed all of the titles under consideration: clothes pipe, the floor of the forest & other miracles, dance for a dirty room, everybody's grandmother's bed, the costume, Adam says checkered sea.)

Two people dressed and undressed their way through [the structure described below]. It was done as naturally as it could be done. A normally vertical activity performed horizontally and reshaped by the vertical pull of gravity. It was strenuous. Great strain and effort to support the body weight while negotiating buttons and zippers. We rested at times, and when we rested hanging down, an article of clothing became a hammock. The audience ducked down to see the performers suspended or climbing below the frame, or stretched upward to see the activity above.41

**CYCLE** Equipment Pieces
**LENGTH** 30 min.
**SOUND** Ambient, environmental
**VISUAL PRESENTATION** Trisha Brown
**SET/EQUIPMENT** Trisha Brown; ropes, pipes, and clothes

*Floor of the Forest* was performed in a twelve-foot by fourteen-foot pipe frame across which were tied ropes densely threaded with clothes—sleeves were woven beneath pant legs forming a solid rectangular surface. The frame was suspended horizontally at eye level in the center of an empty room.42

Trisha Brown

The audience was free to move around in the periphery of the grid.

**COSTUMES** Shorts and tank tops

**DANCERS** Trisha Brown and Carmen Beuchat

**FIRST PERFORMANCE** In and around 80 Wooster, New York City, April 18, 1970

---

**LEANING DUETS (I), 1970**
Five couples, feet together, side of foot touching partner’s, leaning out to arm’s length, maintaining straight posture. Partners choose a direction, walking in that direction, touching side of foot together with each step. Fallen persons were hauled back up by partner while keeping foot contact. Rope device with handles also employed to achieve greater angle.43

Trisha Brown
CHRONOLOGY OF DANCES, 1961-1979
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CYCLE Equipment Pieces
LENGTH 10 min.
SOUND “Verbal instructions to partners about balance, give and take of weight, and imminent danger.”

VISUAL PRESENTATION Trisha Brown
EQUIPMENT Rope device with handles
COSTUMES Street clothes
DANCERS Trisha Brown, Jared Bark, Carmen Beuchat, Ben Dolphin, Caroline Goodden, Richard Nonas, Patsy Norvell, Lincoln Scott, Kei Takei, and one unrecorded
FIRST PERFORMANCE In and around 80 Wooster, New York City, April 18, 1970

THE STREAM, 1970

CYCLE Equipment Pieces
LENGTH Visitors were free to interact with the structure (see below) throughout the day
SOUND Ambient, environmental
VISUAL PRESENTATION Trisha Brown
SET/EQUIPMENT Trisha Brown

A 24-foot-long U-shaped wooden structure [with walls about four feet high], the inside floor lined with pots and pans filled with water. Participants entered and exited as they wished, some stepping in water, some avoiding water, some racing up and down the sides.45

Trisha Brown

COSTUMES Street clothes
DANCERS Anyone interested in exploring the structure
FIRST PERFORMANCE Astrofest, Union Square, New York City, October 3, 1970

WALKING ON THE WALL, 1971

The performers stood, and walked, and ran parallel to the floor along two adjacent walls while suspended in special harnesses rigged on cables to trolleys on industrial tracks along the ceiling. The illusion is uncanny. Their shirts are brown like the slings, for camouflage, and some of them are excellent wall-walkers (no falling hair, drooping head or legs betray them). For dizzying moments at a time, you seem to be in a tower looking down on the foreshortened bodies of people promenading endlessly on two intersecting white streets.... After a while, wall-walking seems like something that you may once have been able to do. A long time ago.44 Deborah Jowitt

CYCLE Equipment Pieces
LENGTH 20–30 min.
SOUND Sound of trolleys in tracks and dancers’ dialogue to gain passage while aerial

VISUAL PRESENTATION Trisha Brown
EQUIPMENT Harnesses, cables, tracks, and trolleys
COSTUMES Dance work clothes
DANCERS Trisha Brown, Carmen Beuchat, Barbara Dilley, Douglas Dunn, Mark Gabor, Sylvia Palacios, Steve Paxton
FIRST PERFORMANCE Whitney Museum of American Art, New York City, March 30, 1971

That Whitney event of 1971 — entitled another fearless dance concert — helped me, and others I think, to acknowledge the presence in dance of a new kind of virtuosity.48 Deborah Jowitt

LEANING DUETS II, 1971

Ten couples facing each other, toes touching partner’s, leaning out with rope extensions, maintaining straight posture. Couples chose directions to travel in and instructed each other on what foot to use, going in what direction and precisely how big of a step to take. Maintained balance through instructions like “Give me some more [weight] or take a little.”49 Trisha Brown

CYCLE Equipment Pieces
LENGTH Variable
SOUND Some dialogue between the pairs of dancers to maintain balance

VISUAL PRESENTATION Trisha Brown
EQUIPMENT Wooden back supports attached to ropes
COSTUMES Street clothes
DANCERS Trisha Brown, Carole Berman, Carmen Beuchat, Victor Brocapas, Ben Dolphin, Mark Gabor, Caroline Goodden, Susan Harris, Mike Howard, Jon Kalina, Ginger Michels, Richard Nonas, Leslie Orr, Darby Ortolano, Fernando Torm, and four unrecorded
FIRST PERFORMANCE Whitney Museum of American Art, New York City, March 30, 1971

FALLING DUET II, 1971

Two dancers, one stands on the shoulders of the other. They fall, alternate roles, and repeat for about three minutes.50 Trisha Brown

LENGTH Approximately 3 min.
SOUND Some dialogue to maintain balance
COSTUMES Dance work clothes
DANCERS Trisha Brown and Steve Paxton
FIRST PERFORMANCE Whitney Museum of American Art, New York City, March 30, 1971


Invitation card to see Fluxus films by Ben [Vautier], Milan, 1973. Addressed to John Cage on one side and Brown on the other. Delivered to Brown, 6 x 8 1/4 in. (15.2 x 21.0 cm). Collection of Trisha Brown.

Opposite page: Photographs taken of Trisha Brown during the filming of Autobiographical Film, 1969 (an unfinished work). Photograph by Caroline Goodden.
ACTIONS:
GIVING THE NECK A KNIFING OR COMING TO GIVE A PARALLEL MEAL, BEAUTIFUL AND SHOCKING.

ACTIONS:
GIVING AN EGG TO SOMEONE LOOSE OR SEEMING TO DO SO,
SEEMING TO HAVE A PURPOSE,
MEETING SOMEONE OVER WATER,
GOING ABOUT BEING A UNIT.
GRAND UNION
TRISHA BROWN BARBARA DILLEY DOUG DUNN DAVID GORDON NANCY LEWIS STEVE PAXTON
**ROOF PIECE, 1971**

12 dancers placed on roofs covering a 10-block area. Comprised improvised gestures, more or less stationary, which were initiated at 53 Wooster, copied by next in line, and so on. In this way the movement was transmitted to 381 Lafayette Street in a process that continued for 15 minutes, stopped and reversed direction for 15 minutes.51

Trisha Brown

**LENGTH** Approximately 30 min.

**SOUND** Ambient, environmental

**VISUAL PRESENTATION** Trisha Brown

The organization of roofs, roof owners, and dancers was a staggering project. The procedure for getting the locations and permission for use went like this: Go up on roof A with binoculars, spot several possible roof B's which are visible to each other and also to the audience placed anywhere from one to eight blocks away. Go downstairs, around to the first choice of roof B, look to see if I know anyone in the building. If I do—homefree; if I do not ... ring the doorbell and say, "Hello, my name is Trisha Brown, I am a dancer and I need your roof on which to place one dancer etc. etc." Bowing, smiling, discussing "avant-garde" dance.... If they said no, I went to choice 2. If choice 2 said no, I started over on roof A with the binoculars. If choice 2 said yes, I got permission to go up on their roof at that moment to verify the roof was usable and if so, to sight for 2 choices of roof C. Up, down.... It took weeks in unknown hallways and rooftops, sliding in hot tar, explaining my presence to alarmed people in adjacent buildings. Exposed to personal revelations by total strangers who burst forth with such statements as, "Try the building across the street but don't tell his wife I suggested it."52

Trisha Brown

**COSTUMES** Red clothes

**DANCERS** Twelve dance students

**FIRST PERFORMANCE** 53 Wooster Street to 381 Lafayette Street, New York City, May 11, 1971

**ACCUMULATION, 1971**

Movement one, rotation of the fist with the thumb extended, was begun and repeated seven or eight times. Movement two was added and one and two were repeated eight times. Then movement three was added and one, two, and three were repeated, eventually bringing into play the entire body.53 Trisha Brown

**CYCLE** Mathematical

**LENGTH** 4 1/2 min.

---

**RUMMAGE SALE AND THE FLOOR OF THE FOREST, 1971**

Two dancers dress and undress their way through the old clothes attached to the grid while a full-scale rummage sale is conducted beneath them.

The first version of this piece in which the structure was hung at eye level (1970) forced the viewers to crouch down or stretch up (depending on where the dancers were) in order to see the action. In this version the rummage sale was conducted so as to force the viewers to choose between looking at the dance or getting a bargain, or backing way out to see both from a distance.54 Trisha Brown

**CYCLE** Equipment Pieces

**LENGTH** Approximately 45 min.

**SOUND** Ambient, environmental

**VISUAL PRESENTATION** Trisha Brown

**SETS/EQUIPMENT** Trisha Brown; 12' x 14' rectangle of pipes. Onto the pipes are tied ropes forming a horizontal grid. Old clothes are threaded on the grid giving the structure the appearance of a tapestry. It is suspended just above the salespeople tending their tables.55 Trisha Brown

Hanging upside down in a dress hand-knit by Deborah Hay’s mother, looking at some stranger trying on a kimono that my dear friend Suzushi [Hanayagi] had given me before she had to leave this country, watching the woman preen in it, using that gesture of feeling yourself in your new-bought clothes, wondering what was in her mind—it was just an incredible experience for me.... The piece is still continuing, I still see people in the clothes. For them it’s a piece of clothing that they liked, a bargain; for me those clothes are artifacts of history.56

Trisha Brown

**COSTUMES** Shorts and tank tops

**DANCERS** Trisha Brown and Carmen Beuchat

**FIRST PERFORMANCE** New York University Gymnasium, October 22, 1971
ACCUMULATION 55, 1972
4 1/2 minutes of actions from Accumulation expanded to 55 minutes. I worked in performance to keep the separateness and clarity of each move against the blurring effect of relentless repetition. What went through my mind was "This is all there is." By then another move would be active and "This is all there is."...Since I did not use music, these delicate changes in time could occur. Both the dance and its structure were visible and bare-bone simple. None of the movements had any significance beyond what they were. And I never felt more alive, more expressive or more exposed in performance.57 Trisha Brown

CYCLE Mathematical
LENGTH 55 min.
SOUND Ambient
COSTUME White long-sleeved t-shirt and white-and-pale-red bell-bottom pants
DANCER Trisha Brown
FIRST PERFORMANCE Galleria L'Attico, Rome, Italy, June 2, 1972

PRIMARY ACCUMULATION, 1972
A supine figure generates 30 moves in 18 minutes. The figure rotates 45 degrees each on the last two moves, making a 90-degree turn with the completion of the phrase. The phrase is repeated until, in the last two minutes of the dance, a 360-degree turn is achieved and all sides of the dance/dancer revealed.58 Trisha Brown

CYCLE Mathematical
LENGTH 18 min.
SOUND Sweeping sounds of the actions on the floor
COSTUME Trisha Brown; first use of what would become the "regulation" costume: white longsleeved t-shirt and white cotton drawstring pants
DANCER Trisha Brown
FIRST PERFORMANCE Wadsworth Athenaeum, Hartford, Connecticut, December 1, 1972

THEME AND VARIATION, 1972
Duet, dancer A presents and repeats a simple phrase of movement. Dancer B does everything imaginable to interrupt Dancer A.59 Trisha Brown

LENGTH 5 min.
SOUND Ambient
COSTUMES Dance work clothes
DANCERS Carmen Beuchat and Penelope60
FIRST PERFORMANCE Wadsworth Athenaeum, Hartford, Connecticut, December 1, 1972
movement. When 1, 2, or 3 other dancers are in their vision, focused or peripheral, they copy the movement simultaneously.

Theme and Variation: a five-minute variation; see separate listing above.

Group Accumulation: see separate listing below.

Announcement: a sign was posted stating that three of the five dancers were pregnant.

Spanish Dance: dancer A slowly raises arms like a magnificent Spanish dancer and travels forward, in time to Bob Dylan’s “Early Mornin’ Rain.” When the front of dancer A moves into the back of dancer B, dancer B slowly raises her arms like a magnificent Spanish dancer and the two travel forward, moves into the back of dancer C, etc. until they all reach the wall.43

GROUP PRIMARY ACCUMULATION, 1973
Four dancers placed equidistant from each other in a line from downstage to upstage perform the piece in unison. After the 360-degree turn [see Primary Accumulation, 1972], the dancers continue to repeat the sequence as two other dancers enter and transport them to new positions that relate to the physical space and also to each other. The movement unavoidably changed in an unconscious theme and variations as the dancers were carried, stacked, stood, and separated.43

Cycle Mathematical
Length 20–30 min.
Sound Ambient
Costumes White long-sleeved t-shirts and white cotton drawstring pants
Dancers Trisha Brown, Carmen Beuchat, Caroline Goodden, Sylvia Palacios; carriers: Douglas Dunn and David Gordon
First Performance Spring Dance Festival, sunken plaza of McGraw-Hill Building, New York City, May 16, 1973

Roof and Fire Piece, 1973
A dance initiated by a single dancer on the roof of 420 West Broadway and transmitted downtown to other dancers for 15 minutes, whereupon it stopped and reversed direction for 15 minutes.

The method of transmitting the movement, copying, is a technique used in dance classes and rehearsals for learning steps. The teacher does the steps first, and then the student copies, effecting a transfer of physical information.... In the Roof [and Fire] Piece, the emphasis was on immediate and exact duplication of the observed dance and the silent passing of this dance to a series of performers down the line. The intuitive and kinesthetic systems were impaired by the distance between buildings, and details and nuances were lost or incorrectly translated forcing an eventual disintegration or distortion of the original dance. The performers worked diligently to maintain accuracy and the breakdown occurred in fractions of time and gestures and was not necessarily recognizable between any two of the links.44

Cycle Mathematical
Length 30 min.
Sound Ambient
Visual Presentation Trisha Brown
Costumes Red long-sleeved shirts and red sweat pants
Dancers Trisha Brown, Carmen Beuchat, Douglas Dunn, Tina Girouard, Caroline Goodden, David Gordon, Nancy Green, Susan Harris,
Elsi Miranda, Emmett Murray, Eve Poling, Sarah Rudner, Nanette Seivert, Valda Setterfield, Liz Thompson, Sylvia Palacios

**First Performance**: 420 West Broadway to 35 White Street, New York City, June 24, 1973

**Structured Pieces** [I], 1973
The Structured Pieces, performed between 1973 and 1976, comprised a fluctuating collection of experimental ideas in form closely allied with the Accumulations (1971–73, 1978, 1997). The individual dances within the Structured Pieces were like one-line ideas that often evolved into larger sections of later choreographies. The list of dances at each performance was not always recorded.

Includes Sticks, Scallopss, Discs, Bug, Running-Mistitled, Leaning Trio, Falling Duets, Circles, and Group Primary Accumulation (circle formation).  

Trisha Brown

**Cycle**: Mathematical

**Length**: Approximately 40 min.

**Sound**: Silent except for dialogue of the dancers

**Props**: Discs and sticks

**Costumes**: White long-sleeved t-shirts and white cotton drawstring pants

**Dancers**: Trisha Brown, Carmen Beuchat, Caroline Goodden, Sylvia Palacios

**First Performance**: Festival d'Automne, Musée Galliera, Paris, France, October 6, 1973

**Accumulation with Talking**, 1973
A lecture combined with choreography. I spontaneously started dancing while lecturing.  

Trisha Brown

**Cycle**: Mathematical

**Length**: Approximately 45 min.

**Sound**: Trisha Brown talking

**Costumes**: Street clothes

**Dancer**: Trisha Brown

**First Performance**: Centre Americain, Paris, France, October 12, 1973

**Figure 8, 1974**
Time crossing: (left) 12345678/1234567/12345/123/123/123; (right) 1/12/123/1234/12345/123456/1234567/12345678

Spatial arrangement: a row, like stewardesses demonstrating safety measures on an airplane. Eyes closed. Right arm arcs from the side of the body to the top of the head and back again, marking, enlarging time patterns, while the left arm arcs from the side of the body to the top of the head in diminishing time patterns.  

Trisha Brown

The audience moved around to face the entrance to another room where four dancers stood one behind the other with eyes closed. Until someone called out, "O.K. stop," they all performed the same sharp arm movements in unison to the beat of a metronome. I was amazed that the dancers managed to stay perfectly together as they blindly performed these complicated arm movements—which looked like coordination exercises. "Figure 8" is structurally the opposite of "Group Primary Accumulation" in that the metronome works to prevent the disintegration of form and rhythm. The latter dance wears away like a delicately shaped seashell. "Figure 8" persists like a pyramid.  

Nancy Moore

**Cycle**: Mathematical

**Length**: Approximately 5 min.

**Sound**: Metronome and verbal cue to stop

**Costumes**: White long-sleeved t-shirts and white cotton drawstring pants

**Dancers**: Probably Trisha Brown, Carmen Beuchat, Caroline Goodden, Sylvia Palacios

**First Performance**: Contemporanea Festival, Rome, January 2, 1974

**Splits Solo, 1974**
Two dancers lied side by side eighteen inches apart.... All of the movements of Primary Accumulation that occur on the right side of the body were done by the person on the right and all the movements on the left side of the body by the person on the left. The dance went in and out of looking like one huge fat person or two people sharing one dance, shifting their roles of doing and waiting.  

Trisha Brown

**Length**: Approximately 20 min.

**Sound**: Ambient

**Costumes**: White long-sleeved t-shirts and white cotton drawstring pants

**Dancers**: Trisha Brown and one other dancer (unrecorded)

**First Performance**: Contemporanea Festival, Rome, January 2, 1974

**Drift, 1974**
Five dancers stood side by side, to the right of center at the rear of a performing area that was 120 feet long and 40 feet wide. The action was to walk straight forward at a medium pace until...
reaching the front edge of the audience. The dancers’ feet moved a fraction of an inch to the right with each step. They appeared to be walking straight forward but the image slides to the right of the space at the same time as it loomed into the foreground. Trisha Brown

[The dancers gave] the illusion that they were in fact walking straight ahead. But in actual fact they were drifting ever so slightly, maintaining their straight line, so that they ended up, still perfectly parallel at the right on front of stage—where they stopped, held their positions and looked straight ahead. Since the sunlight was coming in from the Potomac when they reached stage front, the orange-red glow of the sunset hit their faces and it was extremely impressive, as they stood for a full 30 or 45 seconds with the sunlight hitting the left side of the faces. Then they broke and left the stage. Dennis Bark

**Length** Approximately 4 min.

**Sound** Ambient

**Costumes** Black long-sleeved t-shirts and black jeans or pants

**Dancers** Trisha Brown, Carmen Beuchat, Douglas Dunn, Caroline Goodden, Sylvia Palacios

**First Performance** Art Now 74 (presented by the Artrend Foundation), The John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts, Washington, D.C., June 2, 1974

---

**SPIRAL, 1974**

Carmen Beuchat, Sylvia Palacios and Brown climb ladders in order to strap themselves to ropes which spiral down three pillars. Then, slowly, incredibly, they walk around the pillars—bodies hanging out in space, parallel to the floor. Each winds down a pillar until her head nearly touches the audience’s feet. The lower they get, the heavier they seem. Right before they disconnect themselves and stand up on the floor, you get the feeling that you’re the one who’s hanging. Nancy Moore

**Cycle** Equipment Pieces

**Length** Approximately 15–30 seconds (variable according to height of column or tree)

**Sound** Ambient

**Equipment** Harnesses, ropes, and carabiners

**Costumes** Street clothes

**Dancers** Trisha Brown, Carmen Beuchat, Sylvia Palacios

**First Performance** 383 West Broadway, New York City, June 11, 1974

---

**PAMPLONA STONES, 1974**

A careful distribution of words, objects, and gestures in a large square room with an interplay of ambiguity in language and reference—with multiple themes and variations. Trisha Brown

“Pamplona Stones” appeared to be a partially structured improvisation. Trisha Brown and Sylvia Whitman... manipulate props—a king-sized mattress, an armchair and some stones which anchor down the bottom of a wall hanging. Funny, weird correspondences develop between props, movement and verbalizing. Whitman picks up a large rock and drops it as Brown commands, “Stop!” Whitman complains, “It doesn’t do what I say.” Silence. Then, smiling, “It stopped.” There’s also a terrific... scene in which both performers suddenly leap up and straddle the sides of the mattress—which they’ve set up on end—and “ride” it as it slumps to the floor. Nancy Moore

**Length** 18 min.

**Sound** Dialogue, text by Brown

**Props** Trisha Brown; mattress, two armchairs, three stones approximately six inches in diameter

**Costumes** Dance work clothes

**Dancers** Trisha Brown and Sylvia Palacios

**First Performance** 383 West Broadway, New York City, June 11, 1974

---

**STRUCTURED PIECES II, 1974**

See description at Structured Pieces [I], 1973

Ten-foot-long sticks (1” x 1”) are placed end to end in a horizontal line just above the supine bodies of the performers. Keeping contact between sticks, the performers circle or roll in careful motion around their sticks. If contact is lost, they must stop and correct it. The action of rolling is shaped by the second task of holding the sticks in a fixed position and in turn, the balance of the sticks is made more difficult by the large activity of the body maneuvering. The horizontal line of the sticks changes from one long line to several smaller units at angles to each other as the piece progresses. Trisha Brown

**Cycle** Mathematical

**Length** Approximately 40 min.

**Sound** Talking between the dancers, sound of props

**Visual Presentation** Trisha Brown

**Costumes** White long-sleeved t-shirts and white cotton drawstring pants

**Dancers** Trisha Brown, Carmen Beuchat, Caroline Goodden, Sylvia Palacios

**First Performance** Walker Art Center, Minneapolis, Minnesota, November 7, 1974
LOCUS, 1975

Locus is an eighteen-minute quartet of continuous action. That action is based on an ordered series of movement within a compartmentalized space. I was trying to make a sphere of movement in a grid of 4 boxes. 1st [performance] of Locus as work in progress. Trisha Brown

I wanted to analyze, graph the immediate space around my body in an attempt to understand my elusive movement style in order to teach it to others. Trisha Brown

Locus is organized around 27 points located on an imaginary cube of space slightly larger than the standing figure in a stride position. The points were correlated to the alphabet and a written statement, 1 being A, 2, B....I made four sections each three minutes long that move through, touch, look at, jump over, or do something about each point in the series, either one point at a time or clustered. The dance does not observe front, it revolves. The cube base is multiplied to form a grid of five units wide and four deep. There are opportunities to move from one cube base to another without distorting the movement. By exercising these options, we travel. Trisha Brown

CYCLE Mathematical
LENGTH 18 min.
SOUND Ambient
COSTUMES Sleeveless leotards and pants
DANCERS Trisha Brown, Elizabeth Garren, Judith Ragir, Mona Sulzman
FIRST PERFORMANCE 541 Broadway, New York City, April 6, 1975

STRUCTURED PIECES III, 1975

See description at Structured Pieces II, 1973

CYCLE Mathematical
LENGTH Approximately 40 min.
SOUND Ambient
COSTUMES White long-sleeved t-shirts and white cotton drawstring pants
DANCERS Trisha Brown, Elizabeth Garren, Wendy Perron, Judith Ragir, Mona Sulzman
FIRST PERFORMANCE Dance Today, Seibu Theater, Tokyo, Japan, December 15, 1975; Lepercq Space, Brooklyn Academy of Music, Brooklyn, New York, January 8, 1976

SOLOLOS, 1976

A natural progression of non-functional movement. By natural progression I mean that movement B is the simplest most obvious next move after A; C after B. At the halfway mark of this piece, a retrograde is initiated. Trisha Brown

LENGTH Approximately 3 min.
SOUND Ambient
COSTUME White long-sleeved t-shirt and white cotton drawstring pants
DANCER Trisha Brown
FIRST PERFORMANCE Lepercq Space, Brooklyn Academy of Music, Brooklyn, New York, January 8, 1976

STRUCTURED PIECES IV, 1976

See description at Structured Pieces II, 1973

CYCLE Mathematical
LENGTH Approximately 40 min.
SOUND Ambient
COSTUMES White long-sleeved t-shirts and white jeans
DANCERS Trisha Brown, Elizabeth Garren, Wendy Perron, Judith Ragir, Mona Sulzman
FIRST PERFORMANCE Fort Worth Art Museum, Fort Worth, Texas, April 8, 1976

DUETUDE, 1976

LENGTH 12 min. at time of premiere, 8 min. thereafter
SOUND Ambient
COSTUMES White long-sleeved t-shirts and white cotton drawstring pants
DANCERS Jean Churchill, Lisa Kraus
FIRST PERFORMANCE New England Dinosaur at the First Congregational Church, Cambridge, Massachusetts, May 8, 1976
LINE UP, 1976
Organized around the making, remaking, or unmaking of horizontal lines, resulting in clarity, disorder, clarity, disorder, disorder, clarity, order, disorder, and so on. Trisha Brown

- a line
- a hinged line
- nudging a line into straightness
- allowing change
- being stable and flexible
- talking to the others
- helping someone else
- warning anticipating correcting
- disconnecting/reconnecting (activities)
- doing 2 incompatible activities at once
- circling with the body (activity)
- maintaining contact (activity)61

Trisha Brown

LENGTH Approximately 45 min.
SOUND Verbal instructions, metronome, and Bob Dylan’s recording of “Early Mornin’ Rain”
COSTUMES White long-sleeved t-shirts and white cotton drawstring pants
DANCERS Trisha Brown, Elizabeth Garren, Terry O’Reilly, Steve Paxton, Wendy Perron, Judith Ragir, Mona Sulzman
FIRST PERFORMANCES Festival Musicales de la Sainte Baume, Aix-en-Provence, France, August 1, 1976; Lepercq Space, Brooklyn Academy of Music, Brooklyn, New York, March 10, 1977 (with additional dancers Terry O’Reilly and Steve Paxton)

WATERMOTOR, 1978
Watermotor, the 2nd or 3rd time, I danced how I dance. It was a solo—I didn’t have to pin it down to others. It is unpredictable, personal, articulate, dense, changeful, wild assed. My model was improvisation...difficult to memorize. Don’t look directly at what you are doing. Totally physical.62

Trisha Brown

LENGTH 2 1/2 min.
SOUND Ambient
COSTUME Tan t-shirt and gray pants (pants designed by Susan Zucker)
LIGHTING Edward Effron
DANCER Trisha Brown
FIRST PERFORMANCE Newman Stage, Public Theater, New York City, May 22, 1978

SPLANG, 1978
Slide 2 with arms flopping in a duration slightly longer than what would be in sync with the feet. Look to where your toes are pointing, step forward with toes at a 90-degree angle to where they were. Do a huge big-bodied move, out of which comes a delicate line being drawn with simultaneous and parallel hand and foot—the hand stops and the foot continues. Reach, round over, flip sides, and extend arms and one leg dead ahead. Have one arm and leg quietly go away.83

Trisha Brown

LENGTH 11 min. 20 sec.
SOUND Ambient
COSTUMES Richard Kerry; hand-dyed, tan bell-bottom pants and spaghetti-strap tank tops
DANCERS Elizabeth Garren, Wendy Perron, Mona Sulzman
FIRST PERFORMANCE Newman Stage, Public Theater, New York City, May 22, 1978

ACCUMULATION WITH TALKING PLUS WATERMOTOR, 1979
CYCLE Mathematical
LENGTH 10–15 min.
SOUND Brown talking
COSTUME Tan t-shirts and gray pants (pants designed by Susan Zucker)
LIGHTING Edward Effron
DANCER Trisha Brown
FIRST PERFORMANCES Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio, February 24, 1979; Maison de la Culture de Woluwe, Brussels, Belgium, November 1, 1979
NOTES

NOTES TO DANCE AND ART IN DIALOGUE 1979–2001 (PAGES 90–247)

2. Interview of Robert Rauschenberg by Hendel Teicher, 1 August 1996.
3. Ibid.
6. Rauschenberg interview, 1 August 1996.
8. Rauschenberg interview, 1 August 1996.
10. Interview of Trisha Brown by Hendel Teicher, 10 December 2001.
11. From the original press release for Opus Loop, Trisha Brown Dance Company archive.
22. Rauschenberg interview, 1 August 1996.
24. Adapted from an interview with Nancy Graves by Hendel Teicher, spring 1990.
28. Rauschenberg interview, 1 August 1996.
30. Comments by T. Brown dated 2 November 2001; see also her remarks on the collaborations with Judd in her "How to Make a Modern Dance When the Sky's the Limit" in this volume.
33. Rauschenberg interview, 1 August 1996.
35. Ibid., p. 274.
36. Rauschenberg interview, 1 August 1996.
41. Trisha Brown, letter to Louise Adams (her sister), September 1999.
42. T. Brown comments, 6 January 2002.
43. Ibid.
46. Quote from a press conference in Paris at the inception of the project.
49. Comment from 1993 discussion between Trisha Brown and Hendel Teicher, 1 September 1996.
50. Ibid.
51. Rauschenberg interview, 1 August 1996.
52. Ibid.
54. The Paxton letter to Brown was originally printed in Contact Quarterly, no. 1 (Winter/Spring 1993)-94.
68. Ibid.

NOTES TO CHRONOLOGY OF DANCES 1961–1979 (PAGES 299–318)

1. Penelope Newcomb danced under her first name only.
13. Ibid.
15. Choreographer's typed and handwritten chronology of 1961–78, date of compilation unknown, unpaginated.
19. Choreographer's notes, not dated.
29. Choreographer's notes, not dated.
32. For a partial reconstruction of the piece, see also Hendel Teicher’s "Bird/Woman/Flower/Daredevil: Trisha Brown" in this volume.
33. Choreographer's notes, not dated.
34. Discussion with Brown, November 2001.
36. Choreographer's notes, not dated.
37. Choreographer's notes, not dated.
42. Ibid.
47. At the time, Sylvia Palacios danced under the name Sylvia Whitman.
50. Choreographer's notes, not dated.
52. Choreographer's notes, not dated.
54. Choreographer's notes, not dated.
55. Ibid.
57. Brown in Livet, Contemporary Dance, p. 45.
58. Adapted from Brown in Livet, Contemporary Dance, p. 45.
60. Penelope Newcomb.
62. Choreographer's notes, not dated.
63. Brown in Livet, Contemporary Dance, p. 45.
67. Choreographer's notes, not dated.
70. Choreographer's notes, not dated.
71. Letter from Dennis Bock to his parents after seeing the Trisha Brown Dance Company at the Kennedy Center.
73. Choreographer's notes, not dated.
75. Choreographer's notes, not dated.
76. Ibid.
78. Brown in Livet, Contemporary Dance, p. 34.
80. Choreographer's notes, not dated.
81. Both quotes from choreographer's notes, not dated.
Newark (New Jersey), 1987
pp. 142-143: Diane Madden, Lance Gries. Photograph by Tristan Valès/Agence Enguerand, Paris.

Astral Convertible, 1989

Foray Forêt, 1990

Accumulation with talking plus repertory, 1999

Interlude 1 (Ragel), 2000

Interlude 2 (Ladder), 2000

For M.G.: The Movie, 1991

Luci mie traditrici, 2001
pp. 244-245: Lionel Poppin, Kathleen Fisher. Photograph by Joanne Savio.

Groove and Countermove, 2000

Canto/Pianto, 1997
pp. 204-205: Stacy Matthew Spence, Ming-Lung Yang, Keith A. Thompson, Katrina Thompson, Stanford Makishi, Brandi Norton. Photograph by Marcus Lieberenz.

El Trilogy, 1999-2000
Five Part Weather Invention, 1999

Another Story as in Falling, 1993
pp. 178-179: Unknown, Kelly McDonald, Wil Swanson, unknown, Carolyn Lucas, Kevin Kortan. Photograph by Roland Aeschlimann.

Yet Another Story, 1994

If you couldn't see me, 1994

Long and Dream, 1994

Another Story, 1993

For Merce, 1997

Another Story as in Falling, 1992

If you can't see us, 1995

You can't see us, 1995
DANCERS

Listed alphabetically; dates indicate period of activity. An asterisk (*) indicates the individual listed was either a guest of the Trisha Brown Dance Company or performed in a work or works by Trisha Brown prior to the founding of her company in 1970.

Jeffrey Axelrod, 1986–87
Jared Bark,* 1970, 1974
James Barth,* 1974
Mikhail Baryshnikov,* 1996
Carmen Beuchat, 1970–74
David Bradshaw,* 1968
Liz Carpenter, 1991–94
Steve Carpenter,* 1968
Jean Churchill,* 1976
Walter de Maria,* 1964
Barbara Dilley,* 1968, 1971, 1973
Ben Dolphin,* 1970
Simone Forti,* 1961, 1968
Mark Gabor, 1971
Elizabeth Garren, 1975–79
Tina Girouard,* 1973
Caroline Goodden, 1970–74
David Gordon,* 1973
Nancy Green,* 1973
Lance Gries, 1985–91
Sandra Grinberg, 2000–
Susan Harris,* 1973
Alex Hay,* 1964
Irène Hultman, 1983–87
Bill T. Jones,* 1995
Nicole Juralewicz, 1988–95
Eva Karczag, 1979–84
Kevin Kortan, 1990–95
Lisa Kraus, 1976–82
Gregory Lara, 1987–93
Daniel Lepkoff,* 1979
Dick Levinso,* 1961
Carolyn Lucas, 1984– (Assistant to the Choreographer, 1996–)
Nina Lundborg, 1977–79
Diane Madden, 1980–
Stanford Makishi, 1992–99
Mariah Maloney, 1995–
Kelly McDonald, 1992–95
Elsi Miranda,* 1973
Emmett Murray,* 1973
Richard Nonas,* 1970
Brandi Norton, 1997–
Patsy Norvell,* 1970
Trish Oesterling, 1990–93
Terry O’Reilly,* 1976, 1979
Sylvia Palacios [Whitman], 1971–74
Seth Parker, 1999–
Penelope [Newcomb], 1972–73
Wendy Perron, 1975–79
Stephen Petronio, 1979–86
Eve Poling,* 1973
Peter Poole,* 1968
Lionel Popkin, 2000–
Judith Ragir, 1975–77
Yvonne Rainer,* 1963
Robert Rauschenberg,* 1964
Melvin Reichler,* 1968
Gena Rho, 1994–98
Effie Roman,* 1968
Sarah Rudner,* 1973
Joseph Schlichter,* 1964, 1968, 1970
Lisa Schmidt, 1985–92
Lincoln Scott,* 1970
Nanette Seibert,* 1973
Shelley Sabina Senter, 1986–90
Valda Setterfield,* 1973
Vicky Shick, 1980–85
Stacy Matthew Spence, 1997–
Todd Lawrence Stone, 1998–
Michelle Stowell,* 1968
Mona Sulzman, 1975–79
Wil Swanson, 1988–97
Gail Swerling,* 1973
Kei Takei,* 1970
Katrina Thompson, 1998–
Keith A. Thompson, 1992–2001
Liz Thompson,* 1973
David Thomson, 1987–93
Randy Warshaw, 1980–86
Abigail Yager, 1995–
Ming-Lung Yang, 1992–99
**SELECTED LIST OF TRISHA BROWN’S APPEARANCES IN WORKS BY OTHER ARTISTS**

Unless otherwise noted, works listed are dance performances. Full information (site of performance, date, participants, and so on) is provided whenever possible.

*The Elevator*, 1985 (video).
*Trisha and Carmen*, 1988 (video).
*Aeros*, 1990 (video).
*Focus II*, 2001 (video).

**WORKS TWO**


**WORKS THREE**


*Section of a New Unfinished Work* (1965) and *Augmented* (1966), Judson Dance Theater, A Dance Concert of Old and New Works, Judson Memorial Church, New York, January 10–12, 1966. Performed, variously, by Trisha Brown, Alex Hay, Deborah Hay, Steve Paxton, and Robert Rauschenberg, depending on the night of performance.

*Satie for Two*, Maidman Playhouse, New York, March 5, 1962.
*Dance for 3 People and 6 Arms*, Master Theater, New York, April 1962.
*We Shall Run*, Judson Memorial Church, New York, January 29, 1963.


*Canoe*, 1966 (film), with Trisha Brown, Lucinda Childs, Alex Hay, Deborah Hay, Barbara Dilley, Yvonne Rainer, and Elaine Sturtevant.

*Carmen*, by Georges Bizet, directed by Wertmüller, Teatro di San Carlo, Naples, December 10–30, 1986. Brown choreographed and performed the role of La Bruja (Maga, Sorceress), and her company performed with the Ballet of the Teatro di San Carlo.

**WORKS FOUR**

*Mouth*, 1961 (Happening), with Trisha Brown, Simone Forti, and others (unknown).
*Flower*, 1963 (Happening), with Trisha Brown, Simone Forti, and others (unknown).

**CHOREOGRAPHIES BY TRISHA BROWN IN THE REPERTORIES OF OTHER DANCE COMPANIES**

*Astral Converted*, Opéra National de Lyon

*Duetude*, New England Dinosaur Dance Theater (defunct)

*Glacial Decoy*, White Oak Dance Project

*Homemade*, White Oak Dance Project

*Newark (Nineweerce)*, Opéra National de Lyon

*One Story as in Falling*, Dominique Bagouet Company, Montpellier, France (defunct)

*Opal Loop/Cloud Installation #72503*, Ballet Rampert, London


"If you couldn’t see me" and "M.O." 68 min. New York: Video D Studios, 1995. Videocassette.


Rally for Disarmament 1982. 195 min. Program of speeches and performances advocating nuclear disarmament; Trisha Brown was a speaker. 1982. Videocassettes (4).
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**JOURNALS AND NEWSPAPERS**


---. "Bowing to the Then but Enhancing It with the Now." New York Times, 29 May 2000.


—-. "Razzle-dazzle." Review of performance of If you couldn’t see me at Joyce Theater, New York. New York, 16 May 1994, 100.
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